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RE: Rituximab in combination with glucocorticoids for treating anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic 


antibody-associated vasculitis [ID567] 


 
 


Dear Helen,  
 


Thank you for giving us the opportunity to comment on the ACD for the above appraisal; we have 


provided our comments under the standard four headings. Whilst we were disappointed that the 


Committee was unable to recommend MabThera (rituximab) in the draft guidance, we understand 


the complexity associated with the management of the disease and hope the information provided 


within this response will allow NICE to make rituximab available to a group of patients without 


alternative effective treatment options.  


 


In developing our response we have once again sought the opinion of leading clinical experts who 


treat AAV in the UK. At the Committee meeting, there was a significant degree of uncertainty 


related to the standard clinical treatment pathway for patients with AAV; we note this was a key 


factor in the Committee being unable to determine the most likely ICER. We have since been able 


to gain clarification on the most appropriate treatment paradigm to model in our economic analysis. 
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Our economic model has been revised based on amendments suggested by the ERG and the 


Appraisal Committee. The updated base case ICER following all amendments is £18,556/QALY 


gained. All sensitivity analysis results have been updated and are tabled in this document.  


 


ANCA-associated vasculitis is a rare condition with a paucity of randomised controlled trial 


evidence; however, there is significant experience in this area and strong clinical support for using 


rituximab in AAV. The overall likelihood that the ICER will be below £30,000 appears overwhelming; 


confirming that rituximab in AAV is a cost-effective use of NHS resources. 


 


 


Yours Sincerely, 
 
 


 


 
 
 
xxx xxxxx 
xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx 
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I. Has all of the relevant evidence been taken into account? 


Following the Committee’s request for further clarification and analyses, we have reviewed and 


updated the base economic model, conducted the requested sensitivity analyses, and sought 


clarification on the clinical management of AAV from clinical experts. We have outlined the 


requests from the Committee in the below table and the section where we have addressed each 


point. 


Table 1: Contents of ACD Response 


Committee’s Request Section  


Definition of severe disease 5.3 


Longer term data from RAVE 5.1 


Retreatment with rituximab 2.3 


Maximum cumulative cyclophosphamide dose 2.1 


Definition of the subgroup for whom avoiding cyclophosphamide is desirable 3.2 


Revised Economic Model 3 


Changes suggested by the ERG 1.1;1.2 


Discussion on relapse rates 2.5 


Sensitivity Analysis on relapse rates 4 


Costs and Disutility of long term cyclophosphamide use 4 


Inpatient costs associated with non-remission (including treating infections) 4 


Frequency of outpatient appointments for each health state 1.2 


Scenario analysis showing the effect of azathioprine maintenance therapy 1.2; 4 


Cost-effectiveness estimates for all appropriate treatment sequences 2.2;2.4;3 


Cost-effectiveness estimates for all populations 3.1;3.2;Appendix 


Pairwise and incremental analyses for the cost-effectiveness estimates 3 


  


The following section provides a step by step guide to the updated analysis; we have separated 


the changes recommended by the ERG and accepted by the Committee and those changes 


recommended following further dialogue with clinical experts. 
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1. Revised Economic Assumptions based on ERG feedback 


1.1. Recommended Changes by the ERG 


We accept that the minor technical changes proposed in the ACD section 3.42 by the ERG are fair, 


and therefore have been incorporated within our revised economic model.  


Several other changes proposed in the ACD section 3.43 by the ERG were incorporated within our 


revised economic model: 


 The assumed body surface area (BSA) and weight of patients was increased to better 


reflect patients within the UK. We have used the weight and BSA figures from a cohort of 


30 vasculitis patients treated at the Manchester Royal Infirmary. The mean BSA is 1.90m2 


and the mean weight is 78.89kg.  


 The model has factored wastage associated with drug delivery into the model.  


 The utility value in the uncontrolled disease health state was adjusted from 0.671 to 0.71 


 The cost of administering methylprednisolone was included in the model. It was assumed 


the cost would be equivalent to the cost of delivering rituximab (RTX) and CYC. 


 The cost of an X-ray was updated to £18.56 and the cost of a CT scan was increased to 


£100. It was assumed that 80% of scans received in the modelled population would be X-


rays, with 20% being CT scans. 


 Relapse rates were estimated based on the data from patients who had severe flares after 


receiving CYC in RAVE to reflect the assumption only severe flares would lead to renewed 


induction treatment. The same relapse rate was applied to patients in the RTX group and 


patients in the CYC group. The relapse rate is assumed to be identical after subsequent 


lines of therapy. 


 


1.2. Recommended Changes by the ERG not endorsed by the Appraisal Committee 


In the ACD section 4.16, the Committee disagreed with two assumptions within the ERG revised 


model. As a result, our economic model does not include maintenance therapy with azathioprine 


(AZA) following RTX therapy and we have updated the estimates related to outpatient attendance.  


 As discussed at the Committee meeting, the use of azathioprine maintenance therapy 


following RTX is not supported by clinical evidence and as a result is not part of current UK 


clinical practice. The long term follow up from RAVE [Specks et al,2013], demonstrated that 
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the relapse rate between CYC and RTX was not significantly different. Patients in RAVE did 


not receive maintenance therapy with AZA unlike those in the CYC treatment arm. 


 The frequency of outpatient visits assumed within the ERG model was not seen as 


accurately reflecting UK clinical practice. Experts at the meeting considered that the 


estimates may underrepresent the true cost of managing the disease. We have sought 


further advice on these estimates and have made only one change to the number of 


outpatient attendances (from 3 to 4 visits per cycle) in the uncontrolled disease health state.  


Table 2: Outpatient attendances per cycle (6 months) 


Health State ERG Model Revised Model 


Non-Remission 13 13 


Remission 2 2 


Uncontrolled disease 3 4 
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2. Revised Clinical Assumptions following further clinical advice  


We note that one of the major factors prohibiting the Committee making a decision on the most 


plausible ICER for RTX was uncertainty regarding the treatment pathway. We have sought clinical 


opinion from a number of experts who have provided a clear guideline on how severe ANCA-


associated vasculitis is treated in the UK, and how RTX will be included in the treatment paradigm.  


2.1. CYC maximum cumulative dose  


We have sought to clarify the maximum CYC cumulative dose that patients would be exposed to in 


routine clinical practice. The assumed maximum cumulative dose directly impacts the number of 


assumed courses of CYC a patient is eligible for, and therefore plays a significant role in the 


economic model. It is well documented that an increased cumulative dose of CYC is correlated 


with an increased risk of malignancy [Heijl, et al 2011; Knight et al, 2004]. The risk of bladder 


cancer is reported to double for every 10 gram increment of CYC [Knight et al, 2004] reinforcing 


the preference for clinicians to minimise exposure where possible. 


Clinical experts outlined that the maximum cumulative dose of CYC would depend on the 


availability of alternative agents for the treatment of severe disease. As a result clinical experts 


note that the total cumulative dose of CYC will differ between the standard of care treatment arm 


and the intervention arm which includes RTX (as noted in the ACD section 4.2).  


In the UK, the maximum cumulative dose of CYC a patient would be exposed to would not exceed 


25 grams or no more than two courses of IV pulse therapy. This is consistent with the recently 


drafted BSR guidelines [Watts et al, 2013] on the management on ANCA-associated vasculitis and 


with clinical experts we contacted. In our economic model, we have assumed patients in the 


standard of care arm will receive two courses of IV pulse therapy. This would equal approximately 


23 grams of CYC based on the assumed weight of patients.  


The revised model has assumed that all patients would receive IV pulse therapy. In our previous 


submission we had assumed a small proportion of patients (22%) would receive oral CYC. 


However, one 6 month course of oral CYC would equal the maximum cumulative dose of CYC. As 


the vast majority of clinicians use the IV pulse therapy regimen which is further supported in the 


recently drafted BSR guidelines [Watts et al, 2013], it seems appropriate that the model only 


considers IV pulse therapy as the comparator treatment. We note the ERG also outlined this 


approach would be more appropriate in section 3.35 of the ACD. 
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2.2. Treatment sequence 


In our original submission we provided a number of analyses related to the assumed treatment 


sequence. Our revised analysis has been tested with a number of leading experts in the UK with 


significant experience in treating AAV with RTX.  


In the RTX arm only one course of IV CYC would be administered before patient’s transition on to 


RTX. This is further supported by the evidence in RAVE, where the pre-specified subgroup of 


patients with relapsing disease had a significantly improved remission rate to those treated with 


CYC induction therapy. 


Under this approach a patient will not ‘maximise’ their lifetime cumulative dose of CYC, however, 


clinical experts have informed us that it would be very unlikely that a patient would be treated with 


CYC following RTX therapy. Clinical experts explained that using CYC following RTX is not 


supported by clinical evidence and would only happen in the rarest of circumstances.  


 
2.3. Retreatment with Rituximab 


We have revisited the assumption surrounding retreatment with RTX. It was noted within the ACD 


that there was some uncertainty as to which patients would receive a second course of therapy 


based on the clinical experts contacted by the ERG. The clinical experts we contacted explained 


that all patients who relapsed following RTX would go on to receive an additional course of RTX.  


Furthermore, the original model had arbitrarily diminished the complete remission rate for the 


second RTX course. We now have supporting evidence from the RAVE study where a small 


number of patients (n=16) received retreatment with RTX [Miloslavsky et al, 2013]. The complete 


remission rates for those patients retreated with RTX was 44% (n=7). We also note that there is 


additional evidence that demonstrates retreatment with RTX would generate high response rates 


similar to the first course of therapy [Jones et al 2009]. 


The diagram below outlines the treatment pathway presented in our revised analysis: 
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Figure 1: Treatment pathway for AAV patients 


 


2.4. Relevant Comparators in the Base Case Analysis 


The ACD outlines that our economic model has omitted relevant comparators, however at the 


Committee meeting, the clinical experts outlined that CYC was the only relevant comparator in the 


treatment of severe AAV (ACD section 4.1). The clinical expert highlighted in the meeting that 


alternative agents (methotrexate and mycophenolate) are generally reserved for milder forms of 


the disease. Although remission rates with methotrexate (MTX) and mycophenolate (MMF) for de 


novo patients are the same as for CYC at six months, relapse rates following either MTX or MMF 


are higher than CYC, and long term follow-up after MTX induction has revealed much higher 


glucocorticoid requirement and higher total CYC requirement [Faurschou et al, 2012]. Figure 2 


below is the recommended treatment algorithm in the 2013 BSR guidelines [Watts et al, 2013]. 


This supports the use of CYC as the only relevant comparator in the base case analysis. 
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Figure 2: BSR treatment algorithm 2013 


 


 


The Committee expressed concern regarding the plausibility of the uncontrolled disease health 


state (ACD section 4.13). The original model used a best supportive care cost as a surrogate for 


the cost patients would receive within this health state. We know that there are a number of 


alternative treatments that might be used where a patient relapses following induction therapy with 


either CYC or RTX. The revised model has assumed in the uncontrolled/active disease health 


state patients receive MMF, MTX, or AZA in line with their recommended dosage [Mukhtyar et al, 


2009]. We have taken the average cost of the three therapies and applied this in the model. 


Furthermore, as discussed in section 1.2 of this response, patients will have on average four 


outpatient appointments per 6 months, based on further clinical expert advice.  


As the clinical evidence for the use of MTX, MMF, and AZA in severe organ threatening AAV is 


extremely limited following induction therapy with RTX and CYC, we have assumed no difference 


in efficacy between treatment arms once patients enter the uncontrolled/active disease heath state 


in the model.  


2.5. Treatment of relapses 


Roche have had discussions with UK clinical expert nephrologists and rheumatologists, who are 


also leading experts in the treatment of vasculitis. Current clinical opinion is clear that systemic 
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vasculitis is, by definition, a severe disease. Some symptoms which may manifest on flare/relapse 


may appear minor but their potential for causing irreversible organ damage or death is major.  


BSR guidelines indicate that for a minor relapse, steroids should be administered in the first 


instance [Watts et al, 2013]. Treating minor relapses with steroids may mask the symptoms for a 


period of time and may prevent further major relapse, but in some patients as soon as the steroids 


are reduced, the patient’s vasculitis becomes unstable, leading to persistent, uncontrolled disease 


activity and irreversible organ damage. 


Following discussion with clinical experts, we have therefore amended our assumption related to 


the treatment of relapse to align with the BSR treatment guidelines. The revised economic model 


assumes only major relapses will be treated with further induction therapy. While the exact 


proportions of patients requiring induction therapy following relapse may be difficult to determine 


(based on the role clinicians have in escalating a minor to a major relapse), it appears evident from 


the long term follow up in RAVE [Specks et al, 2013 Supplementary Appendix] that there is no 


difference between CYC and RTX in the rate of relapses (either minor or major).  


The major relapse rate in the model is the same in the RTX and CYC treatment arm. The relapse 


rate is assumed to be identical after subsequent lines of therapy. This is consistent with the ERG 


assumption in their own exploratory analyses (ACD section 3.43). 
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3. Revised Cost-Effectiveness Analysis Results 


In our original submission we provided cost-effectiveness estimates for the ITT population, the 


relapsing and newly diagnosed subgroups and an analysis in the small patient group who are 


intolerant to CYC. In section 1.2 of the ACD, the Committee asked Roche to also provide estimates 


for two additional subgroups, those patients for whom it is desirable to avoid CYC and those where 


CYC is inappropriate. 


On further reflection Roche considers that the treatment populations can be separated into the 


following groups: 


 Patients for whom CYC is an appropriate induction therapy (see section 3.1) 


 Patients for whom CYC is not an appropriate treatment (see section 3.2) 


The Committee requested incremental analyses be presented as part of our response. However, 


following the clinical advice we sought, we believe our base case treatment sequence best reflects 


actual clinical practice, therefore modelling the additional sequences would provide hypothetical 


results only. 


  


3.1. Patients for whom CYC is an appropriate induction therapy 


In the primary population where CYC is an appropriate induction therapy we had previously 


presented three separate analyses (all patients, relapsing, newly diagnosed). We now no longer 


consider it appropriate to present all three analyses considering the strong guidance from clinicians 


that they would use RTX only following CYC treatment; the Committee also heard from clinical 


experts at the appraisal meeting that this was the most appropriate treatment pathway to model 


(ACD section 4.2).  


Presenting the cost-effectiveness of RTX in newly diagnosed patients, is not supported by clinical 


guidelines, therefore the result would appear to be theoretical, and not one that will reflect clinical 


practice in the NHS. We have provided the results to the all patients and newly diagnosed 


subgroup in the appendix of this document. 


The revised base case analysis has incorporated the following changes: 


 The changes recommended by the ERG listed in section 1.1 of this response. 


 The amendments made to the ERG assumptions tabled in section 1.2 of this response 
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 Once patients enter the active/uncontrolled disease health state, they are assumed to 


receive treatment with alternative therapies MMF, MTX, and AZA. The costs and health 


outcomes are the same regardless of prior therapy. 


The treatment pathway in the CYC eligible patient group is presented in Figure 1. The clinical 


inputs used within the model are presented in Table 3. 


Table 3: CYC Eligible Patient Group Clinical Inputs 


CYC RTX 


Line of 
therapy 


Value Source Line of therapy Value Source 


CYC 1 0.6458 RAVE. CYC newly 
diagnosed 
subgroup  


CYC 1 0.6458 RAVE. CYC newly 
diagnosed subgroup  


CYC 2 0.420 RAVE. CYC 
relapsing subgroup 


RTX 1 0.6667 RAVE. RTX relapsing 
subgroup 


   RTX 2 0.4375 RAVE. RTX 
retreatment subgroup 


 


As outlined in section 1.1 of this response, the relapse rate is consistent with the rate the ERG 


used within their exploratory analysis. This rate is based on the severe relapse rate in RAVE and is 


assumed to be the same in the RTX and CYC treatment arm. The relapse rate is assumed to be 


identical after subsequent lines of therapy. 


 


Results - Patients for whom CYC is an appropriate induction therapy  


In patients who can receive induction therapy with CYC for severe organ threatening ANCA-


associated vasculitis, the ICER is estimated at £18,556. The table below provides further details. 


Table 4: CYC Eligible Patient Group Revised Analysis 


Treatment QALYs Incr QALY Total Costs Incr Cost ICER 


Rituximab 8.951 0.330 £27,821 £6,117 £18,556 


Cyclophosphamide 8.622  £21,704  


 


Discussion 


The revised economic analysis model demonstrates that RTX is a cost-effective use of NHS 


resources in the treatment of severe organ threatening AAV. Following the recommended changes 


outlined by the Committee, the model was adapted to reflect the most plausible treatment 


sequence. Expert clinical opinion and the new BSR treatment guidelines support the use of two 


courses of IV pulse therapy or where RTX is available, one course of CYC followed by RTX.  
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The model has used the complete remission rates from RAVE based on the appropriate line of 


therapy, demonstrating the most realistic patient pathway permitted using the evidence available. 


We note that an assumption on a similar relapse rate was made by the ERG which was supported 


by the Committee and is consistent with the long term evidence from RAVE [Specks et al, 2013]. 


Patients treated with RTX in the relapsing setting have a significantly improved complete remission 


rate leading to improved quality of life. This is reflected within the revised model design, leading to 


an incremental QALY gain for patients treated with RTX. The model has been unable to 


incorporate the long term health effects of high cumulative exposure to CYC which will be avoided 


in the RTX treatment arm by reducing lifetime CYC exposure. One could assume the model 


therefore underestimates the true benefit of adding RTX to the treatment pathway in the 


management of severe organ threatening AAV. 


 


3.2. Subgroup analysis: Patients for whom CYC is not an appropriate induction therapy 


The appraisal committee has requested revised cost-effectiveness estimates on three subgroups 


of patients for whom CYC is not an appropriate comparator treatment. While we recognise the 


groups are clinically different, they can ultimately be considered within one economic analysis 


where alternative therapies are used in place of CYC. 


The Committee requested exploring the use of alternative induction agents for those patients who 


cannot receive induction therapy with CYC (ACD section 1.2). In the revised subgroup analysis 


patients are assumed to receive induction therapy with either MTX or MMF. In this section we will 


also outline the important clinical benefits that were omitted from this subgroup analysis that would 


have a significant effect on the cost-effectiveness result. 


The Committee has described the subgroup of patients who cannot receive CYC induction therapy 


in the following three groups: 


 Patients for whom it is desirable to avoid CYC 


 Patients who are intolerant to CYC 


 People for whom CYC is inappropriate 


Expert clinical opinion estimates that collectively, the above three subgroups would represent less 


than 10% of all patients eligible for RTX therapy (as defined by having severe organ threatening 


AAV).  
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The current clinical definition for patients who cannot receive CYC, or for whom it is desirable to 


avoid CYC are detailed within the draft 2013 BSR guidelines and in the NHS Commissioning 


Board’s recommendation for RTX in the treatment of AAV. We have additionally sought the opinion 


of experts to confirm that the following definition is in line with their own interpretation. 


 De novo patients for whom CYC is indicated but in whom CYC avoidance is desirable  


(1) Fertility preservation in women 


(2) Patients at a higher risk of severe infection, tuberculosis, or chronic infection, such 
as bronchiectasis. 


(3) Uro-epithelial malignancy or dysplasia 


(4) Cytopaenia/bone marrow insufficiency 


(5) CYC allergy/intolerance 


 


The revised economic analysis for patients for whom CYC is not an appropriate induction therapy 


has applied the following assumptions: 


 The revisions outlined in section 1.1 and 1.2 have been incorporated within the revised 


analysis 


 Patients in the standard of care arm are assumed to receive one 6 month course of either 


MMF or MTX 


 MMF and MTX are assumed to have the same complete remission outcomes as CYC 


 The 6-month probability of relapse rate for patients treated in the standard of care arm is 


0.1031 compared to the relapse rate of 0.859 in the RTX arm. We have made this 


assumption in light of evidence noting the higher relapse rate of MMF and MTX compared 


with CYC in the induction of remission in severe AAV (see section 2.4 of this response). 


The relapse rate has been adjusted arbitrarily in the standard of care arm to be 5% higher 


than the relapse rate for CYC and RTX. 


 Once patients enter the active/uncontrolled disease health state, they are assumed to 


receive treatment with alternative therapies MMF, MTX, and AZA. The costs and health 


outcomes are the same regardless of prior therapy. 


The treatment pathway for the patient group for whom CYC is not an appropriate induction therapy 


is outlined in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Treatment pathway for AAV patients 


 
 


Results - Patients for whom CYC is not an appropriate treatment 


In patients for whom induction therapy with CYC for severe organ threatening ANCA-associated 


vasculitis is inappropriate, the ICER is estimated at £35,003. The table below provides further 


details. 


Table 5: CYC Ineligible Patient Group Revised Analysis 


Treatment QALYs Incr QALY Total Costs Incr Cost ICER 


Rituximab 8.624 0.2910 £28,667 £10,186 £35,003 


MMF/MTX 8.333  £18,481  


 


Discussion 


The small group of patients for whom CYC is not an appropriate induction therapy have the 


greatest unmet need in the absence of an effective alternative to CYC. Clinical guidelines strongly 


support the use of CYC to induce remission, other therapies such as MMF or MTX are not 


regarded as effective and are only recommended to treat patients with less severe AAV [Watts et 


al, 2013]. 


The ICER estimated in Table 5 is likely to represent the upper bound of the cost-effectiveness of 


RTX in patients for whom CYC is not an appropriate induction therapy. We note those patients 


wishing to have children currently face an extremely difficult trade off in managing their disease or 


choosing to preserve fertility. The effects of a patient becoming infertile have not been captured in 
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our analysis, but published evidence acknowledges the significant impact infertility has on a 


patient’s mental wellbeing and their relationship with their partner [Hickman et al, 2011].  


When considering the significant benefits that could be attributed to preserving fertility the ICER 


presented in Table 5 is likely to underestimate the cost-effectiveness of RTX in patients for whom 


CYC is not an appropriate induction therapy. 
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4. Sensitivity Analysis 


We have undertaken the additional sensitivity analyses requested by the Committee on the 


following parameters within the base case: 


 


 Relapse rates 


o Different severe relapse rates for CYC and RTX treatment arms 


o Assuming all relapses require induction therapy (major and minor) 


Table 6: Sensitivity Analysis Relapse Rates 


Assumption Incr QALY Incr Cost ICER 


Different severe relapse rates are applied 
 (8.6% CYC; 10.8% RTX) 


0.210 £7,304 £34,775 


Assume an identical severe relapse of 10.8% 0.302 £6,815 £22,559 


All relapses will require induction treatment 
 


0.228 £7,960 £34,942 


 


The choice of relapse rates on the model is a significant driver of the cost-effectiveness result. 


Clinical experts indicate that most minor relapses will be treated with steroids but those who 


experience a second minor relapse would be deemed as having a major/severe relapse based on 


clinical judgement. It therefore seems unlikely that the ICER related to all relapses being treated is 


clinically appropriate.  


The most important driver is whether a difference in relapse rates between therapies is a clinically 


acceptable assumption. Considering the low patient numbers in these subgroups from RAVE, we 


consider that it may be more appropriate to apply the same relapse rate across treatment arms. 


This was supported by clinical evidence in the long term follow up in RAVE which showed no 


difference in relapse rates within these subgroups. 


 


 Outpatient attendance frequency 


When the outpatient attendances were set in line with the ERG reported values in Table 2, the 


ICER increased to £21,170. 
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 Maintenance therapy with AZA following RTX 


The Committee requested a scenario analysis on the effect of maintenance therapy following RTX, 


however, as outlined in section 1.2 of this response, there is no clinical evidence supporting the 


use of AZA maintenance therapy. We have therefore not completed this analysis as it does not 


reflect clinical practice and is not supported by clinical evidence. 


 


 Retreatment with RTX 


As described in section 2.2, the treatment pathway involving RTX in the UK will involve two 


induction courses for patients with RTX. There is strong support for this approach, with clinicians 


sighting that almost all patients treated with RTX will respond [Jones et al, 2009; Specks et al, 


2013] and therefore would be eligible for retreatment. We have tested two alternatives on who may 


receive RTX retreatment in Table 7. 


Table 7: Sensitivity Analysis RTX Retreatment 


Assumption Incr QALY Incr Cost ICER 


Only those who had a complete response 0.244 £4,538 £18,564 


No retreatment 0.0682 £2,825 £41,424 


 


 The wastage associated with RTX delivery. 


Based on the revised average BSA of 1.9 (see section 1.1 of this response), the average dose of 


RTX is 712mg. The current model employs 100% wastage, which means one 500mg vial is used 


along with three 100mg vials. This is likely to overestimate the average cost per patient as no 


distribution has been applied to the BSA of patients from the Manchester clinic nor has 


consideration to the compounding of the treatment been included. Table 8 presents the results of 


the sensitivity analysis of the wastage associated with RTX. 


Table 8: Sensitivity Analysis RTX Drug Delivery Wastage 


RTX Wastage Assumption (mg) Incr QALY Incr Cost ICER 


88mg 0.330 £6,117 £18,556 


40mg 0.330 £5,642 £17,113 


0mg (no wastage) 0.330 £5,242 £15,899 


 


When no wastage is assumed in the subgroup analysis for patients who cannot receive CYC, the 


ICER reduces to £31,000. 
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The following sensitivity analyses were also requested by the Committee: 


 


 An analysis on the benefit for those patients looking to start a family with severe AAV 


Unfortunately, we have not been able to undertake the above sensitivity analyses. There is 


supporting evidence on the impact that infertility can have on a patient’s relationships and mental 


wellbeing [Hickman et al, 2011], however, due to the timelines we were unable to include this 


within out analyses of the subgroup of patients for whom CYC is not an appropriate induction 


therapy. However, it is evident that such an analysis should improve the cost-effectiveness results. 


 


 Inpatient costs associated with treating infections from CYC treatment 


Clinical experts at the appraisal meeting stated that CYC was associated with additional inpatient 


visits in some instances to treat serious adverse events, particularly infection. The increase costs 


and disutility associated with including this would improve the cost-effectiveness of RTX, however, 


we were unable to source the rates of inpatient visits associated with treating CYC adverse events.  


 


 The costs and disutility associated with long-term toxicity from CYC 


Clinical experts have explained that the introduction of RTX will reduce the long term burden of 


CYC exposure. The benefit of reducing CYC lifetime exposure will become more apparent in the 


coming years with long term follow up of patients using less CYC than the 25 grams recommended 


today, but as a result, we were not able to include this benefit within the economic model. This may 


result in an underestimation of the true cost-effectiveness of RTX in severe organ threatening AAV. 
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5. Further clinical data requested 


5.1. New published long term data from the RAVE study  


On the 1st of August the long term follow up to the RAVE study was published in the New England 


Journal of Medicine [Specks et al, 2013]. 


The publication highlights in particular, efficacy assessments at 6, 12 and 18 months for: 


 Complete remission 


 Duration of complete remission 


 Complete remission for relapsing disease verse newly diagnosed disease 


 Renal outcomes at 12 and 18 months 


The supplementary appendix also highlights additional efficacy outcomes, including relapse rates, 


cumulative GCC dose, vasculitis damage index and SF-36. 


The key long-term efficacy findings in RAVE out to 18 months were as follows: 


 The proportions of patients who achieved complete remission (BVAS/WG of 0 on a 


prednisone dose of 0) at 6 months and who maintained complete remission at 12 months 


and 18 months were comparable in the RTX and CYC arms at 6, 12, and 18 months 


 Rates of remission (BVAS/WG of 0) on a prednisone dose of < 10 mg/day were similar 


across treatment groups at 6, 12, and 18 months 


 The mean BVAS/WG of each treatment group was similar at all-time points during the 


maintenance period 


 The rates of remission were similar in both treatment groups despite a numerically lower 


cumulative steroid dose and lack of AZA maintenance therapy in the RTX group 


 The rates of severe and limited flares did not differ significantly between treatment groups 


at 6, 12, and 18months; however, slightly more flares occurred after 6 months in the RTX 


than CYC group 


 Overall, the findings between treatment groups were consistent across multiple efficacy 


endpoints at multiple time points 


When adverse events were analysed on an intention-to-treat basis, there were no significant 


differences between the treatment groups in the numbers or rates of total adverse events, serious 


adverse events, or non–disease-related adverse events at 18 months. There was also no 
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significant between group difference in the number of participants who had at least one serious or 


non–disease-related adverse event. In total there were four deaths in the study, two in each group.  


The authors concluded that no differences in overall adverse events were observed between the 


treatment groups, with the exception of fewer cases of leukopenia and pneumonia in the rituximab 


group. 


The authors conclude that the efficacy outcomes in the rituximab group were consistently as good 


as those in the cyclophosphamide– azathioprine group over the course of 18 months, despite the 


fact that patients in the rituximab group who had a complete remission by 6 months received no 


additional immunosuppression for more than 1 year. “Thus, a single course of rituximab, at a dose 


of 375 mg per square meter once a week for 4 weeks, followed by placebo, was as effective in the 


treatment of severe ANCA-associated vasculitis as was conventional immunosuppressive therapy 


with cyclophosphamide and azathioprine administered for 18 months.” 


Also, since the original submission, an abstract has been presented (but not yet published) at the 


Sixteenth International Vasculitis & ANCA Workshop, April 14-17, 2013, Paris, on a small number 


of patients (n=16) who had been retreated with rituximab in the RAVE study [Miloslavsky et al 


2013].  


5.2. Long term Safety  


In section 4.8 of the ACD, the Committee considered that long term safety benefits of RTX had yet 


to be demonstrated, including the lack of effect on fertility and the reduced risk of malignancy 


compared with CYC. 


We note there is supporting evidence for the long term safety of RTX in similar disease areas, 


notably Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) where RTX is proven to be a well-tolerated safe treatment 


[Vollenhoven et al, 2013]. Van Vollenhoven and colleagues reviewed the long term safety of RTX 


from a global RA clinical trial programme which involved 3595 patients with over eleven years 


follow up (14,816 patient-years) and up to 20 courses of RTX. The paper concludes that RTX 


remained well tolerated over time and multiple courses and overall the findings indicate that there 


was no evidence of an increased safety risk or increased reporting rates of any types of adverse 


events with prolonged exposure to RTX during the 11 years of observation. The paper also 


concluded that there was no increased risk of malignancy observed. 


In section 4.8 of the ACD, the Committee noted that there was uncertainty related to RTX’s effect 


on fertility. We have provided supporting evidence that demonstrates RTX, unlike CYC, does not 


prohibit patients from conceiving children [Pendergraft et al, 2013]. Pendergraft a colleagues 


undertook a retrospective audit of women in their clinic in the United States who were treated with 
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RTX for AAV. Out of the 157 woman treated, seven women wanted to have children, with 6 women 


successfully becoming pregnant (with a total of 8 pregnancies). Clinical experts strongly support 


the use of RTX in those patients wishing to conceive children. 


5.3. Definition of Severe Disease 


Within the supplement of the Specks et al paper, the definition of severe disease was clarified. 


The designation “severe” ANCA-associated vasculitis applied in the RAVE trial was defined as 


disease activity that threatens the function of the affected organ and has the potential to induce 


irreversible organ damage or to threaten the patient’s life unless effective therapy is implemented 


promptly. Such disease manifestations include scleritis, peripheral or central nervous system 


involvement, alveolar haemorrhage, gastrointestinal involvement and glomerulonephritis. 


This definition of severe disease formed the basis for the validated vasculitis disease activity 


assessment instrument BVAS/WG that was used in the Wegener’s Granulomatosis Etanercept 


Trial as well as the RAVE trial [Stone et al, 2001;TheWGETResearchGroup, 2005; Stone et al, 


2010]. This definition of severe disease applied equally to patients with a new diagnosis or 


relapsing disease at baseline as well as to relapses occurring during the trial [Stone et al, 2010]. At 


inception of the trial, patients with one or more of these disease manifestations were considered to 


have severe disease that warranted treatment with the combination of glucocorticoids and 


cyclophosphamide as the standard of care. Patients fulfilling this definition of severe disease have 


been referred to by a variety of different terms including “generalized” [Jayne et al, 2003], 


“generalized organ-threatening” [Lapraik et al, 2007] or simply “organ-threatening” [Menahem et al, 


2008] by other investigators, who all agreed at the time the RAVE trial began that such patients 


should receive glucocorticoids in combination with cyclophosphamide for remission induction.
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II. Are the summaries of clinical and cost-effectiveness reasonable interpretations of the 


evidence?  


The current summaries do not have all the evidence outlined in the above section; as a result we 


believe the current summaries are incomplete. We also note the below statement by the ERG 


which was clarified at the Appraisal meeting has been reported incorrectly within the ACD. 


 In section 3.20, the ERG considered we had not adhered to the NICE Scope as a result of 


restricting our focus to the licensed indication.  


As the Scope of the appraisal is limited by the licensed indications this is a factual error. 


In section 4.18 of the ACD, the Committee states that it did not consider RTX to be a step change 


in the management of ANCA-associated vasculitis. A recent paper on the development of UK 


clinical recommendations for the use of rituximab in ANCA-associated vasculitis [Guerry et al, 2011] 


provided the following summation of the introduction of RTX in the management of ANCA-


associated vasculitis; 


"The introduction of CYC in the treatment of vasculitis 40 years ago was a major advance and its 


combination with glucocorticoids was the first reliable therapy that could achieve full disease 


control. Much of the clinical research in this area since has considered the toxicity of CYC and how 


this can best be managed by reducing exposure. To have an effective, safe alternative to CYC is, 


therefore, a major advance." 


The Committee also conclude that there were no additional QALYs associated with RTX that had 


not been incorporated into the economic model. This is incorrect, due to the challenges in 


modelling the utility gain of a patient conceiving, we were unable to include this benefit within the 


model. For the subgroup analysis for patients for whom it is not appropriate to have CYC, there are 


QALYs which have not been included in the revised analysis presented. 


The model does not associate any additional benefit on the avoidance of long-term malignancies 


which could be associated with high lifetime cumulative CYC doses. Since the introduction of CYC 


as a treatment for AAV, clinicians have been trying new ways of reducing the associated toxicities 


associated with its use. We know that the recommended lifetime cumulative dose of CYC has 


reduced from above 35 grams down to 25 grams. The introduction of RTX will allow clinicians to 


reduce further the maximum cumulative dose of CYC. While the benefits are hard to quantify, we 


know that even a reduction in the lifetime cumulative dose of CYC by 10 grams can half the risk of 


bladder cancer [Knight et al, 2004]. 
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III. Are the provisional recommendations sound and a suitable basis for guidance to the 


NHS? 


No. As demonstrated in the original and subsequent analyses presented to NICE, rituximab in AAV 


is a cost-effective use of NHS resources.  


 


IV. Are there any aspects of the recommendations that need particular consideration to 


ensure we avoid unlawful discrimination against any group of people on the grounds of 


race, gender, disability, religion or belief, sexual orientation, age, gender reassignment, 


pregnancy and maternity? 


As highlighted above, a subgroup of patients with AAV may want to have children, however due to 


the infertility associated with the current treatment (cyclophosphamide), patients are forced to 


choose between improved disease control and having children.  


While we have provided evidence on the infertility associated with cyclophosphamide, the real 


benefit of allowing patients to have children while effectively treating their disease cannot be 


captured within the context of an economic model.  
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Appendix 


All Patients and Newly Diagnosed Results 


In section 3.1 of this response we outlined the base case result for those patients who could 


receive CYC. The base case result used the complete remission rates for CYC and RTX based on 


the line of therapy it is assumed to be administered in, we know from clinical experts that RTX will 


only be used following CYC, therefore we consider using the results from the all patients and newly 


diagnosed subgroup may be not relevant, however for the purpose of completeness in addressing 


the Committee’s requests, we have provided these results below. The results below have applied 


the same assumption as outlined in section 3.1 with the exception of the complete remission rates. 


Table 9 and  


Table 10 provide the complete remission rates used within the all patients or newly diagnosed 


subgroup. The ICER for the ITT analysis is estimated to be £19,655. The ICER for the newly 


diagnosed subgroup is estimated to be £21,207. 


Table 9: All Patients Analysis 


CYC RTX 


Line of 
therapy 


Value Source Line of therapy Value Source 


CYC 1 0.5306 RAVE ITT results  CYC 1 0.5306 RAVE ITT results 


CYC 2 0.420 RAVE. CYC 
relapsing subgroup 


RTX 1 0.6364 RAVE ITT results 


   RTX 2 0.4375 RAVE. RTX 
retreatment subgroup 


 
Table 10: Newly Diagnosed Analysis 


CYC RTX 


Line of 
therapy 


Value Source Line of therapy Value Source 


CYC 1 0.6458 RAVE newly 
diagnosed 
subgroup  


CYC 1 0.6458 RAVE newly 
diagnosed subgroup 


CYC 2 0.420 RAVE. CYC 
relapsing subgroup 


RTX 1 0.6042 RAVE newly 
diagnosed subgroup 


   RTX 2 0.4375 RAVE. RTX 
retreatment subgroup 


 


Table 11: All Patients Analysis 


Treatment QALYs Incr QALY Total Costs Incr Cost ICER 


Rituximab 8.885 0.339 £28,568 £6,473 £19,655 


Cyclophosphamide 8.556  £22,095  


 
Table 12: Newly Diagnosed Subgroup Analysis 


Treatment QALYs Incr QALY Total Costs Incr Cost ICER 
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Rituximab 8.949 0.301 £28,091 £6,388 £21,207 


Cyclophosphamide 8.622  £21,704  
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NICE Single Technology Appraisal of  Rituximab.  
Response to the ACD on behalf of Vasculitis UK. 


Summary (see also supplementary notes) 
 
Vasculitis UK is the only national registered charity representing the interest of 
patients  suffering from all types of systemic vasculitis in the UK.  The decision to 
refuse the application from Roche has shocked the vasculitis community and caused 
great dismay. 


 


 We consider that the initial decision of the Appraisal Committee not to support 
the use of rituximab for treatment of AAV is seriously flawed .  We accept that 
there was certain important evidence that was not available for the 
committee’s consideration previously that is now available. 


 We consider that some of the evidence previously submitted to the Committee 
was unintentionally misleading. 


 We consider that the Committee failed to appreciate the seriousness of the 
impact of the withdrawal of this important new drug on the wellbeing and 
possibly the survival of people with AAV. 


 AAV is a relapsing disease.  All patients with AAV are potentially subject to 
relapse. 


 There are approximately 13,000 people living with AAV in the UK. 


 We believe that in considering the economic model the Committee failed 
to give full weight to the savings in inpatient admissions and other healthcare 
costs resulting from improved control of the disease using rituximab.                                                                                                       
The full socio-economic benefits are probably impossible to assess 
meaningfully. 


 We consider that this innovative biological technology, using targeted 
antibodies for the treatment of AAV represents the most important  step 
change in the treatment of AAV since the introduction of cyclophosphamide 
forty years ago and this is a technology that will yield future benefits. 


 We consider it to be wholly unconscionable that this valuable and proven new 
treatment should be denied to patients in the following categories.  For these 
patients there is no alternative treatment offering anything near the same  
reliability or efficacy. 
 
1) As primary induction agent for those who are intolerant of cyclo-


phosphamide or young females who wish to maintain fertility.  
2) As a secondary induction agent for refractory or resistant cases. 
3) As a secondary induction agent for cases of severe relapse as clearly 


defined in the BSR 2013 revised Guidelines for treating adult AAV. 
4) As a maintenance regime in cases where it can clearly be shown that 


stable remission cannot be induced using currently available immune 
suppressing drugs and where prolonged or repeated use of high dose 
steroids is to be avoided. 


 We consider that the rejection by NICE of the use of rituximab in treating AAV 
will leave the UK out of step, lagging behind  both Europe and the US in the 
treatment of this disease.   







 We consider that this new technology is developing rapidly and reliable 
evidence is increasingly available (as recently as July 31st 2013) confirming 
the long term effectiveness and safety of rituximab.  So in addition to those 4 
applications  described above, we believe that there should be opportunity   
for futher study of the routine use of rituximab as a primary induction agent  
and as maintenance treatment and further investigation of appropriate 
treatment protocols and the cost effectiveness of both of these uses. 
 


 Personal statement by Lisa Ranyell (AAV sufferer & Patient Expert),  who 
has experienced Rituximab treatment:- 
 
“After spending 2 years receiving the max dose of cyclophosphamide and 
methotrexate and permanently taking high dose steroids, I was given my first 
course of Rituximab in Dec 2008. 9 months later I was steroid free and have 
remained so ever since with no maintenance therapy other than  Rituximab as 
and when B Cells repopulate. I have also had no hospital admissions since 
2008” 
 


 Personal statement by John Mills (AAV sufferer, chair of Vasculitis UK, 
Patient Expert):-  
 
“I contracted Wegener’s Granulomatosis in 2001.  I received initial induction 
treatment with IV pulsed cyclophos. Afterwards I was given azathioprine as 
maintenance treatment, but the disease immediately relapsed so I was given 
oral cyclophosphamide for a long period until mycophenolate was approved in 
2006 and I changed to that. Now, 12 years post-diagnosis, I still take 
mycophenolate, but despite being symptom free, my ANCA biomarker 
remains high. With hindsight my disease would have been considered 
refractory, but in 2001 the only available effective re-treatment was repeat 
cyclophosphamide.   
 
In 2008 I contracted carcinoma of the bladder.  Again, with hindsight I know I 
received well over the total cumulative dose of cyclophosphamide that is 
considered safe.  The carcinoma was effectively removed after 2 surgical 
interventions which involved 2 inpatient admissions and 2 general 
anaesthetics.  I have been given numerous cystoscopies and will remain 
indefinitely at risk of recurrence of the carcinoma.  I am aware that I am also 
at indefinite risk of developing leukaemia and lymphoma due to my cumulative 
exposure to cyclophosphamide. 
 
In 12 years I have never been free of immune suppressing medication. 
I regard myself to be at serious risk of major relapse once mycophenolate has 
been completely withdrawn, as persistently elevated ANCA biomarker levels 
are considered to be predictive of higher risk of relapse.   
 
For me personally, the knowledge that rituximab was available for retreatment 
of relapse, with no further exposure to cyclphosphamide, was hitherto 
reassuring. 
 







 As chairman of Vasculitis UK, I was patient representative on the BSR 
panel which reviewed the published treatment guidelines for treatment of adult 
AAV.  I was in part responsible for prompting the update review.   
The revision which subsequently took place did so in the light of an emerging 
body of evidence of the effectiveness and safety of rituximab.  The new pre-
published guidelines embody use of rituximab as a core option. 
 


 As chairman of Vasculitis UK, I was recently invited to sit as a patient 
representative on the new NHS England Rheumatology Specialised Services 
Clinical Reference Group (CRG).  The use of rituximab for treatment of AAV 
was endorsed by NHS England.  The revised BSR AAV guidelines are 
considered by the CRG to be a keystone element in the specification for 
commissioning of services nationally for treatment of all forms of vasculitis, 
including AAV. 


 A large number of patient personal experiences of rituximab was 
included as an appendix to the original submission.  These were, almost 
without exception, lyrical in praise of the beneficial effect they had 
experienced following use of rituximab.  I have received more personal 
anecdotal experiences since then.  Two just received today are shown below:- 
 


Dear Mr Mills, 


 I’m writing to you with regard to my condition Churg Strauss Syndrome. For me this 


just manifests in my ears (at the moment anyway). I’ve been suffering for the past 8 


years with granulation tissue in both ears. I’ve had many treatments in the past, 


including steroid injections in my ear drums, several operations, i.v. antibiotics, a course 


of cyclophosphamide to name a few! All of which work for a while and then my 


symptoms return. For the past two years I’ve been undergoing Rituximab treatment. I 


can’t tell you the difference this has made to me. When I saw my ENT consultant last 


week he said that he has never seen me look so well. There was a vast improvement in 


both ears and  I must say I really do feel well. Then I saw Dr Jayne (head of vasculitis 


Addenbrookes Hospital) who said that I would definitely reap the benefits of having a 


top up dose of Rituximab once a year. I understand from him that you are collating 


evidence from past patients of this drug. I would be absolutely devastated if this drug 


was no longer available to me.   xxxxxxx x. 
 


    
Hello John, I have both ANCA vasculitis (Microscopic Polyangiitis ) and idiopathic 


pulmonary haemerosiderosis, which have affected me in the Lungs ,Heart ,Kidneys, Eyes and 


Stomach 


  


Been on Rituximab since 2006 .Last year my IgG was playing up so Ritux  it was stopped,  


put on IVIG and my B cells returned so was put back on Ritixmab every 6 months, it controls 


both of my illnesses, the respiratory consultant says that I am in a non recoverable position 


with my lungs.  Without  Rituximab I will expire.  xxxxxxxx x 


  


 







 


 


 


Supplementary Notes. 
 


1) Until the introduction of cyclophosphamide forty years ago, systemic  ANCA 
associated vasculitis (AAV), was  invariably rapidly fatal.  Cyclophosphamide 
was a step change in treatment and has saved thousands of lives.   
Unfortunately however it is extremely and indiscriminately cytotoxic and its 
metabolites are carcinogenic 
 


2) Patients continue to die today because;- 
 
a) the disease is not recognised in time or  
b) is resistant to cyclophosphamide  or 
c) they cannot tolerate cyclophosphamide or 
d) the disease relapses – cyclophosphamide has been shown to be less 


effective in cases of re-treatment.  
e) due to the numerous side effects of drugs used in treatment especially 


gluco-cortico steroids and untargeted immune suppressants 
f) due to irreversible organ damage prior to or in early stages of treatment or 


due to inadequate control of the disease process. 
g) Due to opportunistic infections as a result of immune suppression. 
 


3) The decision not to approve the use of rituximab in the treatment of vasculitis 
is seen as a severe setback by those suffering from the disease and the effect 
of this decision is to create a predisposition against the use of this valuable 
new biological treatment. 
 


4) For some, future fertility is an issue, especially females of child-bearing age, 
who frequently refuse to have induction with cyclophosphamide for fear of 
compromising their fertility.  This can have serious consequences for their 
continuing health and survival and in some cases has resulted in unnecessary 
death. 


 
5) As patients reviewing the use of rituximab in treating vasculitis we consider it 


to be of particular special benefit in three situations:- 
 
a) As a secondary induction agent for those with refractory vasculitis   
 


Systemic ANCA associated vasculitis is a variable, frequently aggressive 
disease which can progress very rapidly to cause death and permanent 
organ damage or destruction.  In the case of lung involvement, death or 
severe disability can ensue.  In the case of renal involvement, death or 
dialysis may be the result if effective treatment is not introduced.  For 
those where cyclophosphamide proves inadequate to control the disease, 
a second line of treatment is essential. 
 
Failure to have rituximab available as a secondary induction agent 
for those with refractory AAV is seen as an extreme setback. 







 
 


b) As a primary induction agent for those with fertility issues or for whom 
cyclophos  is unsuitable for clinical reasons.   
 
Failure to have rituximab available as a primary induction agent for 
this group  is, we consider, a regressive step.  Whilst sperm storage is 
relatively reliable and straightforward, harvesting ova prior to induction is 
invasive, unpleasant and not without hazard, especially for a young female 
patient who is seriously ill.  The procedure may cause a delay in 
introduction of essential life and organ-saving treatment.  The financial 
cost of subsequent in vitro fertilisation and implantation is significant.  The 
personal cost is incalculable. 


 
c) As a secondary induction treatment for treatment of severe relapse. 


 
ANCA vasculitis is an incurable chronic disease.  All people suffering from 
ANCA vasculitis are subject to relapse – around 50% within 5 years of 
remission.  The threat of relapse continues indefinitely no matter how long 
a period of remission has been experienced. 
 
Rituximab has been shown to be highly successful in treating relapse  
without causing the unpleasant and dangerous side effects associated 
with an indiscriminately  cytotoxic drug like cyclophosphamide. 
 
Anecdotal evidence from patients, which was included as auxiliary 
evidence in the original Vuk submission,  suggests that following treatment 
with Rituximab, they experience a significant improvement in their quality 
of life.  One might infer that this is due either to improved control of the 
basic disease  or reduced side effects from maintenance drugs, especially 
prednisolone. 
 
Removal of Rituximab from the range of available treatment options 
represents a very severe blow for all AAV patients.  Rituximab has been 
perceived as the only major advance in treatment of AAV since the 
introduction of cyclophosphamide forty years ago.  Whilst not quite the 
“silver bullet” that was hoped for, it is a step change in controlling this 
unpleasant disease. 


 
Supplementary Evidence not available to the Appraisal Committee & ERG. 
 


1) As chair of Vasculitis UK I was involved in the review process leading to 
the revision of the BSR Guidelines for treatment of Adult AAV.  The 
introduction of Rituximab was a driving factor in the revision process. 
 
Several of the questions that were raised at the appraisal committee 
meeting are answered in the revised guidelines.  I understand that   
a pre-publication version has now been made available for committee 
members.  


  







2) As chair of Vasculitis UK I am a member of the Rheumatology Specialised 
Services Clinical Review Group.  The revised BSR guidelines embody 
treatment with Rituximab as a core treatment pathway for adult AAV.   
The use of Rituximab has been endorsed by NHS England. 
 


3) The  BSR Guidelines will be a core element of Service Specification for 
treating AAV.  The total rejection of Rituximab as part of a treatment 
pathway will represent a major conflict for the CRG. 


 
4) The treatment protocols for the use of Rituximab as described in the 


application are at odds with what we patients in the UK have experienced 
and were quite clearly also a source of confusion for the clinical experts 
present at the open meeting for the same reason. 


 
5) Very recently published evidence from the US NIHR on 31/7/13 confirms 


longer term effectiveness of rituximab. 
 


 
John Mills.  August  2013 
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Response to NICE Single Technology Appraisal (STA) 
Consultation Document 


 
Rituximab in combination with glucocorticoids for 


treating anti-neutrophil cytoplasm antibody associated 
vasculitis [ID567] 


 
 


 
 
 
Summary 
 


 
 The introduction of rituximab has been ‘scene changing’ in the 


management of ANCA associated vasculitis, of major benefit to patients, 
and it is re-shaping approaches to AAV therapy. Rituximab is currently 
indicated for relapsing or refractory disease and when cyclophosphamide 
is contra-indicated. 


 
 Review of evidence has not taken account of extensive experience outside 


the two randomised controlled trials, or follow-up data available from 
these trials. This data addresses most of the areas of uncertainty. 


 
 There is a high level of consensus among vasculitis physicians concerning 


patient subgrouping, the treatment pathway and the current indications 
for rituximab, reflected by the 2013 BSR management guidelines for AAV. 


 
 Improving AAV patient outcomes by cyclophosphamide avoidance and 


reducing glucocorticoid exposure has been a focus of AAV clinical 
researchers for two decades. Rituximab achieves both of these goals. 


 
 The ‘label’ rituximab dose is higher than that routinely used in the UK. 


 
 This response represents the views of a consortium of six professional 


organisations.  
 


 The provisional recommendation is not sound and not a suitable guidance 
for the NHS. 
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1) Introduction 
 
a) This is a response on behalf of a consortium of professional organisations 


(Appendix). It includes comments on the NICE appraisal (referenced by 
section number) and the evidence reference group (ERG) report 
(referenced by page number). It focuses on the evidence base, patient 
subgrouping and the patient treatment pathway. 


 
b) UK clinical research groups have played a leading role in anti-neutrophil 


cytoplasm antibody associated vasculitis (AAV) for several decades. The 
clinical experts advising both the NICE appraisal and the ERG have 
longstanding clinical and research experience in AAV.  


 
c) Expert clinical opinion is summarised in a 2011 UK consensus statement 


on the use of rituximab (RTX) in AAV treatment, the 2013 NHS England 
Clinical Commissioning Policy: Rituximab for AAV (reference NHSCB/ 
A13/P/a) and the 2013 British Society of Rheumatology (BSR) guidelines 
for the treatment of AAV(1). 


 
d) The introduction of rituximab has been scene changing in the 


management of AAV and the most significant advance in patient care 
since the introduction of cyclophosphamide (CYC) in the 1970s. It has 
proved a reliable treatment for those failing standard of care, an 
alternative to those in whom CYC avoidance is desirable and is reshaping 
approaches to disease management. It entered routine use in specialist 
centres around 2005 and now plays a key role in the treatment pathway. 


 
2) The evidence base 


 
a) As a rare disease there is a scarcity of RCTs in AAV. The clinical use of RTX 


in AAV has developed from prospective open label studies, retrospective 
studies and reviews(2-5). These studies are largely ignored in the ERG 
review (Section 3.1) yet data relevant to the ERG statements:  Page 5, 
“there is limited evidence that those failing or only partially responding to 
RTX may respond to a repeat course. “ and Page 7 (Section 4.6) 
“Uncertainty exists as to maintenance therapy.”. Of note are : 


 
i) The high response rates to RTX of ‘uncontrolled’ or refractory disease 


in those who have already received CYC, the area with the biggest 
unmet need. 


 
ii) The duration of remission after RTX for relapsing or refractory 


disease, typically 12-18 months and requirement for relapse 
prevention strategies. 


 
iii) The efficacy of repeated RTX for relapse after previous RTX.  
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iv) An analysis of the reasons for apparent RTX failure, infection, under 
dosing, slowly responding granulomatous disease, and the efficacy of 
repeated RTX in some of those with a poor RTX response. 


 
v) Discussion of the options for relapse prevention after RTX, and 


experience of fixed interval RTX or RTX dosing guided by biomarkers 
(see (8)) 


 
b) Rituximab is effective in patients with life-threatening disease. ERG Page 


8, “RTX is not proven in very severe, life-threatening vasculitis”. The 
RITUXVAS RCT studied patients with severe renal disease and had a 
mortality rate reflecting the life-threatening nature of vasculitis(6). 
Patients with severe alveolar haemorrhage have been included in 
observational cohorts. 


 
c) Extended follow up of the RAVE and RITUXVAS trials (Section 4.3). 


 
i) The 18 month data from RAVE shows no difference between 


treatment groups indicating the ability of a single course of rituximab 
and glucocorticoids to induce lasting remission comparable to 
cyclophosphamide followed by azathioprine. (7) 


ii) At 24 months in RITUXVAS there was no difference in relapse rates 
between RTX or CYC groups with both groups having glucocorticoids 
tapered after 12 months and the CYC group continuing on 
azathioprine. There were also no differences in mortality, end stage 
renal disease or severe adverse event rates between groups in the 
follow-up studies (Jones, unpublished).   


 
3) Patient subgrouping (Section 1.2)  


 
a) There have been several systems of patient subgrouping by disease 


severity and extent in AAV, in part driven by a desire to reduce CYC 
exposure. A concept developed in the 1990s by both EUVAS and US 
groups was to divide into those definitely requiring CYC (termed 
generalised or severe) and those in whom alternatives, such as MTX, 
could be considered (early systemic or non-severe).  
 


b) Nephritis is the most frequent major disease manifestation and occurs in 
70% of AAV patients, so the majority fall within the generalised/severe 
subgroup. 


 
c) The RAVE trial recruited ‘severe’ AAV. This was an operational definition 


of a clinical scenario where the treating physician would normally use 
CYC and required either a major item of disease activity on BVAS/WG or 
upgrading of a minor disease item to major by the physician. In contrast 
all patients in RITUXVAS had at least one major item, nephritis(8). 


 
d) ANCA subtype itself (PR3 or MPO-ANCA) does not influence choice of 


induction agent.  
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4) The patient pathway (Figure 1) 


 
a) Patients present with active disease de novo or at relapse. They receive 


induction therapy for 3-6 months and then enter one of three states: 
remission (on drug ), refractory disease or a low disease activity state. 
Those on drug remission or low disease activity receive relapse 
prevention ‘maintenance’ therapy, while refractory patients have an 
alternative induction therapy. Subsequent changes in disease activity 
move a patient between states.  
 


b) Induction therapy for most de novo patients is CYC and glucocorticoids. 
Some non-severe patients will receive methotrexate or mycophenolate 
mofetil in place of CYC, often because CYC avoidance is desirable.  
Although remission rates with MTX and MMF for de novo patients are the 
same as for CYC at six months, relapse rates following either are higher 
than after CYC, and long term follow-up after methotrexate induction has 
revealed much higher glucocorticoid requirement and higher total CYC 
requirement (NORAM and MYCYC trials) (9). 
 


c) The current use of RTX, as outlined in the 2013 updated British Society of 
Rheumatology guidelines(1), for remission induction of AAV is: 


 
i) Relapsing or refractory disease after ‘standard of care’ therapy with 


CYC (or MTX or MMF for non-severe disease) and high dose 
glucocorticoids 


ii) De novo patients for whom CYC is indicated but its avoidance is 
desirable  
(1) Fertility preservation  


(a) There is no time for egg harvesting due to the fulminant nature 
of vasculitis 


(b) Male fertility is also affected by cyclophosphamide 
(2) Severe infection, including infection requiring hospitalization, and 


chronic infections, such as, tuberculosis, bronchiectasis; and 
opportunistic infection 


(3) Uro-epithelial malignancy or dysplasia 
(4) Cytopaenia/bone marrow insufficiency 
(5) CYC allergy/intolerance 


 
d) CYC induction for relapse after primary CYC induction is less desirable 


than RTX because it is less effective (RAVE relapse subgroup), because 
CYC intolerance and toxicity is higher with a second course, and because 
further CYC contributes to the malignancy risk.  
i) Malignancy rates with current CYC usage are increased with a 


standardised incidence ratio of 1.6 at five years. (10) There is a dose 
dependent relation between CYC and malignancy risk and further 
reductions in exposure below current ‘maximum’ levels are desirable. 
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e) The only rationale for the use of CYC after RTX is in rare patients for 
whom RTX is ineffective or further RTX is contra-indicated 
 


f) The goal of therapy is ‘complete’, off drug remission. There is a cost and 
patient benefit of ‘off drug’ as compared to ‘on drug’ remission. 


 
g) We recommend all patients receiving RTX for AAV are registered with the 


UKIVAS registry, in line with the 2013 BSR guidelines. 
 


 
5) Relapse (Figure 2) 


 
a) Relapsing disease, the recurrence of vasculitic activity after on drug or off 


drug remission, occurs in 25-30% by 2 years and 40-50% by five 
years(11). Following one relapse a patient is more likely to relapse again 
and patients suffer the cumulative effects of recurrent periods of disease 
activity and high drug exposure. Untreated, relapses result in vital organ 
failure and death. 
 


b) Relapses were categorised by international trial groups in 1995 and 1999 
as major (or severe, at least one new or worse major BVAS item) and 
minor (or non-severe, at least one new or worse minor BVAS item and no 
major items) (12, 13). Recommended treatment for major was CYC and 
high dose glucocorticoids and for minor was optimization of remission 
immunosuppression and moderate increase in glucocorticoids. Neither of 
these approaches have been validated. 
 


c) Patients developing a relapse from a state of remission will usually, but 
not always, develop minor features (especially constitutional disturbance, 
and ENT disease in GPA) before major features (such as nephritis). Thus a 
major relapse can be a missed minor relapse and in a specialist service 
most relapses are minor. 
 


d) Patients with a minor relapses are at high risk of further relapses because, 
the increased glucocorticoids, only serves to suppress symptoms and 
does not have a sustained effect on relapse risk when glucocorticoids 
return to baseline. For this reason a second minor relapse can be 
regarded as the same as a major relapse in terms of therapy selection. 
This is in line with the upgrading of a patient with non-severe disease 
activity to severe as applied to eligibility for RAVE. 


 
 


6) Rituximab dosing 
 
a) This issue is referred to in the appraisal and ERG report but we 


emphasise that the dose of RTX 1000mg x 2 is widely used and 
recommended in the NHS England Clinical Commissioning Policy. The 
EMA label dose of 375mg/m2 x 4 was selected for the RAVE trial, 
designed in 2002, when there was no experience with other regimens. It 
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is more expensive and requires four visits rather than two. The two 
regimens were compared in a retrospective, multicentre cohort study 
when no pharmacodynamic or clinical differences between regimens 
were identified(2). The 1000mg x 2 regimen will benefit the cost 
effectiveness analysis in favour of RTX. 


 
7) Relapse prevention after RTX 


 
a) Section 3.3.7 is not an adequate reflection of the current approach to 


relapse prevention after rituximab. Specifically, the only data concerning 
the use of immunosuppression (AZA/MTX ) after RTX is negative(2). 
 


b) There are four options 
 


i) No therapy and treat further relapse with RTX 
ii) An immunosuppressive agent (azathioprine or methotrexate) 
iii) Fixed interval repeat dose RTX 
iv) Repeat dose RTX based on biomarkers 


 
(i) is not desirable because it requires close patient monitoring 


and places the patient at risk of increased tissue damage 
and morbidity when relapse occurs. (ii) has been assessed 
in a retrospective, multi-centre, cohort study and continued 
immunosuppressive had no effect on time to B cell return 
or to relapse compared to no therapy(2). (iii) relatively 
large retrospective data sets exist (Massachusets General, 
Cambridge UK) on fixed interval repeat dosing, and this is 
being compared to (ii) in the ongoing RITAZAREM RCT(3, 
14). In a retrospective comparison with extended follow-
up, RTX exposure did not differ between patients treated 
with RTX at relapse (i) and those receiving a fixed interval 
regimen (iii) (3). (iv) has been studied in the Mayo clinic 
where it appears effective although the total RTX exposure 
was higher than in the fixed interval repeat dosing 
experience (iii) (4). 


 
c) The MAINRITSAN trial has reported superiority for fixed interval repeat 


dose RTX compared to AZA for relapse prevention after CYC in an 80% de 
novo population (Guillevin, unpublished). 
 


8) Safety of rituximab 
 
a) The failure of either RAVE or RITUXVAS to report a safety benefit of CYC 


avoidance or reduction in the RTX treatment groups is not fully 
understood but the high glucocorticoid exposure for all patients is likely 
to be a major factor (Page 42). Two other factors of relevance are the 
recruitment of patients from only a few experienced sites with high 
quality CYC management and avoidance of toxicity, unlikely to be the case 
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in routine practice; and an increased risk of adverse events inherent in 
this patient group due to the severity of their multi-system disease. 
 


b) There is data on long-term safety and efficacy of RTX from several studies 
(Sections 2.1, 3.2.2). The malignancy risk has been examined in 
rheumatoid arthritis and is low(15, 16). There is emerging data on 
rituximab in and before pregnancy from rheumatoid arthritis, SLE and 
AAV(17, 18). 


 
c) The infective risk of rituximab appears low in rheumatoid arthritis, and it 


has been preferred to cyclophosphamide in AAV in the presence of severe 
infection(15, 19, 20). 


 
9) Future directions 


 
a) Patient pathway. The introduction of rituximab continues a list of key 


advances in AAV therapy that have had a major impact on patient 
management, which began with glucocorticoids in 1947. We anticipate 
rituximab becoming first line treatment and this will lead to a step change 
in the patient pathway with respect to lowering glucocorticoid exposure, 
reduced frequency of out-patient visits and changes to relapse prevention 
therapy. Further reductions in cyclophosphamide and glucocorticoid 
exposure remain clinical research goals. 
 


b) Patient stratification. As further data emerges we anticipate adjustment of 
rituximab dosing and frequency according to clinical phenotyping and 
biomarkers including pharmacogenomics. This may lead to lower 
rituximab doses (as in MAINRITSAN). 


 
c) Other B cell targeted therapies are or being investigated in AAV, including 


BLyS blockade, belimumab (BREVAS) (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier 
NCT01663623). 
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Appendix 
 
Professional organisations 
 


 Arthritis Research UK 
 British Association of Paediatric Nephrology 
 British Society of Rheumatology 
 NHS England Specialised Rheumatology Clinical Reference Group 
 Rare disease consortium/UKIVAS 
 Renal Association 
 Royal College of Nursing 


 
Nominated Representatives 
 


 Professor Lorraine Harper 
Invited Clinical Specialist at Appraisal Committee Meeting. Nominated 
by the Renal Association 


 
 xx xxxxx xxxxx 


xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx 
 


 Dr Peter Lanyon 
Invited Clinical Specialist at Appraisal Committee. Chair, Specialised 
Rheumatology, Clinical Reference Group 
 


 xxxxxx xxxxxxx 
xxxxx xxxxxxx xx xxxxxxx 
 


 xxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxx 
xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 


 
 xx xxxxxxx xxxxx 


xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx 
xxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx 
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Figure 1  The patient pathway 
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Figure 2 Relapse pathway  
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Comments on the ACD Received from the Public through the NICE 
Website 


 


Name xxxxxx xxxxxxx 


Role NHS Professional 


Other role Member UK Vasculitis RDG 


Location England 


Conflict no 


Comments on individual sections of the ACD: 


Section 1 
(Appraisal Committee's 
preliminary 
recommendations) 


I believe that the delay in NICE recommendation for patients 
with contraindication to cyclophosphamide therapy (such as 
women with child-bearing age) may lead to some patients being 
denied this appropriate treatment. Such denial may carry with it 
increased risk from later (although short-term) development of 
disease acceleration which can carry major morbidity,even 
mortality. I do not include those patients with life-threatening 
disease at the time of treatment initiation, who should be 
treated with cyclophosphamide unless the contra-indication is of 
risk of major organ damage. AS co-author of the BSR 2013 
Guidelines (submitted for publication to Rheumatology MSS No 
RHE- 13- 096(lead author xx xxxxxxx xxxxx)I can inform the 
Committee that it is stated "Recommendation 
Rituximab is as effective as CYC for remission induction of 
previously untreated patients (1b/A) and may be preferable, 
when CYC avoidance is desirable (infertility, infection) (1b/B). 
Final consensus 100%." 


Section 4 
( Consideration of the 
evidence) 


many if not most expert centres continue maintenance therapy 
for longer than 2 years,A) to allow steroid reduction and 
withdrawal and B) because late relapse is not uncommon. 
I have grave concerns about the conclusion "Based on ...clinical 
specialists ..., the Committee concluded that maintenance 
treatments such as azathioprine would not be routinely given in 
UK clinical practice after induction of remission with rituximab". 
Current UK practice is dependent on local funding and Dr 
preference: many centres continue rituximab as maintenance 
treatment. it is acknowledged that following rituximab therapy 
relapse is likely if there is no maintenance treatment. The BSR 
Guidelines 2013 as submitted for publication state: "Once 
remission has been achieved with induction therapy, long term 
maintenance treatment is required";it is added that after 
induction treatment with rituximab "There is no clear consensus 
regarding the timing or dose of RTX retreatment, but there are 
four possible options: 
1. Wait for clinical relapse and retreat 2. 
Fixed interval retreatment 3 Switch to alternative maintenance 
therapy 4. Biomarker relapse (ANCA) and retreatment. This 
is key to the NICE decision 


Section 7 
( Related NICE guidance) 


I propose a review date of October 2014 if the recommendation 
1.1 is not modified to recommend RTX use in specific settings. 
Witholding recommendation for RTX Rx for those such as 
women of childbearing age would be unfortunate and would 
carry risk as many such women refuse cyclophosphamide Rx. If 
NICE were to not recommend RTX Rx in this sort of 
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setting,delay to reappraisal would lead to a prolonged period of 
such women or other patients with cyclophosphamide contra-
indications being exposed to this risk with many Drs following 
NICE guidance rather than the BSR Guidelines which will 
appear soon,likely in e-form in 2013. 


Date 8/12/2013 4:53:00 PM 


 


Name xxxxxxx xxxxxxx 


Role NHS Professional 


Other role Co-author of report by Latimer et al 


Location England 


Conflict no 


Comments on individual sections of the ACD: 


Section 1 
(Appraisal Committee's 
preliminary 
recommendations) 


I disagree with the main conclusion, but would make a case for 
limited use of RTX for patients in whom cyclophosphamide 
therapy would normally be recommended for efficacy, but 
where potential or actual toxicity would prevent its use, either 
for treatment of newly presenting disease or relapsing disease. 
Â A follow up study of RAVE patients has just been published 
(Specks et al NEJM 2013 369:417-427) giving 18 month follow 
up data. Â It showed superiority of a single course of rituximab 
compared to conventional cyclophosphamide followed by 
azathioprine, at 12 months, but not at 18 months, in relapsing 
patients Â Nevertheless there was no inferiority of RTX vs 
conventional therapy for all patients. In practice, we do not use 
induction therapy in isolation. Â Usual practice is to commence 
maintenance therapyafter induction therapy. Â Most centres in 
the UK would use RTX followed buy maintenance azathioprine, 
rather than no therapy. Â The evidence base for this type of 
regimen has not yet been available, but there is a new study, 
(RITAZAREM) which will compare the effect of maintenance 
RTX vs maintenance standard of care, in patients who have 
had induction therapy with either RTX or cyclo 


Section 2 
(The technology) 


No comments 


Section 3 
(The manufacturer’s 
submission) 


I agree that the manufacturer's assumptions about how 
cyclophosphamide is used vary from practice in the UK, where 
there is much greater use of high dose pulse IV therapy. 
Hoowever, rituximab remains an important, effective option, out 
of the relatively limited therapeutic choices available, to treat 
these patients with. 


Section 4 
( Consideration of the 
evidence) 


I strongly disagree with the suggestion that it's unlikely that 
maintenance treatment would be  
given after induction with RTX. Â Azathioprine is typically given 
as maintenance when RTX course are completed. Â For 
persistent relapses there may be a case for maintenance RTX, 
but in most cases this is not the case. Â In addition, other 
maintenance drugs such as methotrexate, mycophenolate 
mofetil and leflunomide may be used would be given as 
maintenance after induction. 
 
In ANCA vasculitis we have a clear evidence base for 
immunosuppression; we can measure clinical response, and 
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deterioration and adjust therapy accordingly. Â Rituximab has 
an important, measureable role (amongst other agents) in the 
induction of remission in some patients with ANCA vasculitis. 


Section 5 
( Implementation) 


No comment 


Section 6 
(Proposed 
recommendations for 
further research) 


No comment 


Section 7 
( Related NICE guidance) 


We urge urgent review of this decision now. 


Section 8 
(Proposed date of review 
of guidance) 


No comment 


Date 8/12/2013 12:28:00 PM 


 


Name xxxxxxx xxxxxxx 


Role NHS Professional 


Location England 


Conflict no 


Notes I am a Consultant Nephrologist with a subspecialty interest, and 
research interest in ANCA vascultis. I contribute to a multi-
specialty clinic for patients with refractory or multi-organ ANCA-
vasculitis. I am preparing to recruit patients to the forthcoming 
RITAZEREM study on the treatement of relapsing ANCA-
vasculitis with Rituximab, as well as to the UKVAS registry. 
However I will receive no personal payment in relation to either. 


Comments on individual sections of the ACD: 


Section 4 
( Consideration of the 
evidence) 


The ERG appear to conclude that IV Cyclophosphamide (CYC) 
is clearly preferable to oral. Relapse rates are higher with IV 
(Harper et al Ann Rheum Dis 2012:71:955?960). Where silent, 
but profound, relapse is possible (recurrent renal disease) this 
shouldn?t be underplayed. Despite higher doses, oral CYC, is 
thus justifiable with implications for the comparative risk/benefit 
and cost/ benefit of RTX. 
Regarding long term safety of RTX. Please see Jones et al 
Arthritis & Rheumatism 2009; 60:7, pp 2156?2168, and van 
Vollenhoven et al, Ann Rheum Dis 2012. Long term data is also 
published from lymphoma studies comparing Rituximab+CHOP 
(chemo) to CHOP (chemo) alone. 
The ERG also express doubt about expected responses to 
retreatment with Rituximab. Please see Jones et al Jones et al 
Arthritis & Rheumatism 2009; 60:7, pp 2156?2168, Â Smith et 
al (Arthritis Rheum. 2012 Nov;64(11):3760-9. doi: 
10.1002/art.34583.) which are reassuring. We have a number 
of patients, with previous life threatening disease, who are kept 
well by repeat Rituximab dosing. Cambridge, Birmingham and 
other places do too. Â Further case series are not being 
published as this is not in dispute nor ?newsworthy? now. 


Date 7/31/2013 5:00:00 PM 
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responders, with AZA maintenance therapy 
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Figure 8 Cost effectiveness acceptability curves – CYC ineligible patients with no RTX retreatment 27 
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1. SUMMARY 


1.1 Structure of this report   


In this report we review and comment upon the manufacturer’s response to the National Institute for 


Health and Care Excellence (NICE) appraisal consultation document (ACD) on rituximab for anti-


neutrophil cytoplasmic antibody-associated (ANCA) vasculitis.  First the new evidence submitted by 


the manufacturer is summarised, and then this is critiqued.  We then present results of updated 


analyses which correct errors found in the manufacturer’s newly submitted economic model.  Finally 


we summarise the cost effectiveness evidence. 


 


1.2 Summary of the manufacturer’s updated analyses  


The ERG accepts that the manufacturer has made several useful amendments to their economic 


model.  However errors found in the amended model mean that it is not useful to interpret the 


manufacturer’s updated results.  The costs associated with the “uncontrolled disease” health state have 


been incorrectly calculated and are over-estimated, the costs of comparator drugs (mycophenolate 


mofetil (MMF) and methotrexate (MTX)) are incorrect, and the model coding for the sensitivity 


analysis on rituximab (RTX) retreatment is incorrect.  The “uncontrolled disease” health state costs 


have a substantial impact on the lifetime costs accrued in the model and the manufacturer’s error in 


calculating this cost biases the ICER in favour of RTX – in the base case analysis the manufacturer’s 


ICER is approximately £3,000 too low because of this error.  The errors in the drug costs have a 


smaller impact, but the coding errors have a very large impact on the sensitivity analysis ICERs – 


particularly for the scenario that assumes no RTX retreatment (this ICER is approximately doubled in 


the manufacturer’s analysis).  The ERG has rectified the manufacturer’s errors and run probabilistic 


sensitivity analysis (PSA) in order to provide estimates of cost-effectiveness which better reflect the 


requests of the Appraisal Committee.  The ERG acknowledges the new clinical data submitted by the 


manufacturer, but believes that questions around the most appropriate treatment sequences remain.  


 


1.3 Summary of the ERG’s critique of the manufacturer’s updated analyses  


The ERG estimates that the incremental cost effectiveness ratio (ICER) associated with RTX 


treatment is approximately £20,879 per QALY gained in the cyclophosphamide (CYC) eligible 


patient population, given the treatment sequences defined by the manufacturer, except the ERG 


assumes that only patients who initially respond to RTX would receive a second course.  In the CYC-


ineligible patient population the ERG estimates that the ICER associated with RTX treatment is 


approximately £60,569 per QALY gained, given the treatment sequences defined by the 


manufacturer (except the ERG assumes that only patients who initially respond to RTX would receive 


a second course).  The ERG remains unconvinced of the validity of these estimates, given the 


remaining uncertainty surrounding possible treatment sequences – particularly because it appears 


likely that RTX maintenance therapy may be given in reality.  Such usage of RTX is off-license and 
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has not been considered in any analyses submitted by the manufacturer, but reflects current practice 


(at least to some extent) in the United Kingdom (UK). 


 


The ERG notes that adding the cost of azathioprine (AZA) maintenance therapy to the RTX arm of 


the economic model has a relatively minor impact upon the ICER, and evidence is generally 


supportive of assuming similar relapse rates for CYC (followed by AZA) and RTX even if AZA 


maintenance is not given in the RTX group.  Hence, although clinically important, this issue is 


relatively less important for the economic evaluation.  Assumptions around RTX retreatment are more 


important, although in the CYC-eligible subgroup base case, assuming no retreatment has a minor 


impact upon the ICER because quality adjusted life year (QALY) losses are offset by cost savings.  


However, the ERG notes that the assumed effectiveness of RTX retreatment is based upon very low 


patient numbers. 


 


The ERG believes that the CYC-ineligible analysis presented in the manufacturer’s ACD response 


represents an inadequate attempt at estimating the cost-effectiveness of RTX in this subgroup. 
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2. MANUFACTURER’S UPDATED ANALYSES 


 


2.1 Description of the manufacturer’s updated analyses  


 


2.1.1 Revised model assumptions 


The manufacturer states that they have incorporated all the changes suggested by the ERG that were 


specified in Section 3.42 of the ACD report.
1;2


  These included: 


 Using costs for prednisolone instead of prednisone in line with UK clinical practice 


 Cost changes for CYC, trimethoprim and blood tests 


 Utility value for pneumonia 


 Relapse rate numbers at risk 


 Cost parameter distributions 


 Standardised mortality rate distributions 


 Outpatient appointment distributions 


 Mortality risk for patients aged over 91 years in the uncontrolled disease health state. 


 


In addition, the manufacturer states that they have incorporated other changes proposed by the ERG 


that were specified in Section 3.4.3 of the ACD report.
1;2


  These included: 


 Increasing the assumed body surface area (BSA) and mean weight to 1.90m
2 


and 78.89kg 


respectively, based upon a cohort of 30 vasculitis patients treated at the Manchester Royal 


Infirmary 


 Including costs associated with drug wastage 


 Increasing the utility value in the “uncontrolled disease” health state from 0.67 to 0.71. 


 Including the cost of administering methylprednisolone 


 Updating X-ray and CT scan costs using national cost sources, and assuming that 80% of 


scans received would be X-rays, with 20% being CT scans. 


 Assuming that only severe flares would lead to renewed induction treatment, and assuming 


the same relapse rate for patients in the RTX group and patients in the CYC group. 


 


The manufacturer noted that two assumptions proposed by the ERG were not endorsed by the 


Appraisal Committee and therefore were not included in the revised version of the economic model.  


These were:
1
 


 The use of azathioprine (AZA) as maintenance therapy following RTX.  The manufacturer 


states that such therapy is not supported by clinical evidence and is not part of current UK 


clinical practice.  They note that recently published long-term evidence from the RAVE trial 
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demonstrates a similar relapse rate in RTX and CYC groups, despite patients in the RTX 


group receiving no maintenance therapy.
3
 


 Frequency of outpatient visits in the uncontrolled disease state.  The manufacturer assumes 


that 4 outpatient attendances would occur each 6 months for the duration of time spent in the 


uncontrolled disease health state.  In the ERG’s previous additional analysis of the 


manufacturer’s model, it was assumed that 3 outpatient attendances would occur each 6 


months in this health state. 


 


In addition to the amendments to the model that were made based upon the ERG’s suggestions and 


the Appraisal Committee’s endorsement, the manufacturer has altered the treatment sequence 


assessed in the economic model.  The manufacturer states that their revised treatment pathway is 


based upon the opinion of “a number of experts”,(see manufacturer’s response (MR),
1
 p.6) but offer 


no more details upon how many experts were consulted, or how their views were elicited.  They state 


that a patient in the UK would not be exposed to a cumulative CYC dose of greater than 25 grams, or 


no more than two courses of CYC IV pulse therapy.  Hence, the manufacturer assumes that in the 


standard care group in their economic model patients receive two courses of CYC IV pulse therapy, 


which the manufacturer states is equivalent to approximately 23 grams of CYC.  In the RTX group in 


the economic model, the manufacturer assumes that patients will initially receive one course of IV 


CYC, followed by RTX.  All patients are then assumed to be retreated with a second course of RTX.  


The manufacturer states that the clinical experts that they contacted explained that all patients who 


relapsed following RTX would go on to receive an additional course of RTX.  For a relapse to occur 


the ERG assumes that first a response must be achieved – but it should be noted that in their economic 


model the manufacturer assumes that all patients initially treated with RTX receive a second course, 


not only those who initially respond and subsequently relapse.  It is important to note that this does 


not satisfy the request for further analysis made by the Appraisal Committee in the ACD, as the 


Committee specifically stated that they did not accept that patients who had not responded to a first 


course of RTX would receive a second course.
2
  The manufacturer bases the effectiveness of this 


second course of RTX on 16 patients from the RAVE trial who received retreatment with RTX, of 


whom 7 (44%) achieved complete remission.  Figure 1 illustrates the treatment pathways modelled by 


the manufacturer in their CYC-eligible analysis (note that in Figure 1 death can occur from any health 


state). 
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Figure 1:  Treatment pathway assumed by manufacturer, drawn by ERG 


 


 


The manufacturer has also amended their economic model such that patients in the “uncontrolled 


disease” health state receive either mycophenolate mofetil (MMF) (2g/day), methotrexate (MTX) 


(20mg/week) or azathioprine (AZA) (2mg/kg/day), with doses based upon recommendations made by 


the European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR).
4
  This was to address the ERG’s and Appraisal 


Committee’s concerns that the resource use assumed in the “uncontrolled disease” health state was 


not plausible.  No difference in efficacy between these treatments, or between treatment arms, is 


assumed once patients enter the uncontrolled disease health state. 


 


2.1.2 Comparators 


The manufacturer notes that the ACD suggests that the manufacturer has omitted relevant 


comparators from the economic analysis.  However, the manufacturer reiterates that alternative 


therapies, such as MTX and MMF are generally reserved for milder disease, and cites the 2013 draft 


British Society for Rheumatology (BSR) guidelines to demonstrate that CYC represents the relevant 


comparator.  The manufacturer states that remission rates for MTX and MMF for de novo patients are 
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“the same” as for CYC at six months, but that relapse rates are higher and that glucocorticoid 


requirements are higher in the long term.(see MR
1
 p.8) 


 


2.1.3 Modelled populations 


In their original submission, the manufacturer presented cost-effectiveness estimates for four 


subgroups: “all patients”; “treatment naïve” “recurrent disease” and “CYC intolerant”.  Given the new 


clinical advice received by the manufacturer that RTX would not be given before CYC, this range of 


subgroups was not deemed to be helpful.  Instead, in their updated analyses, the manufacturer presents 


cost-effectiveness estimates for two groups: (1) patients for whom CYC is an appropriate induction 


therapy – for whom RTX may be given at second-line; and, (2) patients for whom CYC is not an 


appropriate treatment – for whom RTX may be given at first-line.  Results for the previously 


modelled subgroups were provided by the manufacturer in an appendix.   


 


For the population for whom CYC is a relevant therapy the treatment pathways modelled are those 


presented in Figure 1, above.  Modelling this pathway alone does not adequately address the requests 


made by the Appraisal Committee for two key reasons: (1) the Committee specifically stated that they 


did not accept the manufacturer’s assumption that patients who had not responded to a first course of 


RTX would then receive a second course because this did not reflect UK clinical practice; and, (2) the 


Committee requested additional analyses for all possible treatment sequences for the different 


subgroup populations.
2
  The ERG’s comments on the treatment sequence modelled by the 


manufacturer are in Section 2.2.4 of this report.   


 


For patients for whom CYC is not an appropriate treatment, the treatment pathways modelled within 


the post-ACD manufacturer’s analysis are those presented in Figure 2 (note that death can occur from 


any of the health states included in the diagram).  The patients included in this analysis are 


representative of those for whom it is desirable to avoid CYC, those who are intolerant to CYC, and 


those for whom CYC is inappropriate.  In this subgroup, patients in the standard of care arm of the 


model receive initial treatment with MMF or MTX.  These are assumed to be of equal efficacy, and to 


have the same remission rate as CYC.  The manufacturer assumes that patients who achieve remission 


following MTX or MMF treatment receive AZA maintenance therapy.  They state that based upon 


evidence that suggests that MMF and MTX have a higher relapse rate than CYC, they arbitrarily 


increase the relapse rate associated with this treatment arm by 5% (see MR
1
 p.14).  However, in fact, 


the relapse rate is increased by 20% in the manufacturer’s economic model – the 5% value stated is 


incorrect.  Upon relapse, patients move into the uncontrolled disease health state – a further line of 


treatment is not explicitly modelled.  Again, in the RTX arm of the economic model the manufacturer 


assumes that all patients receive a second course of RTX and that no maintenance therapy is given in 


the RTX group.   Upon second relapse, patients move into the “uncontrolled disease” health state.  In 
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the “uncontrolled disease” health state, patients are assumed to receive treatment with MMF, MTX or 


AZA: no difference in efficacy between these treatments, or between treatment arms, was assumed 


once patients entered the uncontrolled disease health state. 


 


The analyses undertaken by the manufacturer for the CYC-ineligible population does not adequately 


address the analytical requests made by the Appraisal Committee because the Committee did not 


accept the manufacturer’s assumption that patients who had not responded to a first course of RTX 


would then receive a second course; and because the Committee requested additional analyses for all 


possible treatment sequences for the different subgroup populations.
2
  The ERG’s comments on the 


treatment sequence modelled by the manufacturer are in Section 2.2.4 of this report.   


 


Figure 2:  Treatment pathway assumed by manufacturer for patients for whom CYC is 


inappropriate, drawn by ERG 


 


 


2.1.4 Key model parameter inputs 


The key effectiveness inputs used in the manufacturer’s amended model for the CYC-eligible 


subgroup are presented in Table 1 (reproduced from the manufacturer’s ACD response
1
). 
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Table 1: CYC-eligible patient group remission rate inputs 


CYC RTX 


Line of therapy Value Source Line of therapy Value Source 


CYC 1 0.6458 RAVE. CYC newly 


diagnosed subgroup  


CYC 1 0.6458 RAVE. CYC newly 


diagnosed subgroup  


CYC 2 0.420 RAVE. CYC 


relapsing subgroup 


RTX 1 0.6667 RAVE. RTX relapsing 


subgroup 


   RTX 2 0.4375 RAVE. RTX retreatment 


subgroup 


 


The relapse rate was assumed to be 0.0859 for each treatment, at each line, as estimated previously by 


the ERG based upon severe flares observed in the CYC arm of the RAVE trial. 


 


The key effectiveness inputs used in the manufacturer’s amended model for the CYC-ineligible 


subgroup are presented in Table 2. 


 


Table 2: CYC-ineligible patient group remission rate and relapse rate inputs 


CYC RTX 


Line of therapy Value Source Line of therapy Value Source 


MTX/MMF 1 0.6458 Assumed equal to 


CYC  


RTX 1 0.6042 RAVE. RTX newly 


diagnosed subgroup 


   RTX 2 0.4375 RAVE. RTX retreatment 


subgroup 


Relapse rate 0.1031 Assumed 20% higher 


than CYC/RTX 


Relapse rate 0.0859 Based upon severe flares 


in the CYC arm of 


RAVE. 


 


2.1.5 Manufacturer’s cost-effectiveness results 


It should be noted that all the results presented in this section are subject to substantial error, due to 


errors identified by the ERG within the manufacturer’s amended economic model. 


 


The manufacturer presents the results shown in Table 3 for the base case analyses of the RTX 


treatment pathway compared to the CYC treatment pathway in the CYC-eligible subgroup.  The ICER 


is estimated at £18,556. 


 


Table 3: CYC eligible patient group revised manufacturer’s analysis 


Treatment QALYs Incr. QALY Total Costs Incr. Cost ICER 


Rituximab 8.951 0.330 £27,821 £6,117 £18,556 


Cyclophosphamide 8.622  £21,704  


 


The manufacturer presents the results shown in Table 4 for the base case analyses of the RTX 


treatment pathway compared to the MMF/MTX treatment pathway in the CYC-ineligible subgroup.  
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The ICER is estimated at £35,003.  The manufacturer states that this analysis is likely to represent an 


“upper bound” of the cost-effectiveness of RTX in this subgroup,
1
 because quality of life impacts 


such as the preservation of fertility have not been incorporated.  However, this particular argument 


appears counterintuitive, since in this analysis CYC is not a comparator and patients in the control 


group should also maintain fertility. 


 


Table 4: CYC ineligible patient group revised manufacturer’s analysis 


Treatment QALYs Incr. QALY Total Costs Incr. Cost ICER 


Rituximab 8.624 0.2910 £28,667 £10,186 £35,003 


MMF/MTX 8.333  £18,481  


 


2.1.6 Manufacturer’s sensitivity analysis 


The manufacturer presents sensitivity analysis on the following parameters for the CYC-eligible 


subgroup:  


 Relapse rates 


 Outpatient attendance frequency 


 RTX retreatment 


 RTX wastage 


 


The results of these analyses are presented in Table 5.  Again, it is important to note that these results 


are subject to error due to mistakes found in the manufacturer’s amended model. 


 


Table 5: Manufacturer’s sensitivity analysis results 


Parameter Assumption Incr. QALY Incr. Cost ICER 


Relapse rates Different severe relapse rates are applied 


 (8.6% CYC; 10.8% RTX) 


0.210 £7,304 £34,775 


Assume an identical severe relapse of 


10.8% 


0.302 £6,815 £22,559 


All relapses will require induction 


treatment 


 


0.228 £7,960 £34,942 


Outpatient 


attendance 


frequency 


Number of attendances in the 


uncontrolled disease state per 6 months 


set to 3, as in the ERG report 


Not stated Not stated £21,170 


RTX 


retreatment 


Only those who initially responded 


receive 2
nd


 course 


0.244 £4,538 £18,564 


No retreatment 0.0682 £2,825 £41,424 


RTX Wastage 88mg wastage per dose 0.330  £6,117 £18,556 


40mg wastage per dose 0.330 £5,642 £17,113 


0mg wastage per dose 0.330 £5,242 £15,899 
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The manufacturer did not present a sensitivity analysis of the effect of maintenance therapy following 


RTX, despite this being requested by the Appraisal Committee.
2
  The manufacturer states that such a 


sequence is not supported by clinical evidence and does not reflect clinical practice.  In addition, the 


manufacturer has not presented the following sensitivity analyses, due to a lack of evidence and time: 


 An analysis on the benefit of RTX for patients with severe AAV looking to start a family 


 Inclusion of costs associated with treating infections caused by CYC 


 Inclusion of costs and disutility associated with long-term toxicity associated with CYC. 


 


2.1.7 Further clinical evidence presented by the manufacturer 


The manufacturer summarises the results of a newly published paper that reports upon the long-term 


follow-up of the RAVE trial.
3
  The manufacturer states that the key findings reported in the paper 


were (the below is reproduced from the manufacturer’s ACD response):
1
 


 The proportions of patients who achieved complete remission (BVAS/WG of 0 on a 


prednisone dose of 0) at 6 months and who maintained complete remission at 12 months and 


18 months were comparable in the RTX and CYC arms at 6, 12, and 18 months 


 Rates of remission (BVAS/WG of 0) on a prednisone dose of < 10 mg/day were similar 


across treatment groups at 6, 12, and 18 months 


 The mean BVAS/WG of each treatment group was similar at all-time points during the 


maintenance period 


 The rates of remission were similar in both treatment groups despite a numerically lower 


cumulative steroid dose and lack of AZA maintenance therapy in the RTX group 


 The rates of severe and limited flares did not differ significantly between treatment groups at 


6, 12, and 18months; however, slightly more flares occurred after 6 months in the RTX than 


CYC group 


 Overall, the findings between treatment groups were consistent across multiple efficacy 


endpoints at multiple time points 


 


In addition, the manufacturer states that there were no significant differences in adverse events 


between groups at 18 months. 


 


The manufacturer also notes that an abstract was presented at the Sixteenth International Vasculitis 


and ANCA Workshop, April 14-17, 2013, Paris, providing details on the 16 patients retreated with 


RTX in the RAVE trial.
5
  Further details are not presented in the manufacturer’s ACD response, but it 


is this abstract that the RTX retreatment remission rate assumed in the manufacturer’s model is based 


upon.   
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The manufacturer also comments upon the long-term safety of RTX, owing to the Appraisal 


Committee’s consideration that the long-term safety benefits of RTX had not yet been demonstrated.  


The manufacturer states that there is supporting evidence for the long-term safety of RTX in other 


disease areas, and that there is evidence that RTX does not prevent patients from conceiving children. 


Finally, the manufacturer comments upon the definition of “severe disease”.  They clarify the 


definition used in the RAVE trial, and comment that different authors have referred to this level of 


disease as “generalised”, “generalised organ-threatening”, or “organ-threatening”.  However, the 


manufacturer states that all authors agree that the patients that are included within these definitions 


should be treated with CYC in combination with glucocorticoids for remission induction.  This 


suggests that the patient population that would be eligible for RTX would be any patient who would 


otherwise be treated with CYC.    


 


2.1.8 Additional comments made by the manufacturer 


The manufacturer argues that RTX represents a step-change in the management of ANCA-associated 


vasculitis, due mainly to representing a safe alternative to CYC.  They also disagree with the 


Appraisal Committee’s assessment that there are no additional QALYs associated with RTX 


treatment that had not been incorporated within the economic model, since the model does not include 


the benefits associated with maintaining fertility.  In addition to this, the manufacturer states that the 


model does not take into account the potential benefits of the avoidance of long-term malignancies 


associated with higher lifetime cumulative CYC doses. 


 


2.2 Critique of the manufacturer’s updated analyses 


 


In this section we critique the manufacturer’s updated analyses and comment upon the new evidence 


provided.  First we comment upon the new clinical evidence provided, before assessing specific 


qualitative points made by the manufacturer and critiquing the updated economic evaluation. 


 


2.2.1 Comments on the new clinical evidence 


The manufacturer states that data have recently been published on the long-term effectiveness of RTX 


compared to CYC based upon the RAVE trial.
3
  In summary, the manufacturer suggests that the data 


show that there are no important differences in remission rates, relapse rates, and adverse events 


between RTX and CYC groups.  Broadly, the ERG agrees with this interpretation of the evidence.  


However, we believe that a more thorough analysis of the evidence is required. 


 


Firstly, it is worthy of note that while RTX was superior to CYC followed by AZA in patients with 


relapsing disease at baseline at 6- and 12- months, at 18-months the difference was no longer 


statistically significant – this was attributed by the authors to the fact that by this time point most 
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patients in the RTX group had reconstituted B cells.
3
  However, at the 18-month time point, the rate of 


severe relapses in patients with relapsing disease at baseline remained lower in the RTX group (0.018 


per patient-month) compared to the CYC group (0.027 per patient-month).  Supplementary data 


demonstrate that the rate of severe relapses per patient-month for all patients (treatment naïve and 


those with relapsing disease at baseline) was very similar between treatment groups at 18 months 


(0.016 for RTX, 0.017 for CYC), which suggests that for the treatment naïve patients the severe 


relapse rate may have been higher in the RTX group than in the CYC group.  However, data on this 


subgroup are not presented by Specks et al. or in the MR.  It is also informative to note that whilst the 


rate of severe relapses per patient-month was lower at 18 months than at 6 or 12 months in the CYC 


group, it was steadily increasing in the RTX group.  This would seem to corroborate with the time-to-


relapse Kaplan Meier curves presented by Specks et al. and in the manufacturer’s initial submission,
6
 


which cross as time progresses.  This suggests that CYC followed by AZA may be associated with a 


higher initial relapse rate following successful remission, but that over time the RTX rate of relapse 


increases (as B cells are reconstituted) and may become higher than that observed in the CYC/AZA 


group.  The ERG considers that whilst it may be reasonable to assume equal relapse rates in the RTX 


and CYC groups, it is relevant to consider scenarios where the relapse rate is higher in the RTX group 


in the long-term.  Unfortunately the manufacturer’s model does not allow relapse rates to alter over 


time. 


 


While the ERG accepts the value of the 18-month safety data available from RAVE, we believe that 


this time-frame does not allow an evaluation of the true long-term effects of CYC, AZA and RTX.  


The ERG also notes that 18-month safety data were considered at the previous Appraisal Committee 


meeting and therefore these data are not new.  The supposed advantage associated with RTX is not 


demonstrated by these data.  This is important, because the manufacturer’s argument that RTX 


represents a step-change in the treatment of ANCA-associated vasculitis rests upon it representing an 


effective and safe alternative to CYC – thus avoiding the toxicity associated with CYC.  However, 


these safety claims are not supported by the RAVE data and longer-term data collection may be 


required.  However, the ERG accepts the relevance of much longer-term data from other disease 


areas, which suggests that RTX is well tolerated, and allows patients to maintain fertility.  Importantly 


though, an expert response to the ACD from the BSR suggests that whilst the absence of a safety 


advantage associated with RTX in RAVE may have been due to the inclusion of expert treatment 


centres with high quality CYC management, it may also have been due to the high use of 


glucocorticoids in both arms of the RAVE trial.  Given that use of glucocorticoids alongside RTX is 


recommended, this may mean that the long-term safety advantages associated with RTX may not be 


as large as first thought.    


 


2.2.2 Comments on the manufacturer’s assessment of the inclusion of QALYs 
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The manufacturer states that there exist additional QALY gains associated with RTX treatment that 


are not incorporated in their economic model
1
 – specifically, the QALY gains associated with 


allowing patients to maintain fertility.  The manufacturer correctly points out that this is an issue only 


for patients who wish to have children presently or in the future.  While the ERG accepts that this is 


an important issue, it is important to note that in the economic analysis that includes the patient 


subgroup of people who wish to maintain fertility, the comparator is MMF or MTX.  The evidence on 


fertility associated with these treatments has not been examined in this appraisal, but it is the ERG’s 


understanding that these do not have long-term impacts on fertility.  Hence the ERG believes that in 


this subgroup analysis there are no additional fertility-related benefits associated with receiving 


treatment with RTX rather than MTX or MMF. 


 


2.2.3 Comments on the manufacturer’s definition of “severe” disease 


The ERG believes that the manufacturer’s definition of severe disease based upon the RAVE trial 


inclusion criteria is useful.  We note that the text included in the manufacturer’s response to the ACD 


is similar to that included in the supplementary data provided by Specks et al.
1;3


  Essentially, the 


population indicated for RTX includes patients who would otherwise receive treatment with CYC – 


some commentators may describe the level of disease exhibited by these patients to be “generalised” 


whereas others may describe it as “severe”.  This supports the use of CYC as the comparator in the 


economic analysis, apart from in the subgroup of patients who are not eligible for CYC.  However, 


the ERG believes that other treatments may remain relevant when considering the entire disease and 


treatment pathway, as other alternatives will be sought after initial treatment failure.   


 


It also remains important that the RAVE trial excluded patients with severe disease who required 


mechanical ventilation because of alveolar haemorrhage, and patients with a serum creatinine level of 


greater than 4.0mg/dL attributed to underlying AAV disease.  The EUVAS and BSR guidelines 


categorise severe ANCA-associated vasculitis as disease including renal or other vital organ failure, 


with serum creatinine of greater than 500μ/mol/litre (5.6mg/dL) and these patients would have been 


excluded from the RAVE trial.
4;7


  Whilst the RITUXVAS trial included some more severely affected 


patients treatment was with RTX in combination with CYC – thus the ERG maintains that the clinical 


evidence submitted by the manufacturer is not relevant for all patients with severe disease.  Expert 


views on the use of RTX in very severe life-threatening disease appears mixed – in their response to 


the ACD the BSR state that RTX is effective in very severe life-threatening disease, referencing the 


RITUXVAS trial and noting that observational cohorts have also been studied.  However, a response 


from an experienced NHS professional and co-author of the upcoming 2013 BSR guideline on the 


treatment of vasculitis stated that – whilst supporting the use of RTX – RTX should not be used in 


patients with life-threatening disease at the time of treatment initiation, and that these patients should 


instead be treated with CYC unless the contra-indication is a risk of major organ damage.   
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2.2.4 Comments on the manufacturer’s amended economic analysis 


Whilst the ERG accepts that the treatment sequence modelled by the manufacturer is more 


appropriate than those considered in the original submission, it is critically important to note that the 


manufacturer’s model contains errors which invalidate the results presented in the manufacturer’s 


ACD response for the base case analysis and sensitivity analyses.  The model contains an error in the 


calculation of the “uncontrolled disease” health state cost – the manufacturer assumes that in this 


health state patients will receive four outpatient appointments in each 6-month period whilst also 


receiving treatment with either AZA, MTX or MMF.  However, when calculating the health state cost 


they multiply the outpatient appointment unit cost by 4 (which is correct) and the AZA/MMF/MTX 


treatment cost by four (which is incorrect).  This results in an “uncontrolled disease” health state cost 


per 6-month cycle of £815.94, rather than the correct cost of £581.03.  Because health state costs 


represent the major cost category in the economic evaluation, and because patients on average spend 


approximately 57% of their time in this state in the CYC arm of the model, and approximately 44% of 


their time in this state in the RTX arm of the model, this cost difference can be expected to lead to a 


substantial over-estimate of the lifetime costs calculated in the model, and can be expected to bias the 


ICER in favour of RTX. 


 


It is also apparent that there is an error in the RTX retreatment sensitivity analyses presented by the 


manufacturer in their ACD response.  In the “no RTX retreatment” analyses the model is incorrectly 


coded and uses the response rate attributed to RTX retreatment for first-line RTX treatment.  Hence 


the “no RTX retreatment” ICER is likely to be over-estimated.  In the “RTX retreatment only for 


relapsers” analysis there are several coding errors, including one that means that in fact all patients 


receive RTX retreatment.  Hence the ICER associated with this analysis is incorrect.  In addition, it 


appears that the manufacturer has used incorrect unit costs for methotrexate and mycophenolate 


mofetil. 


 


Due to these errors it is not useful to interpret the results presented by the manufacturer, since they are 


incorrect and do not adequately address the concerns of the Appraisal Committee.  The ERG also 


notes that the manufacturer has presented only deterministic results (whereby parameter inputs reflect 


point estimates), rather than probabilistic analyses which reflect the expectation of the mean. 


 


Aside from the errors in the manufacturer’s model, the ERG accepts that the manufacturer has made 


several amendments to their original model that are in line with those proposed by the ERG.  We 


believe that these amendments are appropriate and important.  The manufacturer notes that two 


changes proposed by the ERG were not  made, in line with discussion at the Appraisal Committee 


meeting: maintenance therapy in the RTX group was assumed not to occur, and; it was assumed that 


patients in the “uncontrolled disease” health state would have four outpatient appointments in each 6-
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month period, rather than three.  The ERG believes that there are two other factors that may be 


perceived to be important to the Appraisal Committee that have not been considered in the 


manufacturer’s updated analysis, that were considered as additional scenario analyses in the ERG 


report.
8
  Clinical advice received by the ERG suggests that CYC can be infused more quickly than 


RTX, with infusion time approximately half the RTX infusion time.  Hence it may be relevant to 


incorporate a lower administration cost for CYC than for RTX.  Also, clinical advice received by the 


ERG suggested that patients receiving IV CYC may often only receive 6 administrations, rather than 


the 10 assumed in the manufacturer’s model.  Typically, treatment beyond 6 administrations would 


only occur if evidence remained of active disease.  If these two amendments were made to the 


manufacturer’s economic model, the ICER associated with RTX would increase.       


 


Treatment sequences 


A key alteration to the manufacturer’s model involves the treatment sequences modelled.  The base 


case sequence modelled in the resubmitted model is presented in Figure 1.  Three factors are of 


particularly importance: 


 Only one course of CYC is given in the RTX arm of the model 


 RTX retreatment is assumed for all patients in the RTX group 


 No maintenance treatment is given in the RTX arm of the model. 


 


Whilst the ERG accepts that a key benefit of introducing a RTX treatment regime in ANCA-


associated vasculitis may be associated with reducing CYC treatment, we are not convinced that no 


patients would receive more than one course of CYC, even if RTX was available.  Clinical advice 


received by the ERG also suggests that some patients may receive more than two courses of CYC, if 


those courses involve low cumulative doses.  For instance, if a patient weighing 75kg experienced 


complete remission after 6 (rather than the full 10) administrations of IV CYC they may only have 


received 6.75g of CYC.  If this led to a long-term well-controlled remission it does not seem 


inconceivable that this patient would receive a second (and possibly further) course(s) of CYC upon 


eventual relapse, irrespective of whether RTX was available.  This is important because previous 


analyses conducted by the ERG suggest that RTX is likely to be more cost-effective if given after two 


courses of CYC compared to being given after one course of CYC. 


 


The ERG also believes that the RTX retreatment assumption made by the manufacturer is 


controversial.  The manufacturer assumes that all patients receive two courses of RTX, even if they 


do not respond to the initial course.  Previous clinical advice received by the ERG suggested that it 


would be very unlikely that patients who do not respond to an initial course of RTX would 


immediately be given a second course,
8
 and the Appraisal Committee agreed that this assumption was 
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unacceptable.
2
  If RTX retreatment is to be included in the manufacturer’s model, the ERG believes 


that it would be most appropriate to consider that this retreatment is only provided to patients who 


initially enter remission after treatment with RTX. 


 


The conclusion of the Appraisal Committee was that AZA treatment would not be given following a 


remission induced by RTX,
2
 and the manufacturer has therefore modelled this scenario.  This is in 


contrast to the clinical advice received by the ERG and referred to in the ERG report.  The ERG notes 


that the two clinicians who advised the ERG responded to the ACD strongly disagreeing with the 


assertion that no maintenance therapy would be given following RTX treatment, with one stating that 


such treatment would be typical, and the other stating that the chosen maintenance therapy would be 


associated with clinician preference: thus there may be no consensus on this.  The BSR also 


responded to the ACD, and outline four options for maintenance treatment after remission induced by 


RTX (these will appear in the forthcoming BSR guidelines on the treatment of ANCA-associated 


vasculitis): 


i) No therapy and treat further relapse with RTX   


ii) An immunosuppressive agent (azathioprine or methotrexate) 


iii) Fixed interval repeat dose RTX   


iv) Repeat dose RTX based on biomarkers   


 


It is noteworthy that the manufacturer has chosen to model option i) in their updated economic model, 


whereas the sequence previously modelled by the ERG is represented by option ii).  Importantly, the 


fact that the ERG’s previously modelled sequence appears as option ii) demonstrates that this does 


represent a realistic option, contrary to the views expressed at the Appraisal Committee meeting.  


However, alongside these options, the BSR offers further guidance on their use.  The BSR states that 


option i) is not desirable because it requires close patient monitoring and places the patient at risk of 


increased tissue damage and morbidity when relapse occurs.  Hence option i) appears sub-optimal.  


The BSR also states that option ii) has been assessed in a retrospective, multi-centre, cohort study and 


continued immunosuppressive had no effect on time to B cell return or to relapse compared to no 


therapy.
9
  Hence, this option may also be sub-optimal.  The BSR state that relatively large 


retrospective data sets exist on fixed interval repeat RTX dosing (option iii), and that this is being 


compared to option ii) in the ongoing RITAZAREM RCT,
10;11


 whereas there is comparatively less 


information available on option iv).  It is important to note that options  iii) and iv) are not currently 


within the RTX license which is likely to explain why the manufacturer has not included these 


scenarios in their submission.  Patient and clinician experiences submitted to NICE as part of the 


ACD consultation process suggest that RTX retreatment as maintenance therapy, rather than only 


upon relapse, is happening (off license) in the UK, and could represent the most realistic treatment 


strategy should RTX be recommended as induction therapy.  The cost-effectiveness of such a strategy 
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is unknown – whilst there are QALY benefits and cost offsets associated with maintaining remission, 


there are also significant cost implications of repeated RTX treatment.  


 


It is also relevant to note that in the previous ERG analyses, we assumed equal relapse rates in the 


CYC and RTX groups based partly on the assumption that both groups involved maintenance therapy 


with AZA.
8
  The manufacturer has retained this assumption despite assuming that no AZA 


maintenance is given in the RTX group.
1
  Whilst the longer-term data from the RAVE trial lends 


some support to such an assumption some questions remain over the long-term relapse rate associated 


with zero maintenance therapy after an RTX remission, as alluded to in Section 2.2.1 of this report.  It 


is also noteworthy that with access to the patient-level data from the RAVE trial it may be expected 


that the manufacturer could calculate a more accurate estimate of the relapse rate, since the ERG had 


to rely upon summary data. 


 


The manufacturer has based the remission rate associated with RTX retreatment on data from 16 


patients from the RAVE trial who received two courses of RTX.
1;5


  These data are obviously very 


limited due to the small patient numbers.  Also, it is not clear to what extent these data may be 


affected by selection bias – patients retreated in RAVE represent those who suffered a severe disease 


flare between 6 and 18 months and thus it seems that these patients achieved only relatively short-


term remission – it may be conceivable that patients retreated with RTX following a more successful 


long-term remission have a higher probability of a second successful remission.  The ERG considers 


that the RTX retreatment remission rate assumed by the manufacturer (0.4375) is highly uncertain, 


and notes that the manufacturer has not placed a distribution around this model parameter and has not 


conducted probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA).  It is also notable that 3 of the 16 patients who 


received two courses of RTX experienced severe adverse events, including one death, metastatic 


colon cancer, and severe sinusitis – though the ERG is unsure as to whether any of these events could 


be attributed in any way to RTX. 


 


The treatment sequence assumed by the manufacturer for patients ineligible for CYC is illustrated in 


Figure 2.  Whilst the manufacturer states that the treatment sequence assumed for CYC-eligible 


patients has been based upon clinical advice, it is not clear whether this is the case for the CYC-


ineligible subgroup.  Hence, the ERG is uncertain as to the validity of this analysis.  The sequence 


suffers from the same limitation as the CYC-eligible sequence in that all RTX patients are assumed to 


receive two courses of RTX, rather than only those who initially respond to RTX.  The ERG believe 


that this assumption is not appropriate.  In addition, the control group sequence appears overly 


simplistic: one course of MMF or MTX is assumed, with patients entering the “uncontrolled disease” 


health state upon relapse.  It is not clear to the ERG why only one course of treatment would be 


considered.  Also, clinical advice received by the ERG suggests that cumulative glucocorticoid use is 
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likely to be higher with MMF or MTX treatment, which is likely to have cost and utility implications.  


The manufacturer has not attempted to model this.  In part, this may be due to the simplistic nature of 


the manufacturer’s economic model – for instance, separate health states do not exist for drug-


controlled and drug-free remission, despite the likelihood that these states would have very different 


costs and utilities.  The ERG remains unconvinced by the manufacturer’s CYC-ineligible analysis. 


 


Resource use assumptions 


The ERG accepts that the manufacturer’s new assumption regarding the number of outpatient 


appointments associated with the “uncontrolled disease” health state reflects the views of the 


Appraisal Committee.  However, it is important to note that this number represents the number of 


appointments per 6-month period for the entire time spent in the “uncontrolled disease” health state.  


Given that on average patients spend several years in this health state, the ERG is unconvinced that 


patients would continue to have outpatient appointments at a frequency of one every 6 weeks for the 


duration of their time spent in this health state, particularly as this state actually represents a state of 


low grade “grumbling” disease.  Based upon this, the ERG believes that our previous assumption of 


three outpatient appointments per 6-month period may be more reasonable as an average over the 


duration of time spent in the “uncontrolled disease” health state – and in fact this may also represent 


an over-estimate.  It is notable that reducing the number of outpatient attendances in this health state 


has the impact of increasing the ICER associated with RTX. 


 


The ERG notes that the manufacturer calculates the “uncontrolled disease” health state cost 


incorrectly – the six-monthly costs of MTX/MMF treatment are erroneously multiplied by four.  In 


addition, according to the latest version of the BNF,
12


 costs for both MTX and MMF are incorrect in 


the manufacturer’s model.  The manufacturer uses a cost of £7.25 for a 50 tablet pack of 500mg 


mycophenolate mofetil whereas the cost should be £10.41.  Taking the average cost associated with 


500mg and 250mg packs, this increases the cost associated with 6-months of MMF from £105.85 


(calculated by the manufacturer) to £146.88.  For MTX, the manufacturer attributes a cost of £3.18 to 


a 28 pack of 2.5mg tablets, whereas this cost is actually £3.88.  Taking the average cost associated 


with 24 pack and 28 packets, this increases the cost associated with 6 months of MTX treatment from 


£23.62 (calculated by the manufacturer) to £28.58.  These errors further invalidate the manufacturer’s 


CYC-ineligible analysis. 


 


Results 


Given the errors in the manufacturer’s economic model, the ERG believes that it is not useful to 


comment upon the results.  Instead, the ERG has rectified the key errors and re-run the manufacturer’s 


model.  The results of these analyses are presented in the following section. 
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3. IMPACT ON THE ICER OF ADDITIONAL ANALYSES UNDERTAKEN BY THE 


ERG 


 


In this Section, we present the results of a set of analyses undertaken by the ERG that amend 


parameters within the manufacturer’s updated economic model.  Some of the amendments made by 


the ERG correct factual inaccuracies, whereas others reflect the view of the ERG and requests for 


further analyses made by the Appraisal Committee in the ACD.  Factual inaccuracies that have been 


corrected include: 


 Amending the “uncontrolled disease” health state cost so that MTX and MMF treatment costs 


are not erroneously multiplied by four. 


 Correcting the drug unit-costs associated with MMF and MTX. 


 Correcting the model code so that scenarios of “no RTX retreatment” and “RTX retreatment 


only for relapsers” can be considered. 


 Incorporated uncertainty around the remission rate associated with the second course of RTX 


based upon the 16 patients who received RTX retreatment in the RAVE trial, and ran PSA. 


 


Amendments made by the ERG that reflect the view of the ERG (and the request for further analyses 


made by the Appraisal Committee in the ACD) include: 


 Amended the model such that the “base case” involves RTX retreatment only for patients 


who initially respond to a first course of RTX.  We do not consider a scenario whereby all 


RTX patients receive a second course of RTX because the Appraisal Committee specifically 


stated that they did not accept this assumption in the ACD.
2
 


  


Due to a lack of time, the ERG has not re-run all analyses investigated by the manufacturer.  Instead 


the following scenarios are considered for both CYC-eligible and CYC-ineligible subgroups: 


 RTX retreatment only for patients who initially respond to RTX.  This analysis represents 


option ii) for RTX treatment as defined by the BSR and discussed in Section 2.2.4 of this 


report. 


 AZA maintenance therapy in the RTX group.  Although the Appraisal Committee concluded 


that this sequence of treatment would be unlikely in UK practice, it represents option ii) for 


RTX treatment as defined by the BSR and discussed in Section 2.2.4.  The manufacturer did 


not include this analysis in their ACD response, but the ERG has incorporated it as a scenario 


analysis. 


 No RTX retreatment.  Given the uncertainty associated with the effectiveness of a second 


course of RTX based upon the RAVE trial data, the ERG has run an analysis in which no 


RTX retreatment is assumed. 
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The ERG’s analyses come closer than the manufacturer’s analyses to that requested by the Appraisal 


Committee in the ACD, but deficiencies remain.  For instance, the Committee requested that 


additional analyses should be undertaken for all possible treatment sequences.  While the ERG has 


considered alternative scenarios with regard to RTX retreatment and AZA maintenance therapy, this 


has been undertaken within a setting defined by the manufacturer whereby only one course of IV 


CYC is received in the RTX group and that this is received before RTX, and two courses of IV CYC 


are received in the control group.  In addition, it is assumed that CYC is never received after RTX 


(even when RTX has failed and a patient has only previously received one course of IV CYC).  In the 


CYC-ineligible subgroup it is assumed that standard care involves one course of MMF or MTX, with 


a patient entering “uncontrolled disease” upon first relapse.  The ERG suggests that analyses of these 


narrow set of treatment sequences does not adequately reflect analyses of “all possible treatment 


sequences”, as requested by the Appraisal Committee.
2
   


 


3.1 Additional work undertaken by the ERG  


 


In the additional work undertaken by the ERG the following amendments have been made to the 


manufacturer’s economic model: 


 “Uncontrolled disease” health state cost does not multiply MMF/MTX/AZA cost by four.  


We have retained the manufacturer’s assumption that there are four outpatient appointments 


per 6-month period in this health state. 


 MMF and MTX costs are corrected. 


 Model code is corrected so that scenarios of “no RTX retreatment” and “RTX retreatment 


only for relapsers” can be considered. 


 A beta distribution has been placed around the RTX retreatment remission rate based upon 


the 16 patients who received RTX retreatment in the RAVE trial. 


 PSA has been run. 


 


3.1.2 CYC-eligible population 


 


Table 6: ERG preferred analyses cost-effectiveness results – CYC-eligible patients with 


RTX retreatment for responders 


Strategy Total Cost Total 


QALYs 


Inc. 


QALYs 


Inc. Costs ICER 


CYC  CYC  BSC £18,788.82 8.58 - - - 


CYC  RTX  RTX  BSC £23,863.45 8.82 0.24  5,074.64  £20,878.50 
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Table 6 demonstrates that adding RTX (with retreatment for responders) to the treatment sequence 


after one course of CYC is associated with an ICER of £20,878.50 per QALY gained compared to a 


strategy of two courses of CYC with no RTX.  Cost effectiveness acceptability curves (CEACs) 


associated with this analysis are presented in Figure 3. At a willingness-to-pay threshold of £30,000 


per QALY gained, the probability that administering RTX (with retreatment for responders) after one 


course of CYC is a cost-effective strategy is approximately 56.7%.  At a willingness-to-pay threshold 


of £20,000 per QALY gained, the probability that administering RTX (with retreatment for 


responders) after one course of CYC is a cost-effective strategy is approximately 40.7%.  


 


Figure 3: Cost effectiveness acceptability curves – CYC-eligible patients with RTX 


retreatment for responders 


 


 


In order to demonstrate the impact on the cost-effectiveness analysis of assuming that patients in the 


RTX group receive maintenance therapy with AZA, the ERG has re-run the above analysis, including 


AZA maintenance therapy costs in the RTX group.  The results of this analysis are shown in Table 7 


and Figure 4.  
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Table 7: ERG preferred analyses cost-effectiveness results – CYC-eligible patients with 


RTX retreatment for responders, with AZA maintenance therapy 


Strategy Total Cost Total 


QALYs 


Inc. 


QALYs 


Inc. Costs ICER 


CYC  CYC  BSC £18,788.82 8.58 - - - 


CYC  RTX  RTX  BSC £24,486.89 8.82 0.24  5,698.07  £23,443.50 


 


Table 7 demonstrates that adding RTX (with retreatment for responders, and maintenance therapy 


with AZA) to the treatment sequence after one course of CYC is associated with an ICER of 


£23,443.50 per QALY gained compared to a strategy of two courses of CYC with no RTX.  Thus, 


whilst adding AZA as maintenance therapy leads to an increase in the ICER, the difference is not 


substantial.  CEACs associated with this analysis are presented in Figure 4. At a willingness-to-pay 


threshold of £30,000 per QALY gained, the probability that administering RTX (with retreatment for 


responders and AZA maintenance therapy) after one course of CYC is a cost-effective strategy is 


approximately 52.8%.  At a willingness-to-pay threshold of £20,000 per QALY gained, the 


probability that administering RTX (with retreatment for responders and AZA maintenance therapy) 


after one course of CYC is a cost-effective strategy is approximately 34.8%.  


 


Figure 4: Cost effectiveness acceptability curves – CYC-eligible patients with RTX 


retreatment for responders, with AZA maintenance therapy 
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In order to demonstrate the impact on the cost-effectiveness analysis of assuming that patients who 


initially respond to RTX receive retreatment, the ERG has re-run the analysis presented in Table 6, 


excluding RTX retreatment.  The results of this analysis are shown in Table 8 and Figure 5.  


 


Table 8: ERG preferred analyses cost-effectiveness results – CYC-eligible patients with 


no RTX retreatment 


Strategy Total Cost Total 


QALYs 


Inc. 


QALYs 


Inc. Costs ICER 


CYC  CYC  BSC £18,788.82 8.58 - - - 


CYC  RTX  BSC £21,578.89 8.72 0.14  2,790.07  £20,080.23 


 


Table 8 demonstrates that for the “all patients” analysis, adding RTX (with no retreatment and no 


maintenance therapy) to the treatment sequence after one course of CYC is associated with an ICER 


of £20,080.23 per QALY gained compared to a strategy of two courses of CYC with no RTX.  Thus, 


whilst excluding RTX retreatment results in fewer QALYs gained, costs are reduced to an extent such 


that the ICER is almost unchanged.  CEACs associated with this analysis are presented in Figure 5. At 


a willingness-to-pay threshold of £30,000 per QALY gained, the probability that administering RTX 


(with retreatment for responders and AZA maintenance therapy) after one course of CYC is a cost-


effective strategy is approximately 53.7%.  At a willingness-to-pay threshold of £20,000 per QALY 


gained, the probability that administering RTX (with retreatment for responders and AZA 


maintenance therapy) after one course of CYC is a cost-effective strategy is approximately 42.0%.  


 


Figure 5: Cost effectiveness acceptability curves – CYC eligible patients with no RTX 


retreatment 
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3.1.3 CYC-ineligible population 


 


Table 9: ERG preferred analyses cost-effectiveness results – CYC-ineligible patients with 


RTX retreatment for responders 


Strategy Total Cost Total 


QALYs 


Inc. 


QALYs 


Inc. Costs ICER 


MMF/MTX  BSC £14,560.57 8.35 - - - 


RTX  RTX  BSC £22,905.99 8.49 0.14  8,345.42  £60,569.08 


 


Table 9 demonstrates that treating people who are ineligible for CYC treatment with RTX (with 


retreatment for responders) rather than MMF or MTX is associated with an ICER of £60,569.08 per 


QALY gained.  CEACs associated with this analysis are presented in Figure 6. At a willingness-to-


pay threshold of £30,000 per QALY gained, the probability that administering RTX (with retreatment 


for responders) is a cost-effective strategy is approximately 25.3%.  At a willingness-to-pay threshold 


of £20,000 per QALY gained, the probability that administering RTX (with retreatment for 


responders) is a cost-effective strategy is approximately 13.8%.  There are three key reasons 


explaining why RTX appears to be less cost-effective in this subgroup compared to the CYC eligible 


subgroup.  Firstly, MMF and MTX treatments are much less costly than IV CYC, because they do not 


require infusion and because only one course of treatment is given in the model.  This increases the 


incremental cost associated with RTX.  Secondly, in the economic model RTX is assumed to be less 


effective when treating treatment naïve patients than when treating relapsing patients.  Thirdly, the 


incremental QALY gain associated with the RTX arm is less than that presented in Table 6.  This is 


because the MMF/MTX arm is assumed to have the same remission rate as first-line CYC treatment 


(albeit with a higher relapse rate), and so the QALY loss associated with this treatment strategy 


compared to a CYC treatment strategy is mainly due to the absence of a second course of treatment.  


However, the remission rate associated with CYC treatment at second-line is much lower than at first-


line.  In the RTX arm of the model the main QALY loss is associated with the absence of a first-line 


CYC course.  Because CYC is more effective at first-line than at second-line, the relative QALY loss 


between the RTX treatment arm in the CYC-ineligible analysis and the CYC-eligible analysis is 


larger than the QALY loss between the MMF/MTX treatment arm in the CYC-ineligible analysis and 


the CYC arm in the CYC-eligible analysis.  Together with the increased incremental costs, this results 


in a substantially higher ICER.     
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Figure 6: Cost effectiveness acceptability curves – CYC-ineligible patients with RTX 


retreatment for responders 


 


 


In order to demonstrate the impact on the cost-effectiveness analysis of assuming that patients in the 


RTX group receive maintenance therapy with AZA, the ERG has re-run the above analysis, including 


AZA maintenance therapy costs in the RTX group.  The results of this analysis are shown in Table 10 


and Figure 7.  


 


Table 10: ERG preferred analyses cost-effectiveness results – CYC-ineligible patients with 


RTX retreatment for responders, with AZA maintenance therapy 


Strategy Total Cost Total 


QALYs 


Inc. 


QALYs 


Inc. Costs ICER 


MMF/MTX  BSC £14,560.57 8.35 - - - 


RTX  RTX  BSC £23,612.96 8.49 0.14  9,052.39  £65,700.07 


 


Table 10 demonstrates that treating people who are ineligible for CYC treatment with RTX (with 


retreatment for responders and with AZA maintenance treatment) rather than MMF or MTX is 


associated with an ICER of £65,700.07 per QALY gained.  Thus, whilst adding AZA as maintenance 


therapy leads to an increase in the ICER, the difference is not substantial.  CEACs associated with this 


analysis are presented in Figure 7. At a willingness-to-pay threshold of £30,000 per QALY gained, 


the probability that administering RTX (with retreatment for responders and AZA maintenance 


treatment) is a cost-effective strategy is approximately 22.4%.  At a willingness-to-pay threshold of 
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£20,000 per QALY gained, the probability that administering RTX (with retreatment for responders 


and maintenance treatment) is a cost-effective strategy is approximately 10.9%. 


 


Figure 7: Cost effectiveness acceptability curves – CYC-ineligible patients with RTX 


retreatment for responders, with AZA maintenance therapy 


 


 


In order to demonstrate the impact on the cost-effectiveness analysis of assuming that patients who 


initially respond to RTX receive retreatment, the ERG has re-run the analysis presented in Table 9, 


excluding RTX retreatment.  The results of this analysis are shown in Table 11 and Figure 8.  


 


Table 11: ERG preferred analyses cost-effectiveness results – CYC-ineligible patients with 


no RTX retreatment 


Strategy Total Cost Total 


QALYs 


Inc. 


QALYs 


Inc. Costs ICER 


MMF/MTX  BSC £14,560.57 8.35 - - - 


RTX  BSC £20,023.37 8.40 0.05  5,462.80  £118,154.07 


 


Table 11 demonstrates that for the “all patients” analysis, adding RTX (with no retreatment and no 


maintenance therapy) to the treatment sequence after one course of CYC is associated with an ICER 


of £118,154.07 per QALY gained compared to a strategy of two courses of CYC with no RTX.  Thus, 


in the CYC ineligible subgroup excluding RTX retreatment results in a substantially higher ICER.  


CEACs associated with this analysis are presented in Figure 8. At a willingness-to-pay threshold of 


£30,000 per QALY gained, the probability that administering RTX (with no retreatment for 
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responders and no maintenance therapy) after one course of CYC is a cost-effective strategy is 


approximately 23.1%.  At a willingness-to-pay threshold of £20,000 per QALY gained, the 


probability that administering RTX (with no retreatment for responders and no AZA maintenance 


therapy) after one course of CYC is a cost-effective strategy is approximately 14.7%.  


 


Figure 8: Cost effectiveness acceptability curves – CYC-ineligible patients with no RTX 


retreatment 


 


 


3.2 Discussion of the cost effectiveness results 


 


The ERG undertook additional analyses to correct mistakes found in the manufacturer’s model.  


Previous analyses undertaken by the ERG considered positioning RTX at various points in the 


treatment pathway, and found that RTX was likely to result in an ICER of approximately £10,699 to 


£12,851 per QALY gained provided it was given after CYC treatment had been exhausted.  Moving 


RTX forward in the treatment sequence resulted in substantially higher ICERs.  In the manufacturer’s 


updated analyses in response to the ACD a new treatment sequence has been proposed – that is, RTX 


(with retreatment for all patients) after relapse following one course of CYC treatment.  This new 


analysis assumes that if RTX were available no patient would receive more than one course of CYC, 


whereas currently two courses of CYC are commonly given.  In addition, it is assumed that no 


maintenance therapy is given after a remission induced by RTX.  The ERG continues to disagree with 


this assumption regarding maintenance therapy, but note that it makes little difference to the estimated 


ICER, particularly given that there is not currently good evidence that suggests different relapse rates 


with and without AZA maintenance after RTX-induced remission. 
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The ICERs presented in this report are higher than those presented for RTX after the exhaustion of 


CYC treatment in the previous ERG report, particularly in the CYC-ineligible subgroup.  For 


treatment naïve patients the previous ERG analyses involved two key treatment sequences: 


 


 CYC  CYC  BSC 


 CYC  CYC  RTX  BSC 


 


Where BSC represents Best Supportive Care, which in the new model submitted by the manufacturer 


represents treatment with MMF or MTX.  The treatment sequence considered in the manufacturer’s 


new analysis represents: 


 


 CYC  RTX  RTX  BSC 


 


So, essentially, RTX is moved forward in the treatment sequence and the second course of CYC is 


replaced by a second course of RTX.  The second course of RTX has a similar remission rate as the 


second course of CYC, yet is substantially more expensive, and therefore the ICER is increased.    


 


For the CYC-ineligible subgroup the estimated ICER is substantially higher than that estimated in the 


previous ERG report, and also that estimated by the manufacturer.  The reason that the ICER is higher 


than that estimated in the previous ERG report is that MTX and MMF are included as the comparator, 


rather than no treatment.  The reason that the ERG-estimated ICER is higher than that estimated by 


the manufacturer is due in part to the errors in the manufacturer’s model, but is mainly because in the 


ERG analysis we have assumed RTX retreatment only for patients who respond to an initial course of 


RTX.  This results in comparatively lower treatment costs than those estimated by the manufacturer, 


but substantially reduces the QALY gain associated with RTX and results in an increased ICER.  The 


ERG believes that it is more realistic to assume that patients will only be retreated with RTX if they 


have previously responded favourably to it. 


 


Based upon the ERG amendments to the manufacturer’s post-ACD model, it is likely that including 


RTX in the treatment sequence increases health benefits compared to the current standard treatment 


sequence (that is, a treatment sequence that does not include RTX). In patients eligible for CYC, the 


ICER associated with adding RTX (with retreatment for responders) after one course of CYC is 


estimated to be £20,878.50 per QALY gained compared to two courses of CYC.  In patients ineligible 


for CYC treatment, the ICER associated with initiating treatment with RTX (with retreatment for 


responders) is estimated to be £60,569.08 per QALY gained compared to one course of either MMF 


or MTX.  
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The ERG believes that the true cost-effectiveness of induction treatment with RTX for patients with 


ANCA-associated vasculitis remains uncertain.  Although the CYC-eligible analyses presented in this 


report represent thorough analyses of the treatment sequence specified by the manufacturer (except 


with RTX retreatment only for previous responders, rather than all patients), it is not clear that this 


truly represents the most realistic treatment pathway that would be observed should RTX be 


recommended for use.  The BSR provide four options for maintenance therapy following a RTX 


induced remission and appear to favour RTX maintenance therapy over AZA maintenance therapy (as 


previously modelled by the ERG) or RTX retreatment upon relapse (as modelled in the 


manufacturer’s response to the ACD).  However RTX is not currently licensed for maintenance 


therapy and this sequence has not been modelled, meaning that its associated cost-effectiveness 


remains unknown.  It is likely that the use of RTX maintenance therapy would impact upon the cost-


effectiveness of RTX induction therapy, but the direction of this impact is unknown.  In addition, the 


ERG believes that some patients would likely receive two (or more) courses of CYC even if RTX was 


available, given that some remissions are achieved from a relatively low cumulative CYC course 


dose.  In these patients it is likely to be most cost-effective to delay RTX treatment until CYC 


treatment has been exhausted.  Given the treatment sequence modelled, the ERG believes that the 


estimated ICER may represent a lower bound, given that the average number of CYC administrations 


may be fewer than is modelled and the “uncontrolled disease” health state cost may remain 


overestimated – although this is subject to caveats around the utility scores associated with the 


“remission” health state, discussed below.  It is important to reiterate that the ERG remains 


unconvinced that the treatment sequence defined by the manufacturer for the CYC-eligible population 


represents the only possible treatment sequence. 


The ERG is not convinced that the CYC-ineligible analyses presented by the manufacturer and 


included in this report represent accurate or thorough analyses of the cost-effectiveness of RTX in this 


patient group.  Although the efficacy assumptions applied to MMF and MTX by the manufacturer 


seem plausible, no attempts are made by the manufacturer to reflect the likely increase in 


glucocorticoid use in MMF/MTX patients, or the disutilities associated with this.  Due to this rather 


than the fertility-related QALY arguments made by the manufacturer, the ERG believes that the 


estimated ICER for this subgroup is likely to be an overestimate, but acknowledges that there is a very 


large difference in treatment costs between RTX and MMF/MTX.  It is also important to note that the 


manufacturer stated that they arbitrarily assumed that the relapse rate associated with MMF and MTX 


was 5% higher than the rate assumed for CYC: in fact an increase of 20% was incorporated within the 


model.  If 5% rather than 20% was incorporated within the model the ICER associated with RTX 


would increase. 
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The ERG believes that the manufacturer’s model is limited with respect to its ability to accurately 


capture all of the benefits that may be associated with RTX treatment, if it is appropriate to assume 


that patients would receive no ongoing maintenance treatment following RTX-induced remission.  


The ERG believes that if RTX were not available for maintenance therapy it is likely that AZA would 


be given rather than no treatment at all.  However, if RTX maintenance therapy was given, perhaps, 


for instance, on an annual basis, there may be long periods of time during which the patient does not 


need to be taking any drugs.  Such drug-free remission may be associated with an improved health-


related quality of life and may be deserving of a separate health state in the economic model.  In 


addition, it remains the ERG’s belief that a more appropriate economic model would incorporate 


health states for partial responders and flares of different severity, and that the likely non-linearity of 


relapse rates mean that a Markov model may not represent the preferred model type for this disease 


area.  


The ERG has not replicated all of the sensitivity analyses undertaken by the manufacturer due to a 


lack of time.  However, based upon the manufacturer’s analyses it is noted that assuming a higher 


relapse rate for RTX results in an increase in the ICER, as does assuming that relapses of all severities 


require renewed induction treatment.  The pattern of these results is likely to remain the same in the 


ERG’s amended model.  It is also noted that assuming no RTX wastage will result in a reduced ICER, 


although the ERG believes that it is appropriate to take wastage into account.  Also, in response to the 


manufacturer’s response to the ACD, the ERG would like to clarify that their estimates of the average 


number of RTX and CYC vials required based upon the Manchester Royal Infirmary data set did take 


account of the distribution of body surface areas.  We calculated that on average one 500mg vial and 


2.67 100mg vials of RTX would be required per dose, and one 1000mg vial and 0.87 500mg vials of 


CYC would be required per dose.  We acknowledge that the manufacturer has not incorporated these 


estimates in their analyses, and that we have not included them in our amendments to the 


manufacturer’s model.  In the CYC-eligible base case analysis we estimate that incorporating these 


estimates would reduce the ICER by approximately £1,000 per QALY gained, and in the CYC 


ineligible base case by approximately £2,000 per QALY gained. 
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR HEALTH AND CARE 
EXCELLENCE 


Appraisal consultation document 


Rituximab in combination with 
glucocorticoids for treating anti-neutrophil 
cytoplasmic antibody-associated vasculitis 


The Department of Health has asked the National Institute for Health and 
Care Excellence (NICE) to produce guidance on using rituximab in the NHS in 
England and Wales. The Appraisal Committee has considered the evidence 
submitted by the manufacturer and the views of non-manufacturer consultees 
and commentators, and clinical specialists and patient experts.  


This document has been prepared for consultation with the consultees. 
It summarises the evidence and views that have been considered, and sets 
out the draft recommendations made by the Committee. NICE invites 
comments from the consultees and commentators for this appraisal (see 
section 9) and the public. This document should be read along with the 
evidence base (the evaluation report). [hyperlink ‘the evaluation report’] 


The Appraisal Committee is interested in receiving comments on the 
following: 


 Has all of the relevant evidence been taken into account? 


 Are the summaries of clinical and cost effectiveness reasonable 
interpretations of the evidence? 


 Are the provisional recommendations sound and a suitable basis for 
guidance to the NHS? 


 Are there any aspects of the recommendations that need particular 
consideration to ensure we avoid unlawful discrimination against any 
group of people on the grounds of race, gender, disability, religion or 
belief, sexual orientation, age, gender reassignment, pregnancy and 
maternity? 
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Note that this document is not NICE's final guidance on this technology. 
The recommendations in section 1 may change after consultation. 


After consultation: 


 The Appraisal Committee will meet again to consider the evidence, this 
appraisal consultation document and comments from the consultees. 


 At that meeting, the Committee will also consider comments made by 
people who are not consultees. 


 After considering these comments, the Committee will prepare the final 
appraisal determination (FAD). 


 Subject to any appeal by consultees, the FAD may be used as the basis 
for NICE’s guidance on using rituximab in the NHS in England and 
Wales.  


For further details, see the Guides to the technology appraisal process. 


The key dates for this appraisal are: 


Closing date for comments: 12 August 2013 


Second Appraisal Committee meeting: 28 August 2013 


Details of membership of the Appraisal Committee are given in section 8, and 
a list of the sources of evidence used in the preparation of this document is 
given in section 9. 


 



http://www.nice.org.uk/aboutnice/howwework/devnicetech/technologyappraisalprocessguides/technology_appraisal_process_guides.jsp
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Note that this document is not NICE's final guidance on this technology. 


The recommendations in section 1 may change after consultation. 


1 Appraisal Committee’s preliminary 


recommendations 


1.1 The Committee is minded not to recommend rituximab in 


combination with glucocorticoids within its marketing authorisation, 


that is, for inducing remission in adults with anti-neutrophil 


cytoplasmic antibody [ANCA]-associated vasculitis (severely active 


granulomatosis with polyangiitis [Wegener’s] and microscopic 


polyangiitis). 


1.2 The Committee recommends that NICE requests further 


clarification and analyses from the manufacturer, which should be 


made available for the second Appraisal Committee meeting, and 


should include the following: 


 The definition of severe disease. 


 Any available longer-term data from the RAVE study (including 


data from patients who were re-treated with rituximab). 


 Any further information about UK clinical practice relating to 


maximum cumulative cyclophosphamide dose, and route and 


frequency of its administration. 


 A definition of a subgroup for whom avoiding cyclophosphamide 


is desirable, according to clearly described patient 


characteristics. 


 A revised economic model incorporating: 


 the changes suggested by the Evidence Review Group (ERG) 


(see sections 3.42 and 3.43) that were considered appropriate 


by Committee (see section 4.16) (including those to weight 
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and body surface area, and to the uncontrolled disease health 


state) 


 any further information relating to maximum cumulative 


cyclophosphamide dose, and route and frequency of its 


administration in UK clinical practice 


 the assumption that only severe relapses are treated with 


induction therapy assuming the relapse rates based on the 


RAVE study for each treatment group, and: 


 scenario analyses to explore the same relapse rate for 


each treatment (as part of modelling maintenance 


treatment with azathioprine for all patients after induction 


treatment) 


 scenario analyses to explore the effect of not limiting 


induction treatment to severe relapses. 


 the costs and disutility of the cumulative long-term toxicity of 


cyclophosphamide 


 inpatient costs associated with non-remission (including 


treating infections) 


 a clinically plausible frequency of outpatient appointments for 


each health state 


 scenario analyses showing the effect of azathioprine 


maintenance treatment after induction therapy with rituximab. 


 Cost-effectiveness estimates for all possible appropriate 


treatment sequences, including the treatment sequences in the 


ERG’s exploratory analyses (see sections 3.44–3.49), using 


cyclophosphamide (1 or 2 courses of cyclophosphamide in 


total), rituximab, other treatments for ANCA-associated vasculitis 


(such as azathioprine, methotrexate, and mycophenolate [in 


combination with glucocorticoids]) and best supportive care. 


 Cost-effectiveness estimates for all populations, comprising 


newly diagnosed people, people with relapsed disease, people 


who are intolerant to cyclophosphamide, people for whom 
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cyclophosphamide is inappropriate and people for whom 


avoiding cyclophosphamide would be desirable. 


 Pairwise comparisons and incremental analyses for the cost-


effectiveness estimates for the treatment sequences for all 


populations. 


2 The technology  


2.1 Rituximab (MabThera, Roche Products) is a genetically engineered 


chimeric (mouse/human) monoclonal antibody that depletes B cells 


by targeting cells bearing the CD20 surface marker. Within its 


European marketing authorisation, rituximab in combination with 


glucocorticoids is indicated for ‘the induction of remission in adult 


patients with severely active Granulomatosis with polyangiitis 


(Wegener’s) (GPA) and Microscopic polyangiitis (MPA)’. The 


summary of product characteristics states that limited data preclude 


any conclusions regarding the efficacy of subsequent courses of 


rituximab in patients with granulomatosis with polyangiitis and 


microscopic polyangiitis. The summary of product characteristics 


also states that continued immunosuppressive therapy may be 


considered to prevent relapse, and may be especially appropriate 


in patients at risk of relapse (for example, in people who have had 


previous relapses), but that the efficacy and safety of rituximab in 


maintenance therapy has not been established. 


2.2 The summary of product characteristics lists the following adverse 


events occurring at an incidence of 10% or greater in patients 


receiving rituximab to treat granulomatosis with polyangiitis and 


microscopic polyangiitis: diarrhoea, peripheral oedema, muscle 


spasms, arthralgia, back pain, dizziness, tremor, insomnia, cough, 


dyspnoea, epistaxis and hypertension. For full details of adverse 


reactions and contraindications, see the summary of product 


characteristics. 
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2.3 Rituximab is priced at £174.63 per 10 ml vial and £873.15 per 


50 ml vial (excluding VAT; British national formulary [BNF] 


edition 65). The recommended dosage for treating granulomatosis 


with polyangiitis and microscopic polyangiitis (2 types of anti-


neutrophil cytoplasmic antibody [ANCA]-associated vasculitis) is 


375 mg/m2 body surface area, administered intravenously once 


weekly for 4 weeks (4 infusions in total). The manufacturer’s 


estimate of the average cost of a course of treatment is £4889.64 


(based on 1.79 m2 body surface area and no vial sharing). Costs 


may vary in different settings because of negotiated procurement 


discounts. 


3 The manufacturer’s submission 


The Appraisal Committee (section 8) considered evidence 


submitted by the manufacturer of rituximab and a review of this 


submission by the Evidence Review Group (ERG; section 9). 


Clinical effectiveness 


3.1 The manufacturer’s systematic review identified 2 relevant 


randomised controlled trials for inclusion in its submission: RAVE 


and RITUXVAS. Seven non-randomised controlled trials were 


identified but the manufacturer judged that they contained 


insufficient data to be useful to the decision problem. The 


manufacturer explained that its submission focused on efficacy 


data from RAVE, complemented by the RITUXVAS results. Both 


RAVE and RITUXVAS compared rituximab with cyclophosphamide 


in patients with ANCA-associated vasculitis (granulomatosis with 


polyangiitis or microscopic polyangiitis). RAVE recruited both newly 


diagnosed and relapsing patients, whereas RITUXVAS recruited 


newly diagnosed patients with renal involvement. 
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RAVE study 


3.2 RAVE was a randomised, multicentre, double-blind, double-


dummy, placebo-controlled trial conducted in the USA and the 


Netherlands, which compared rituximab with conventional therapy 


(cyclophosphamide and azathioprine) in patients with severe anti-


neutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA)-associated vasculitis. The 


study tested the hypothesis that rituximab was not inferior to 


conventional therapy in its ability to induce disease remission in 


ANCA-associated vasculitis at 6 months. Eligible patients had 


either granulomatosis with polyangiitis or microscopic polyangiitis, 


had tested positive for ANCA at screening, and had evidence of 


severe disease and a Birmingham Vasculitis Activity Score for 


Wegener’s Granulomatosis (BVAS/WG) of 3 or more. BVAS/WG 


scores range from 0 to 68, with higher scores indicating more 


active disease. A 6-month remission induction phase was followed 


by a 12-month remission maintenance phase. In both groups, 


patients who went into remission before 6 months of treatment 


were eligible to switch to maintenance treatment from month 4 


onwards. 


3.3 At the start of the study, all patients received an intravenous 


glucocorticoid pulse (methylprednisolone 1 g, or an equivalent dose 


of an alternative drug) followed by an oral prednisone taper 


(dosage starting at 1 mg/kg/day and not exceeding 80 mg/day). 


Patients in the rituximab group (n=99) received remission induction 


treatment consisting of once weekly infusions of rituximab 


375 mg/m2 for 4 weeks plus daily oral placebo and daily oral 


prednisone for 3–6 months. For the remission maintenance 


treatment, patients then switched to oral placebo as maintenance 


treatment until 18 months. Patients in the cyclophosphamide group 


(n=98) received remission induction treatment consisting of daily 


oral prednisone, oral cyclophosphamide 2 mg/kg/day plus placebo 
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infusions for 3–6 months to induce remission. Remission 


maintenance treatment consisted of oral azathioprine 2 mg/kg/day 


until 18 months. Patients who had a severe flare (BVAS/WG of 3 or 


more, or a major BVAS/WG item that needed cyclophosphamide 


after remission [BVAS/WG of 0]) in the first 6 months could cross 


over to the other treatment group and receive the other induction 


regimen in full. Limited flares (new occurrence or worsening of 1 or 


more minor BVAS/WG items) were managed by restarting or 


increasing the glucocorticoid dose. Patients whose BVAS/WG had 


not decreased by at least 1 point at 1 month or who had a new 


manifestation of disease were considered as having early treatment 


failure. These patients discontinued their assigned treatments and 


were treated according to best medical judgement. 


3.4 RAVE's primary outcome was the induction of complete remission 


at 6 months, defined as a BVAS/WG of 0 and successful 


completion of the prednisone taper (that is, prednisone dose was 


reduced to 0 mg). A secondary analysis of the primary outcome 


assessed the superiority of rituximab to cyclophosphamide in 


patients who had complete remission at 6 months. Tertiary 


outcomes were cumulative BVAS/WG area under the curve for 


6 months; BVAS/WG of 0 on prednisone less than 10 mg/day at 


6 months; partial remission (BVAS/WG of 2 or less and no 


prednisone at 6 months); cumulative glucocorticoid dose at 


6 months; number of severe flares at 6 months; number of limited 


flares at 6 months; and quality of life using Short Form (SF-36) 


Physical Component Summary and Mental Component Summary 


scores. Additionally, the study protocol stated that laboratory 


markers of inflammation (erythrocyte sedimentation rate and C-


reactive protein) were measured. Disease damage was measured 


using the Vasculitis Damage Index (range 0–64, with higher scores 


indicating more severe damage). End points for the assessment of 
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efficacy up to 18 months included duration of complete remission 


and time to limited and/or severe flare after complete remission. 


3.5 Baseline demographic and disease characteristics in RAVE were 


generally similar between the treatment groups except for 


creatinine clearance, which was lower in the rituximab group. At the 


time of screening, 96 (48.7%) patients were newly diagnosed. 


There were 82 (83%) of the 98 patients remaining in the rituximab 


group and 79 (81%) of the 95 patients remaining in the 


cyclophosphamide group who completed the 6-month remission 


induction phase without crossover or change to treatment by best 


medical judgement. A similar proportion of patients in the 2 groups 


completed 18 months on randomised treatment (62% in the 


rituximab group and 63% in the cyclophosphamide group ). 


3.6 Sixty-three (64.3%) patients in the rituximab group were in 


complete remission at 6 months, compared with 52 (54.7%) 


patients in the cyclophosphamide group. The absolute difference in 


rate of remission between the 2 groups was 9.5% (95% confidence 


interval [CI] −4.30% to 23.40%). This showed that rituximab was 


not inferior to cyclophosphamide in inducing complete remission 


because the lower limit of the 95% CI (−4.30%) was higher than the 


predetermined non-inferiority margin (−20%). After estimating 


missing data by worst case imputation, 63.6% of the 99 patients in 


the rituximab group achieved complete remission at 6 months 


compared with 53.1% of the 98 patients in the cyclophosphamide 


group (absolute treatment difference 10.6% [95% CI −3.18% to 


24.33%]). 


3.7 The complete remission rate at 6 months in the rituximab group 


was not statistically significantly superior to the cyclophosphamide 


group (95% CI for the between-group difference −4.30% to 


23.40%; p=0.177). The outcome was similar using worst case 


imputation (95% CI for the between-group difference −3.2% to 
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24.3%; p=0.132). In a prespecified analysis, the manufacturer 


concluded that survival with rituximab was superior to expected 


survival rates for untreated patients using historical control data 


generated from a study by Walton et al. (1958), which described a 


cohort of 56 largely untreated patients with granulomatosis with 


polyangiitis. 


3.8 There was no statistically significant difference between the 


treatment groups in the cumulative BVAS/WG area under the curve 


during the first 6 months, remission on less than 10 mg/day 


prednisone at 6 months, partial remission, severe or limited flares, 


or median cumulative dose of prednisone from randomisation to 


6 months. In an exploratory analysis that investigated the rate of 


remission, regardless of prednisone use, a statistically significantly 


greater proportion of patients in the rituximab group than in the 


cyclophosphamide group had a BVAS/WG of 0 (80.8% compared 


with 66.3%; p=0.021). 


3.9 Quality-of-life scores improved in both groups; there was no 


significant difference between treatment groups in the change in 


quality-of-life scores or their rate of change from baseline to 


6 months. From baseline to 6 months, scores on the Vasculitis 


Damage Index increased by 1.3 points in the rituximab group and 


1.5 points in the cyclophosphamide group (p=0.62). 


3.10 The manufacturer explored the effects of various baseline 


characteristics in relation to the primary outcome, including 


relapsing disease. In patients who had relapsing disease at 


baseline, a statistically significantly higher proportion in the 


rituximab group went into complete remission at 6 months than in 


the cyclophosphamide group (66.7% compared with 42.0%, 


p=0.013). Complete remission rates in patients with new disease 


were similar in the 2 treatment groups (60.4% compared with 


64.6%, p=0.673). 
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3.11 The manufacturer presented results for subgroup analyses of the 


primary end point according to ANCA subtype at baseline. 


Complete remission rates at 6 months were similar in both 


treatment groups in patients with myeloperoxidase antibodies 


(treatment difference −3.0% [95% CI −26.53% to 20.47%, 


p=0.800]). For patients with proteinase-3 antibodies at baseline, 


complete remission rates were statistically significantly higher in the 


rituximab group, with a treatment difference of 17.5% (95% CI 


0.66% to 34.25%, p=0.044). 


RITUXVAS study 


3.12 RITUXVAS was a phase II, open-label, randomised controlled trial 


conducted in Europe and Australia. It compared the efficacy and 


safety of rituximab plus cyclophosphamide as induction therapy 


with cyclophosphamide plus azathioprine in 44 patients with newly 


diagnosed, severe ANCA-associated vasculitis and renal 


involvement. Patients were randomised to rituximab plus 


cyclophosphamide (n=33) or cyclophosphamide (n=11) and both 


groups received intravenous methylprednisolone (1 g) and an oral 


glucocorticoid (1 mg/kg/day initially, reducing to 5 mg/day at the 


end of 6 months). Patients in the rituximab group received infusions 


of rituximab (375 mg/m2 weekly, for 4 weeks), and intravenous 


cyclophosphamide (15 mg/kg with the first and third rituximab 


infusions). A further dose of intravenous cyclophosphamide 


(15 mg/kg) was permitted for patients who had progressive disease 


within the first 6 months. Patients in the rituximab group received 


no maintenance treatment. Patients in the control group received 


intravenous cyclophosphamide (15 mg/kg for 3–6 months; 6–


10 doses in total), followed by azathioprine maintenance 


(2 mg/kg/day). Further treatment with rituximab or 


cyclophosphamide was permitted if patients in either group 


relapsed. 
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3.13 The primary end points for RITUXVAS were sustained remission at 


12 months (defined as BVAS of 0 maintained for at least 6 months) 


and severe adverse events. Major secondary and tertiary end 


points were time to remission (BVAS=0), BVAS area under the 


curve, change in glomerular filtration rate, prednisolone dose, and 


quality of life and disease damage (assessed by the SF-36 


questionnaire and Vasculitis Damage Index between 0 and 


12 months). Analyses were performed on an intention-to-treat 


basis. 


3.14 There were no major imbalances in baseline characteristics 


between the 2 groups, except for a greater proportion of patients 


with renal-limited vasculitis in the cyclophosphamide group and a 


greater proportion of patients needing dialysis in the rituximab plus 


cyclophosphamide group. No patients were lost to follow-up. 


3.15 Sustained remission occurred in 76% of patients in the rituximab 


plus cyclophosphamide group and 82% of patients in the 


cyclophosphamide group. The absolute difference in sustained 


remission with rituximab plus cyclophosphamide compared with 


cyclophosphamide was −6% (95% CI −33 to 21). Among patients 


who were still in the study at 12 months, 93% of patients in the 


rituximab plus cyclophosphamide group and 90% of patients in the 


cyclophosphamide group were in sustained remission. Of the 


9 patients dependent on dialysis at study entry, 6 out of 8 patients 


in the rituximab plus cyclophosphamide group were in sustained 


remission (5 of whom became dialysis independent) and the 


1 patient from the cyclophosphamide group died shortly after study 


entry. 


3.16 Remission (defined as BVAS of 0 for 2 months) occurred in 91% of 


patients in each of the treatment groups. There were no statistically 


significant differences between treatment groups in median time to 


remission (p=0.87), prednisolone dose at 12 months (p=0.78), 
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median estimated glomerular filtration rate (p=0.14 for the 


comparison of medians), median change in the Vasculitis Damage 


Index (p=0.38) or physical composite SF-36 score (p=0.36). 


Median BVAS fell from 19 (interquartile range 14 to 24) at entry to 0 


(interquartile range 0 to 1.5) at 3 months in the rituximab plus 


cyclophosphamide group and 18 (interquartile range 12 to 25) at 


entry to 0 (interquartile range 0 to 0) at 3 months in the 


cyclophosphamide group. Patients in the cyclophosphamide group 


had a statistically significantly better mental composite SF-36 score 


compared with the rituximab plus cyclophosphamide group 


(p=0.04), but excluding outlying data for 2 patients eliminated the 


statistical significance (p=0.32). 


3.17 The manufacturer did not do any indirect comparisons or meta-


analyses and advised that the economic evaluation was based 


solely on the RAVE results. It stated that RAVE reflected the 


marketing authorisation and scope of the appraisal, whereas the 


way rituximab was given in RITUXVAS was fundamentally different. 


3.18 The manufacturer’s submission described rituximab’s safety profile 


using the Summary of Clinical Safety provided to the European 


Medicines Agency to support the marketing authorisation 


application for rituximab for treating severe ANCA-associated 


vasculitis. The Summary of Clinical Safety summarised exposure to 


rituximab in the rituximab group of RAVE (n=99) after 18 months’ 


follow-up. In addition, the rituximab plus cyclophosphamide group 


in RITUXVAS (n=33) was followed for up to 24 months, and 


162 patients in other investigator-initiated studies were followed for 


between 3 and 55 months. 


3.19 The manufacturer reported that overall safety at 6 and 18 months 


was comparable between the rituximab and cyclophosphamide 


groups in RAVE, including the incidences and rates per patient-


year of any adverse event, selected adverse events, adverse 
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events that were grade 3 or higher, serious adverse events, and 


serious infections. The manufacturer stated that although the data 


are limited, safety in the other published studies was consistent 


with RAVE. Overall death rates and causes of death in RAVE and 


RITUXVAS were similar in the rituximab and cyclophosphamide 


groups. The most commonly reported type of serious adverse 


event in all studies was infection, with similar incidences between 


rituximab and cyclophosphamide groups in the controlled studies. 


The incidences and rates of serious adverse events were 


comparable between the rituximab and cyclophosphamide groups 


in RAVE at 6 months (33.3% compared with 33.7%) and 18 months 


(46.5% compared with 41.8%), and in RITUXVAS at 12 months 


(42% compared with 36%). There was no statistically significant 


difference between treatment groups in RITUXVAS in incidence 


rates of severe adverse events (p=0.77). 


Evidence Review Group’s comments 


3.20 The ERG noted that restricting the systematic review of clinical-


effectiveness studies to the population and intervention in the 


European marketing authorisation meant that it did not fulfil the 


scope or decision problem specified by NICE. The ERG did not 


identify any further randomised controlled trials directly comparing 


rituximab with the comparators in the NICE scope and decision 


problem in patients with ANCA-associated vasculitis. However, it 


did identify 5 ongoing or published trials that could potentially have 


enabled an indirect comparison or mixed treatment comparison of 


rituximab with the comparators other than cyclophosphamide that 


were specified in the NICE scope and decision problem. 


3.21 The ERG broadly agreed with the treatment pathway described by 


the manufacturer but noted some uncertainties: 
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 A high cumulative dose of cyclophosphamide indicates 


increased risk of adverse events, and although there is no 


consensus on a specific lifetime maximum dose of 


cyclophosphamide, the ERG indicated that a cumulative dose of 


20–30 g appears to provide a range that should not be 


exceeded. The ERG noted that giving the drug intravenously 


rather than orally may offer the opportunity to reduce the 


cumulative dose, or allow more courses to be given. A complete 


course of oral cyclophosphamide (2 mg/kg/day for 6 months) 


would be 31 g for a patient weighing 85 kg (the mean weight in 


RAVE). Conversely, a complete course of intravenous 


cyclophosphamide (15 mg/kg × 10 over a 6-month period) for a 


patient weighing 85 kg would be 12.75 g. The ERG judged this 


method of reducing the cumulative dose of cyclophosphamide to 


be inadequately explored by the manufacturer. 


 The ERG believed that the manufacturer’s submission did not 


adequately consider alternative treatments to cyclophosphamide 


that may be used to induce remission. 


 The ERG observed that the European Vasculitis Study Group 


guidelines recommend maintenance treatment after remission, 


and received clinical specialist advice that not receiving any 


maintenance treatment after remission with rituximab was 


unrealistic. The ERG also noted that relapse is not inevitable 


with appropriate maintenance treatment. 


 The ERG stated that a 2 × 1000 mg dosage of rituximab is used 


more often in UK clinical practice to treat ANCA-associated 


vasculitis than the 4 × 375/mg2 dosage recommended in the 


European marketing authorisation. 


3.22 In the ERG’s view, the evidence suggested that rituximab was 


superior to oral cyclophosphamide (p=0.01) in inducing remission 


in the subgroup of patients with relapsing severe ANCA-associated 


vasculitis (who had previously received at least 1 dose of 
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cyclophosphamide, methotrexate or azathioprine) and non-inferior 


in patients with newly diagnosed disease. The ERG also 


highlighted that longer-term efficacy and safety outcomes of 


rituximab in treating ANCA-associated vasculitis are unknown, and 


that there are some potential questions concerning effects on 


fertility and certain adverse events, especially rates of mortality and 


malignancies. 


Cost effectiveness 


3.23 The manufacturer's systematic review did not identify any studies 


that reported on the cost effectiveness of treatment for ANCA-


associated vasculitis. The manufacturer therefore submitted a de 


novo model, which it subsequently updated in its clarification 


response, evaluating the cost effectiveness of rituximab compared 


with cyclophosphamide in patients with ANCA-associated 


vasculitis. In line with its European marketing authorisation, the 


manufacturer restricted its analysis to inducing remission only and 


did not look at treating flares or maintenance therapy. The base 


case included the population from RAVE, and subgroup analyses 


investigated patients with newly diagnosed disease and with 


relapsing disease. A separate subgroup analysis estimated the cost 


effectiveness of rituximab in patients for whom cyclophosphamide 


was not considered to be the standard of care (because this group 


was not represented in RAVE). The analysis was conducted from 


an NHS and personal and social services perspective. A lifetime 


time horizon was used and a 3.5% discount rate was adopted for 


health benefits and costs. 


3.24 The manufacturer developed a Markov model with a similar design 


to that used in another NICE technology appraisal (Tocilizumab for 


the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis [NICE technology appraisal 


guidance 247]). It consisted of 4 different health states: non-
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remission, complete remission, uncontrolled disease and death. 


'Complete remission' reflected treatment success as assessed in 


RAVE, 'non-remission' reflected non-attainment of remission and 


'uncontrolled disease' reflected a state of worse health that patients 


enter after the simulated treatment options have been exhausted. 


3.25 Patients entered the model in the non-remission health state, 


received induction therapy and either moved to the complete 


remission health state (if they went into remission) or remained in 


the non-remission health state (if they did not go into remission). 


During each 6-month cycle, moving from 1 treatment to the next in 


each arm's sequence was triggered either by failing to attain 


complete remission or by the patient eventually relapsing. After 


receiving all possible treatment options, patients entered the 


uncontrolled disease health state. The base-case analysis was 


designed to compare 2 sequences of treatments: 


 In the 'standard of care' sequence, patients received 


cyclophosphamide as induction therapy. Patients who went into 


remission with cyclophosphamide switched to azathioprine 


during remission. Patients who did not go into remission, or who 


relapsed, receive another course of cyclophosphamide. Clinical 


specialist advice to the manufacturer was that a maximum of 


2 courses of cyclophosphamide would be used in standard 


clinical practice. The manufacturer assumed that 72% of patients 


received cyclophosphamide intravenously, with the remainder 


receiving it orally. 


 In the ‘intervention’ sequence, patients received rituximab as a 


first-line induction treatment. Patients who went into remission 


did not receive any further treatment until relapse. Patients who 


did not go into complete remission received a further course of 


rituximab (this is based on expert opinion, because RAVE did 


not investigate the effects of re-treatment). Patients who 
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responded to rituximab were not eligible for re-treatment on 


relapse because this is outside the scope of the European 


marketing authorisation. After relapse following 1 or 2 cycles of 


rituximab, patients received 1 course of cyclophosphamide (it 


was assumed that 72% of patients received cyclophosphamide 


intravenously, with the remainder receiving it orally). 


If patients received all available induction treatments in the 


treatment sequence and relapsed, they entered the 'uncontrolled 


disease' health state and received best supportive care. 


3.26 The transition probabilities in the manufacturer's base-case model 


were based on the primary endpoints from RAVE. A constant rate 


of relapse was applied in the model and it was assumed that the 


second course of treatment was associated with a lower probability 


of achieving remission than the first course. The manufacturer 


estimated the probability of achieving remission with the second 


course of treatment using RAVE results from the subgroup of 


patients with relapsing disease. The same relative risk was used for 


re-treatment with rituximab and with cyclophosphamide. Transition 


probabilities for adverse events were also based on RAVE data. 


Disease-specific mortality risks in the manufacturer's economic 


model were derived from a retrospective cohort study of UK 


patients with ANCA-associated vasculitis. 


3.27 The costs used in the manufacturer's economic model comprised 


treatment-associated costs plus health state costs. Cost data 


(excluding drug costs) were largely derived from National 


Reference Costs. Drug costs were derived from the British national 


formulary (BNF) edition 64. Average drug costs per cycle were 


£4689.78 for rituximab, £99.15 for oral cyclophosphamide, £110.84 


for intravenous cyclophosphamide, £44.17 for azathioprine, £28.01 


for methylprednisone, £1497.96 for prednisone and £21.38 for 


trimethoprim. Treatment administration costs per cycle were 
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£721.16 for rituximab and £1802.89 for intravenous 


cyclophosphamide, and it was assumed that these included 


monitoring costs. Monitoring costs for oral cyclophosphamide and 


azathioprine were £108. The per-cycle cost of best supportive care 


for patients with uncontrolled disease was £4415.73. Health state 


costs were £778.10 for the remission health state and £6309.01 for 


the non-remission and uncontrolled disease health states. 


3.28 The manufacturer's systematic review did not identify any relevant 


studies that reported usable utility values. Health-related quality of 


life data were collected in RAVE using the SF-36 questionnaire, 


which was administered at baseline and at 6 months. The SF-36 


scores were converted from the non-remission and remission 


health states to the EQ-5D in a post-hoc analysis using a published 


model (Ara and Brazier 2008) and adjusted for age. Disutility 


adjustments were applied for adverse events. 


3.29 The manufacturer's updated base-case results, provided after the 


request for clarification, showed that treating ANCA-associated 


vasculitis with rituximab increased the cost of treatment but was 


associated with more quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) than 


cyclophosphamide. The manufacturer's incremental cost-


effectiveness ratio (ICER) for the comparison of rituximab with 


cyclophosphamide in patients with ANCA-associated vasculitis was 


£8544 per QALY gained (incremental costs £1391; incremental 


QALYs 0.1628). 


3.30 In its response to clarification, the manufacturer provided updated 


cost-effectiveness results for the comparison of rituximab and 


cyclophosphamide from its subgroup analyses on patients with 


newly diagnosed ANCA-associated vasculitis and patients with 


relapsing disease. Using the base-case number of 


cyclophosphamide cycles (2 cycles for standard of care and 1 cycle 


for intervention), the ICERs were £55,175 per QALY gained for the 
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newly diagnosed subgroup and £43,003 per QALY gained for the 


subgroup with relapsing disease.  


3.31 The manufacturer performed probabilistic sensitivity analyses to 


explore uncertainty around the model's key variables in the base 


case, and estimated in its original submission that the probability of 


rituximab being cost effective compared with cyclophosphamide in 


patients with ANCA-associated vasculitis was 57.8% at £20,000 


per QALY gained and 64.6% at £30,000 per QALY gained. The 


manufacturer did not give the probability of cost effectiveness in its 


clarification response. 


3.32 The manufacturer did one-way deterministic sensitivity analyses to 


explore the structural uncertainty associated with the model. The 


manufacturer reported that its economic model was robust to 


changes in the main parameters such as health state costs, patient 


characteristics, the proportion of patients receiving 


cyclophosphamide intravenously rather than orally, and assuming 


equal remission rates for rituximab and cyclophosphamide. It 


indicated that the assumed offset of future costs was a key driver of 


the model (because of costs in the uncontrolled disease state). 


3.33 The manufacturer presented results for its scenario analysis and 


noted that the cost-effectiveness estimates were particularly 


sensitive to changes in treatment sequence because of the small 


differences in costs and benefits: 


 The ICER increased from £8544 per QALY gained to £23,634 


per QALY gained when it was assumed that patients in the 


standard of care sequence had 1 course of cyclophosphamide 


and that patients in the intervention sequence did not receive 


any courses of cyclophosphamide. 


 When it was assumed that all patients, regardless of treatment-


sequence arm, received 2 courses of cyclophosphamide, 
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rituximab dominated cyclophosphamide (that is, was more 


effective and less costly). 


 Rituximab also dominated cyclophosphamide when it was 


assumed that all patients received 1 course of 


cyclophosphamide. 


 However, rituximab was dominated by cyclophosphamide (that 


is, was less effective and more costly) when it was assumed that 


patients in the intervention sequence did not receive any 


cyclophosphamide courses and patients in the standard of care 


sequence received 2 cyclophosphamide courses. 


3.34 In its response to clarification, the manufacturer provided scenario 


analyses for the subgroups of patients with newly diagnosed 


ANCA-associated vasculitis and patients with relapsing disease. 


When it was assumed that all newly diagnosed patients received 


2 courses of cyclophosphamide (regardless of treatment-sequence 


arm), the ICER decreased to £1274 per QALY gained. When it was 


assumed that patients with relapsing disease would be unable to 


tolerate additional cyclophosphamide courses, the ICER decreased 


to £12,556 per QALY gained. Incremental costs and QALYs were 


not reported for these analyses. The manufacturer advised that the 


results should be interpreted with a degree of caution because of 


low patient numbers (approximately 50 in each arm). The 


manufacturer confirmed that rituximab dominated best supportive 


care (that is, it was more effective and less costly) in patients who 


were unable to tolerate cyclophosphamide (incremental costs 


−£4885; incremental QALYs 0.5386). 


Evidence Review Group’s comments 


3.35 The ERG found that the manufacturer’s economic model generally 


followed NICE’s reference case, but noted that not all comparators 


had been included, and that it may have been more appropriate to 
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consider intravenous cyclophosphamide as the primary comparator 


because of its lower adverse-event risk, and because its lower 


cumulative dose could potentially allow additional courses of 


treatment. The ERG described some uncertainties in the population 


in the manufacturer’s base case. It considered the manufacturer’s 


decision to focus on severe granulomatosis with polyangiitis and 


microscopic polyangiitis to be appropriate given that this is the 


population specified in the European marketing authorisation and 


given the populations in RAVE and RITUXVAS. However, the ERG 


was aware that there is no clear definition of severe disease, and 


that the definition of severity used in RAVE was closer to that 


classified as generalised disease in treatment guidelines. The ERG 


also noted that RAVE excluded patients with severe renal disease 


and other life-threatening forms of the disease, so the clinical 


evidence submitted by the manufacturer did not cover the full 


population with severe disease. The ERG was also concerned that 


the manufacturer had used values for weight and body surface 


area that would be likely to underestimate those of the UK 


population with ANCA-associated vasculitis. 


3.36 The ERG noted that treatment sequences depend on the patient 


population under consideration (for example, previous treatment 


with cyclophosphamide will limit its further use). Consequently, 


different sequences are available for newly diagnosed patients, 


patients with relapsed disease, and patients who cannot receive or 


cannot tolerate cyclophosphamide. The ERG expressed concerns 


about the treatment sequences used in the manufacturer’s 


economic model: 


 The ERG questioned the assumption in the manufacturer’s 


model that all patients in the standard care group would receive 


2 courses of cyclophosphamide, given that 28% of 


cyclophosphamide treatment was given orally, which would 


result in a high cumulative dose.  
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 The ERG had concerns about the assumption that after 


receiving 2 courses of cyclophosphamide, patients would 


receive only best supportive care. 


 The ERG was unsure why rituximab was only considered as the 


first induction treatment in the manufacturer’s economic model. It 


believed it was relevant to consider the relative cost 


effectiveness of rituximab used before and after 


cyclophosphamide in the treatment pathway. It noted that the 


NHS Commissioning Board recommended rituximab as first-line 


treatment in newly diagnosed patients only when avoiding 


cyclophosphamide is desirable. 


 Clinical specialist advice received by the ERG suggested that it 


would be unlikely that patients who did not respond to an initial 


course of rituximab would receive a second course (because of 


a lack of evidence) and they would instead receive an alternative 


treatment.  


Based on clinical specialist advice, the ERG believed that the 


results presented by the manufacturer should be approached with 


considerable caution because other more appropriate treatment 


sequences exist, and these have not been modelled by the 


manufacturer. 


3.37 Clinical specialist advice to the ERG suggested that it was very 


unlikely that patients who go into remission after treatment with 


rituximab would not receive subsequent maintenance therapy. The 


ERG noted that it would seem appropriate to assume that patients 


who go into remission after rituximab would then receive 


maintenance therapy with azathioprine or methotrexate. However, 


in its economic model the manufacturer did not include 


maintenance treatment for patients who go into remission after 


receiving rituximab. 
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3.38 The ERG had concerns about how the relapse rates used in the 


manufacturer’s model had been derived from RAVE, and believed 


they had been poorly estimated. It noted that exponential model 


distributions were fitted to data from patients who went into 


complete remission at 6 months in order to estimate the time-to-


event for relapse, and was aware that the manufacturer had used 


summary statistics rather than individual patient-level data. It noted 


that the Kaplan–Meier time to relapse curves for the rituximab and 


cyclophosphamide groups crossed, indicating that the proportional 


hazards assumption did not hold and that applying a constant 


relapse rate to each treatment group was unlikely to be 


appropriate. It further noted that the relapse rate for the 


cyclophosphamide group had potentially been overestimated. The 


ERG concluded that it appeared highly likely that an alternative 


parametric model (for example, Weibull, Gompertz, log normal or 


log-logistic) would have provided a better fit to the relapse data, but 


that these would not be suitable for use with the standard Markov 


model structure, so the standard Markov model may not have been 


an appropriate choice. The ERG was unable to assess the relative 


fit of the exponential models for the subgroup relapse data, and 


noted the manufacturer’s statement that these were less precise 


than the all-patient data. 


3.39 The ERG was aware that the manufacturer had not modelled 


different severities of relapse, despite the availability of data from 


RAVE for minor and major flares. The ERG’s clinical specialists 


advised that treatment options and the subsequent disease 


pathway depend critically upon severity of relapse. The ERG noted 


that the manufacturer had assumed that all relapses lead to 


immediate re-treatment with cyclophosphamide or rituximab 


because it believed almost all minor relapses would lead to major 


relapses needing re-treatment. However, the ERG received clinical 


specialist advice that minor relapses may be controlled in other 
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ways (for example, an increase in glucocorticoid dose) and that not 


all patients would progress to a major relapse. The ERG 


anticipated that modelling severe relapse rates for the subgroups of 


patients with newly diagnosed or relapsed disease would be likely 


to be highly uncertain because of very low event numbers, and 


suggested it may be preferable to assume similar relapse rates in 


these 2 subgroups. 


3.40 The ERG believed it would be more appropriate to have included a 


health state for non-complete remission (that is, when 


glucocorticoids and other less immunosuppressive treatments are 


still used). It considered that the failure to model different levels of 


treatment response and unrealistically high relapse rates may have 


led to patients in both treatment sequences entering the 


uncontrolled disease state too quickly. Furthermore, the ERG had 


concerns about how the manufacturer had modelled treatment for 


patients who had completed treatment sequences with rituximab 


and cyclophosphamide and progressed to the uncontrolled disease 


state. The ERG noted that in the manufacturer’s model, patients in 


the standard of care sequence spent 70.7% of their discounted 


mean life expectancy in this health state, compared with 63.2% of 


patients in the intervention sequence. However, clinical specialist 


advice to the ERG suggested that it is very rare for patients with 


severe ANCA-associated vasculitis be in this health state because 


a treatment strategy can usually be identified that offers some 


disease control. The ERG stated that ideally the manufacturer’s 


model would have included additional lines of treatment, such as 


mycophenolate mofetil, leflunomide, azathioprine and 


methotrexate, because clinical specialist advice received by the 


ERG suggested that these treatments are likely to be included in 


the lifetime treatment sequences for patients with severe ANCA-


associated vasculitis. The ERG also believed that these patients 


would have disease that was partially controlled through treatment 
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and that the health state would involve a higher utility score than 


that assumed by the manufacturer for uncontrolled disease. The 


ERG indicated that costs for this health state would be lower than 


those assumed by the manufacturer because it was unlikely 


patients would have outpatient appointments to receive specialist 


palliative care every 1.5 weeks.  


3.41 The ERG described several concerns about the costs used in the 


manufacturer’s economic model. It stated that health state costs 


were the largest proportion of total costs generated by the 


manufacturer’s economic model (93% for the cyclophosphamide 


group and 89% for the rituximab group in the manufacturer’s base-


case analysis) and noted the importance of these on the cost-


effectiveness results. The ERG noted that certain costs (including 


some tests and the total number of outpatient appointments) were 


not realistic and believed that these costs were substantially 


overestimated by the manufacturer, creating a significant bias in 


favour of rituximab. The ERG also considered that the 


manufacturer’s approach to estimating the drug costs may be 


biased in favour of the rituximab group (by overestimating the 


amount of oral cyclophosphamide used in a typical treatment 


course), and noted that wastage costs from part-used vials had not 


been included in the manufacturer’s base-case analysis. 


Evidence Review Group’s exploratory analyses 


3.42 The ERG corrected several apparent technical errors in the 


manufacturer’s economic model, which included using costs of 


prednisolone instead of prednisone in line with UK clinical practice. 


Other cost changes were for cyclophosphamide, trimethoprim and 


blood tests. The ERG also adjusted the utility value for pneumonia, 


the relapse rate numbers at risk, used normal distributions for cost 


parameters, included distributions for standardised mortality rates 


and outpatient appointments in the probabilistic sensitivity 
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analyses, and adjusted the mortality risk for patients aged 91 years 


and older in the uncontrolled disease health state. Cumulatively, 


these changes decreased the ICER for the comparison of rituximab 


with cyclophosphamide for all patients with ANCA-associated 


vasculitis. The ERG’s corrected ICER was £6006 per QALY gained 


(incremental costs £986; incremental QALYs 0.1642) compared 


with the manufacturer’s base-case ICER of £8544 per QALY 


gained (incremental costs £1391; incremental QALYs 0.1628). 


Replacing the cost of prednisone with the cost of prednisolone had 


the greatest impact. 


3.43 In further exploratory analyses, the ERG altered several parameter 


values in the manufacturer’s economic model: 


 Body surface area and weight were increased to better reflect 


patients in RAVE. 


 It was assumed that patients who went into remission after 


receiving rituximab would receive azathioprine maintenance 


treatment at the same dosage as patients who went into 


remission after receiving cyclophosphamide. 


 Relapse rates were re-estimated based on data from patients 


who had severe flares after receiving cyclophosphamide in 


RAVE, to reflect the assumption that only severe flares would 


lead to renewed induction treatment. Given the assumption that 


patients receiving rituximab induction treatment also received 


azathioprine maintenance, the same relapse rate was applied to 


patients in the rituximab group and patients in the 


cyclophosphamide group. 


 Costs and utility values in the uncontrolled disease state were 


amended to reflect that patients in this state are likely to have 


some disease control. 


 The number and costs of routine tests were amended to reflect 


recommendations in published guidelines. 
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 Methylprednisolone administration costs were increased. 


 The costs of X-rays and computerised tomography scans were 


taken from NHS reference costs. 


 Wastage costs were included. 


 The number of outpatient appointments was reduced. 


When these changes in the manufacturer’s economic model were 


added to those described in section 3.42, the ERG’s cumulative 


ICER increased to £26,347 per QALY gained (incremental costs 


£5704; incremental QALYs 0.2165) for the comparison of rituximab 


with cyclophosphamide for the full population of patients with 


ANCA-associated vasculitis. The ERG noted that reducing the 


number of outpatient appointments (especially) in the uncontrolled 


disease health state substantially decreased the benefits 


associated with the rituximab treatment sequence. 


3.44 The ERG modelled several treatment sequences that it considered 


to be more appropriate than those in the manufacturer’s 


submission for the different populations (described in 


sections 3.45–3.49): 


 the full population in the manufacturer’s economic model 


 patients with newly diagnosed ANCA-associated vasculitis 


 patients with relapsed ANCA-associated vasculitis who could 


have further treatment with cyclophosphamide 


 patients with relapsed ANCA-associated vasculitis who could not 


have further cyclophosphamide treatment 


 patients who are unable to tolerate cyclophosphamide. 


3.45 The ERG investigated how different treatment sequences could 


impact on the cost-effectiveness estimates for the full patient 


population with ANCA-associated vasculitis in the manufacturer’s 


economic model: 
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 Adding rituximab to the treatment sequence after 2 courses of 


cyclophosphamide gave an ICER of £12,075 per QALY gained 


(incremental costs £3894; incremental QALYs 0.32). 


 Using rituximab after 1 course of cyclophosphamide increased 


the ICER to £69,710 per QALY gained (incremental costs £355; 


incremental QALYs 0.0051) compared with using it after 


2 courses. 


 Using rituximab as first-line treatment further increased the ICER 


to £127,456 per QALY gained (incremental costs £579; 


incremental QALYs 0.0045) compared with using rituximab as 


second-line treatment. 


At £30,000 per QALY gained, the probability of rituximab being cost 


effective after 2 courses of cyclophosphamide was 58.3%. The 


probability that excluding rituximab from the treatment sequence 


was cost effective was 11.7%. 


3.46 The ERG did exploratory analyses for the population with newly 


diagnosed ANCA-associated vasculitis: 


 Adding rituximab to the treatment sequence after 2 courses of 


cyclophosphamide gave an ICER of £12,851 per QALY gained 


(incremental costs £3783; incremental QALYs 0.29). 


 Using rituximab after 1 course of cyclophosphamide increased 


the ICER to £81,604 per QALY gained (incremental costs £364; 


incremental QALYs 0.0045) compared with using rituximab after 


2 courses of cyclophosphamide. 


 The ICER for using rituximab as a first-line treatment further 


increased the ICER to £317,038 per QALY gained (incremental 


costs £843; incremental QALYs 0.0027) compared with using 


rituximab as second-line treatment. 


At £30,000 per QALY gained, the probability that using rituximab 


after 2 courses of cyclophosphamide was cost effective in 
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patients with newly diagnosed disease was 59.7%. The 


probability that excluding rituximab from the treatment sequence 


was cost effective was 13.9%. 


3.47 The ERG did exploratory analyses on the population of patients 


with relapsed ANCA-associated vasculitis who could have further 


treatment with cyclophosphamide: 


 Adding rituximab to the treatment sequence after 


cyclophosphamide gave an ICER of £11,129 per QALY gained 


(incremental costs £4702; incremental QALYs 0.4225). 


 The ICER for rituximab as first-line treatment was £51,842 per 


QALY gained (incremental costs £325; incremental QALYs 


0.0063) compared with rituximab as second-line treatment. 


The probability of rituximab being cost effective after 1 course of 


cyclophosphamide was 51.3% at £30,000 per QALY gained. The 


probability that excluding rituximab from the treatment sequence 


was cost effective was 10.4%. 


3.48 The ERG did exploratory analyses on the population of patients 


with relapsed ANCA-associated vasculitis who could not have 


further cyclophosphamide treatment. Using rituximab instead of 


best supportive care gave an ICER of £10,699 per QALY gained 


(incremental costs £5385; incremental QALYs 0.5033). The ERG 


assumed that patients who could not tolerate further 


cyclophosphamide treatment and were receiving best supportive 


care moved directly to a low-grade disease health state (with partial 


disease control), and explained that this assumption limited the 


analysis because active comparators were excluded. At £30,000 


per QALY gained, the probability of rituximab being cost effective 


was 90.4%. The probability that excluding rituximab from the 


treatment sequence was cost effective was 9.6%. 
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3.49 The ERG did an exploratory subgroup analysis on patients who 


were unable to tolerate cyclophosphamide. This subgroup did not 


necessarily have relapsed disease, but could not take 


cyclophosphamide for a reason other than exceeding the maximum 


recommended lifetime cumulative dose. Model parameter inputs 


were based on the full patient population in RAVE. Using rituximab 


instead of best supportive care gave an ICER of £11,277 per QALY 


gained (incremental costs £5437; incremental QALYs 0.48). The 


ERG assumed that patients who could not tolerate further 


cyclophosphamide treatment and were receiving best supportive 


care moved directly to a low-grade disease health state (with partial 


disease control), and explained that this assumption limited the 


analysis because active comparators were excluded. At £30,000 


per QALY gained, the probability of rituximab being cost effective in 


patients who cannot tolerate cyclophosphamide was 90.5%. The 


probability that excluding rituximab from the treatment sequence 


was cost effective was 9.5%.  


3.50 After receiving feedback from clinical specialists on its exploratory 


analyses, the ERG did other scenario analyses on the data from 


the full patient population to further explore uncertainty associated 


with some parameters used in the economic model. The 


parameters tested were: reduced administration costs for 


methylprednisone and cyclophosphamide (because of shorter 


infusion time); substituting co-trimoxazole for trimethoprim; fewer 


cyclophosphamide infusions (6 instead of 10); and increased 


weight and body surface (to reflect the UK population with ANCA-


associated vasculitis). These amendments had little cumulative 


impact on the ICER associated with adding rituximab to the 


treatment sequence after 2 courses of cyclophosphamide treatment 


compared with best supportive care after 2 courses of 


cyclophosphamide treatment, which increased slightly from 


£12,075 per QALY gained (ERG’s base-case ICER) to £12,670 per 
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QALY gained. However, the cumulative ICERs for using rituximab 


earlier in the treatment sequence increased more markedly 


because of reduced costs for intravenous cyclophosphamide and 


increased costs for rituximab (owing to higher body surface area). 


The ICER for using rituximab after 1 course of cyclophosphamide 


was £117,545 per QALY gained compared with after 2 courses of 


cyclophosphamide, and the ICER for using rituximab as first-line 


treatment was £191,013 per QALY gained compared with using it 


as second-line treatment. The ERG anticipated that these findings 


using the full patient population would be mirrored in the subgroups 


of patients who were newly diagnosed or had relapsed disease. 


3.51 Full details of all the evidence are in the manufacturer’s submission 


and the ERG report. 


4 Consideration of the evidence 


The Appraisal Committee reviewed the data available on the 


clinical and cost effectiveness of rituximab, having considered 


evidence on the nature of anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibody 


(ANCA)-associated vasculitis and the value placed on the benefits 


of rituximab by people with the condition, those who represent 


them, and clinical specialists. It also took into account the effective 


use of NHS resources. 


4.1 The Committee discussed the current clinical pathway of care for 


people with ANCA-associated vasculitis. It heard from the clinical 


specialists that induction treatment with cyclophosphamide is the 


standard of care for patients with severe ANCA-associated 


vasculitis, and that this includes patients with severe 


granulomatosis with polyangiitis and microscopic polyangiitis. The 


Committee recognised that induction treatment lasted for up to 


6 months, that cyclophosphamide was administered either orally or 


intravenously with glucocorticoids, and that the method of 



http://guidance.nice.org.uk/TAXXX

http://guidance.nice.org.uk/TAXXX
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administration varied across treatment centres. The Committee 


was advised by the clinical specialists that alternatives to 


cyclophosphamide (such as mycophenolate mofetil, methotrexate 


and deoxyspergualin) were associated with reduced remission 


rates and would not normally be used to treat severe disease 


(unless cyclophosphamide was highly unsuitable). The Committee 


heard from the clinical specialists that after going into remission 


with cyclophosphamide, the glucocorticoid dose is tapered and 


patients switch to maintenance treatment (such as azathioprine) for 


up to 2 years to reduce the likelihood of relapse. The Committee 


learned from clinical specialists that minor relapses would likely be 


managed with an increased dose of glucocorticoid in the first 


instance. 


4.2 The Committee reviewed the safety of treatments currently used in 


UK clinical practice to induce remission in severe ANCA-associated 


vasculitis. It recognised that the risk of long-term toxicity (for 


example, uro-epithelial malignancies) increases with the cumulative 


dose of cyclophosphamide, and understood from the clinical 


specialists that the cumulative dose should not exceed 36 g and 


that they aim to keep it well below this level (at around 20 g) if 


possible. The Committee was then advised by the clinical 


specialists that patients would receive 6–10 cycles of intravenous 


cyclophosphamide to induce remission, that the cumulative dose 


administered would depend on body weight, and would generally 


be 10–15 g for 10 cycles. It further heard that a cyclophosphamide 


course administered orally would result in a higher cumulative dose 


and could be more than 30 g. The Committee learned from the 


clinical specialists that rituximab is currently used in the UK 


following relapse after 1 course of cyclophosphamide, as a way to 


delay further courses of cyclophosphamide (and consequently 


reduce the cumulative dose). The Committee concluded that 


alternative treatments for ANCA-associated vasculitis that avoided 
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using cyclophosphamide would be welcomed by clinicians and 


patients. 


4.3 The Committee heard from the patient experts about the demands 


of living with ANCA-associated vasculitis and its treatment. It 


learned how each relapse can cause further progressive damage to 


the body and that this may be permanent, and how considerable 


stress results from the fear of relapse. The Committee further heard 


about the effects of cyclophosphamide’s long-term toxicity. The 


Committee acknowledged that ANCA-associated vasculitis has a 


significant impact on patients’ quality of life and that 


cyclophosphamide treatment can be associated with a range of 


adverse events that could in turn impair their quality of life. 


 Clinical effectiveness 


4.4 The Committee considered the evidence presented by the 


manufacturer on the clinical effectiveness of rituximab. It noted that 


the evidence was primarily from the RAVE study and this was 


complemented by the RITUXVAS study. The Committee reviewed 


the suitability of the clinical trial evidence and noted that only RAVE 


used the regimen recommended in the European marketing 


authorisation. Overall, the Committee concluded that the studies 


provided adequate evidence for assessing rituximab for inducing 


remission of ANCA-associated vasculitis and were generalisable to 


UK clinical practice. 


4.5 The Committee discussed the clinical effectiveness of rituximab 


compared with cyclophosphamide as induction therapy in patients 


with severe ANCA-associated vasculitis. The Committee was 


aware that the disease severity in RAVE was closer to that 


classified as generalised disease in treatment guidelines. It 


accepted that the RAVE results showed rituximab was non-inferior 


to cyclophosphamide in inducing complete remission in the full 
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study population at 6 months, but was uncertain if the treatment 


benefit persisted because of the short duration of RAVE. The 


Committee concluded that rituximab was not less effective at 


6 months than cyclophosphamide as induction treatment for 


patients with severe ANCA-associated vasculitis, and that further 


data were necessary to show benefit in the longer term. 


4.6 The Committee discussed the need for maintenance treatment 


after rituximab induction therapy. The Committee was aware of a 


difference of opinion between the clinical specialists consulted by 


the Evidence Review Group (ERG) and those attending the 


appraisal meeting. It noted that clinical advice received by the ERG 


stated that maintenance treatment (for example, with azathioprine) 


would normally be given after induction treatment, including 


rituximab, and that maintenance treatment was recommended in 


the British Society of Rheumatology guidelines. The Committee 


noted that these guidelines, which were published in 2007, referred 


primarily to maintenance after cyclophosphamide. It was aware that 


the guidelines had concluded that there was insufficient evidence to 


recommend the routine use of rituximab in induction or 


maintenance regimens at that time, and that the results from RAVE 


had been published after the guidelines. The Committee heard 


from the clinical specialists at the meeting that they would not 


currently use maintenance treatments such as azathioprine after 


rituximab, that there was no clinical trial evidence to support this 


practice, and that the British Society of Rheumatology guidelines 


are currently under review. The Committee was advised by the 


clinical specialists that in clinical practice some patients may 


receive additional ‘top-up’ infusions of rituximab in the months after 


completing induction treatment, but recalled that the European 


marketing authorisation was specifically for the induction of 


remission (with a recommended dosage of 375 mg/m2 


administered as an intravenous infusion once weekly for 4 weeks) 
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and did not include rituximab being used as a maintenance 


treatment. It further noted that the summary of product 


characteristics for rituximab states that the efficacy and safety of 


rituximab as a maintenance treatment has not been established. 


Based on the opinion of the clinical specialists at the meeting, the 


Committee concluded that maintenance treatments such as 


azathioprine would not be routinely given in UK clinical practice 


after induction of remission with rituximab, and also concluded that 


maintenance treatment with rituximab was outside the scope of the 


appraisal. 


4.7 The Committee reviewed the subgroups presented by the 


manufacturer to identify which patients were likely to experience a 


greater treatment benefit. The Committee was aware that the 


complete remission rate in the subgroup with relapsed disease was 


statistically significantly higher in patients who had received 


rituximab compared with patients who received cyclophosphamide, 


but there was no difference between treatment groups in patients 


with newly diagnosed disease. The Committee understood from the 


clinical specialists that this represented a clinically plausible 


subgroup on which to base treatment decisions. However, the 


Committee was aware that 60% of patients with relapsing disease 


had previously received cyclophosphamide, which could potentially 


influence the findings if some patients’ disease was partially 


refractory to cyclophosphamide. The Committee noted that in the 


subgroup of patients who tested positive for proteinase-3, the 


patients receiving rituximab were statistically significantly more 


likely to go into complete remission than the patients receiving 


cyclophosphamide. However, it heard from the clinical specialists 


that treatment decisions would not be based on type of ANCA at 


baseline in UK clinical practice and that these did not represent 


clinically plausible subgroups. The Committee also heard from the 


clinical specialists that there may be a small subgroup of newly 
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diagnosed patients who would benefit from avoiding 


cyclophosphamide, such as patients wishing to preserve their 


fertility, patients who have had a previous uro-epithelial 


malignancy, and patients with an active bacterial infection being 


treated in an intensive care unit. The Committee concluded that 


basing patient subgroups on previous treatment was clinically 


plausible and suitable for informing treatment decisions. It further 


concluded that there may be a subgroup of newly diagnosed 


patients for whom avoiding cyclophosphamide may be desirable, 


but that this subgroup had not been clearly defined in the 


manufacturer’s submission and no clinical evidence had been 


provided. 


4.8 The Committee discussed the safety of rituximab compared with 


cyclophosphamide. It was aware that intravenous administration of 


cyclophosphamide is associated with a more favourable adverse-


event profile than oral administration. The Committee noted that the 


frequency and severity of short-term adverse events were broadly 


comparable for rituximab and cyclophosphamide in RAVE (in which 


cyclophosphamide was administered orally) and RITUXVAS (in 


which cyclophosphamide was administered intravenously). The 


Committee noted that there were long-term adverse events 


associated with cyclophosphamide (such as bladder cancer and 


loss of fertility), but that it was not possible to form any conclusions 


on the long-term safety profile of rituximab because the data in the 


manufacturer’s submission only extended to a maximum of 


18 months. The Committee concluded that the safety profile of 


rituximab compared with cyclophosphamide seemed broadly 


similar in the short term, but that there was uncertainty about any 


long-term safety benefits of rituximab (such as a lack of effect on 


fertility or reduced risk of malignancy compared with 


cyclophosphamide) because there was no evidence for this, and 


that further data were necessary to show benefit in the longer term. 
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4.9 The Committee discussed potential advantages associated with 


rituximab that were not related to its efficacy or safety. It heard from 


the clinical specialists and patient experts that induction treatment 


with rituximab was 4 weeks instead of up to 6 months with 


cyclophosphamide, which was more convenient for patients. The 


Committee understood that patients who had received rituximab as 


induction therapy would not subsequently receive maintenance 


treatment, whereas patients who had received cyclophosphamide 


would then have maintenance treatment and would likely 


experience associated adverse events. The Committee concluded 


that these potential benefits were important to patients. 


 Cost effectiveness 


4.10 The Committee discussed the manufacturer’s approach to 


developing its economic model. It noted that the ERG considered 


the manufacturer’s approach to be generally in line with the NICE 


reference case, but that the manufacturer’s decision problem did 


not match the final NICE scope in all areas (notably the exclusion 


of all comparators except cyclophosphamide and of some 


outcomes). The Committee concluded that the outlined structure 


was acceptable for assessing the cost effectiveness of rituximab in 


treating ANCA-associated vasculitis. 


4.11 The Committee considered the comparators included in the 


manufacturer’s economic model. The clinical specialists confirmed 


that cyclophosphamide was the standard of care for inducing 


remission and that this would be administered orally or 


intravenously. The Committee then heard that a lack of evidence 


meant it was not possible to confirm the relative proportions for oral 


and intravenous cyclophosphamide administration, but that the 


manufacturer’s estimate in the model was not unreasonable. It 


noted that the manufacturer had not considered comparators other 
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than cyclophosphamide, and recalled that it had been advised by 


the clinical specialists that other treatments (such as methotrexate 


and deoxyspergualin) would be given to induce remission if a 


patient could not have cyclophosphamide. It was aware that 


although these alternative treatments would be expected to have 


lower efficacy than cyclophosphamide and rituximab, they would 


offer some degree of disease control. The Committee concluded 


that although cyclophosphamide was the standard of care, the 


manufacturer’s model and analyses did not fully represent the 


management of severe ANCA-associated vasculitis in the UK 


because it had excluded other comparators that would be used 


when cyclophosphamide was not suitable. 


4.12 The Committee evaluated the treatment pathway used in the 


manufacturer’s economic model. In addition to omitting 


comparators other than cyclophosphamide, it considered the 


treatment sequences in the manufacturer’s economic model to be 


incomplete and inappropriate because they did not enable fully 


incremental analyses for all populations of interest (that is, patients 


who were newly diagnosed, patients with relapsed disease who 


could have further cyclophosphamide, patients with relapsed 


disease who could not have further cyclophosphamide and patients 


who could not tolerate cyclophosphamide). Furthermore, the 


Committee learned from clinical specialists that the manufacturer’s 


assumption that patients who had not responded to a first course of 


rituximab would then receive a second course did not reflect UK 


clinical practice. The Committee agreed that the treatment 


sequences used by the ERG in its exploratory analyses were more 


comprehensive and therefore more appropriate, but noted that 


these were based on clinical specialist advice that differed from the 


opinion of the clinical specialists attending the Committee meeting. 


The Committee noted that the ICERs presented by the 


manufacturer and the ERG for the different populations were 
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sensitive to changes in treatment sequence. To fully inform its 


decision-making, the Committee concluded that it needed 


additional analyses for all possible treatment sequences, with 


ICERs presented in a fully incremental analysis and as pairwise 


comparisons, for the different subgroup populations. 


4.13 The Committee discussed the uncontrolled disease health state in 


the manufacturer’s economic model. It noted the ERG’s concerns 


that 60–70% of patients in the model reached the uncontrolled 


disease state and heard from the clinical specialists that this was 


not clinically realistic. The Committee was aware that this health 


state was associated with a low utility value and understood from 


the clinical specialists that patients would be expected to have 


some disease control with treatments other than 


cyclophosphamide. It noted the ERG’s opinion that the costs for 


this health state had been overestimated and was advised by the 


clinical specialists that the number of outpatient appointments was 


not plausible. The Committee noted from the ERG’s exploratory 


analyses that the ICER substantially increased when the number of 


outpatient appointments in the uncontrolled disease state was 


reduced. The Committee concluded that the utility value had been 


underestimated and costs had been overestimated for the 


uncontrolled disease health state in the manufacturer’s model, and 


that this health state should reflect a degree of disease control that 


would be expected with alternative treatments. 


4.14 The Committee discussed how adverse events and disease 


consequences had been incorporated into the manufacturer’s 


model. It noted that disutilities for cyclophosphamide’s cumulative 


long-term toxicity had not been included in the analyses by the 


manufacturer or the ERG, and that the costs of managing long-term 


toxicity could be substantial (for example, treating uro-epithelial 


cancer or fertility problems). The Committee noted that the long-
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term toxicity of rituximab also had not been modelled and was not 


presently fully established. It was aware that the manufacturer’s 


model did not include inpatient costs (such as treating infections) or 


the costs of disease consequences (for example, managing renal 


disease). The Committee concluded that the manufacturer’s model 


had not captured all relevant costs and disutilities relating to 


treatment-associated adverse events and disease consequences, 


which had added some uncertainty to the cost-effectiveness 


estimates generated by the model. 


4.15 The Committee reviewed how the manufacturer had estimated 


relapse rates in its economic model. It noted that the final NICE 


scope included severity of relapses as an outcome, but that this 


had not been included by the manufacturer in its decision problem, 


even though minor and major relapses were reported in RAVE and 


had been included as part of the clinical evidence in its submission. 


It noted from the manufacturer’s submission that, when possible, 


minor relapses in RAVE were managed by increasing the 


glucocorticoid dose (unless cyclophosphamide was considered to 


be necessary). It understood from the clinical specialists that this 


would generally be the approach taken in UK clinical practice in the 


first instance (unless, for example, it was considered that there was 


a high risk of progression to a major relapse). The Committee 


heard from the clinical specialists that not all minor relapses 


progress to major relapses needing induction treatment, and 


therefore it considered the manufacturer’s approach of modelling all 


relapses to be inappropriate. The Committee was aware that the 


manufacturer had used summary statistics rather than individual 


patient-level data, and noted the poor fit of the exponential 


distributions to the Kaplan–Meier relapse curves for the rituximab 


and cyclophosphamide groups. It agreed with the ERG’s opinion 


that the relapse rates derived from RAVE had been poorly 


estimated. Furthermore, the Committee considered that the number 
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of severe relapses in the patient subgroups would be low and 


therefore relapse rates based on these limited events would be 


highly uncertain. The Committee concluded that the relapse rates 


in the manufacturer’s model were not appropriate, adding 


considerable uncertainty to the cost-effectiveness estimates.  


4.16 The Committee attempted to identify the most plausible incremental 


cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) for the comparison of rituximab and 


cyclophosphamide for treating severe ANCA-associated vasculitis. 


The Committee agreed that it was unable to identify the most 


plausible ICER because it did not have the necessary information 


to inform a decision on the cost effectiveness of rituximab. It noted 


several reasons for uncertainty in the results provided by the 


manufacturer using its economic model: 


 incomplete or inappropriate treatment sequences for all 


populations of interest 


 no incremental analysis 


 partial responses were not modelled (that is, when patients were 


in remission but still taking glucocorticoids at 6 months) 


 uncertainty in model parameters (largely as described in the 


ERG report and summarised in sections 3.35–3.36 and 3.38–


3.41 of this document) 


 unrealistic outpatient costs and utility values in the uncontrolled 


disease health state 


 uncertainty in treating minor relapses in the same way as major 


relapses 


 uncertainty in estimating the probability of relapse. 


The Committee agreed that most, but not all, of the adjustments to 


the model parameters in the exploratory analyses by the ERG were 


appropriate. It did not accept the following amendments: 
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 maintenance treatment after induction therapy with rituximab 


(given the uncertainty over present UK clinical practice as 


described in section 4.6) 


 the number of outpatient appointments after complete remission 


(after hearing from clinical specialists that patients would attend 


more than 2 appointments in 6 months).  


4.17 The Committee concluded that none of the ICERs presented by the 


manufacturer and the ERG provided an accurate cost-effectiveness 


estimate for rituximab for treating ANCA-associated vasculitis, and 


that it needed additional analyses to inform its decision-making. 


Therefore, the Committee was minded not to recommend rituximab 


in combination with glucocorticoids for treating anti-neutrophil 


cytoplasmic antibody-associated vasculitis as a cost-effective use 


of NHS resources. The Committee requested further analyses from 


the manufacturer that address the issues identified (see section 1.2 


and 4.11–4.16), and which should be made available for the 


second Appraisal Committee meeting. 


4.18 The Committee discussed whether rituximab was innovative in its 


potential to make a significant and substantial impact on health-


related benefits. The manufacturer noted that cyclophosphamide 


reduces fertility in men and women, and stated that the benefit of 


maintaining fertility while treating the disease effectively cannot be 


captured in the QALY. The Committee noted that there was no 


evidence showing rituximab has benefit in this regard. On the basis 


of currently available evidence, the Committee did not consider 


rituximab to be a step change in managing ANCA-associated 


vasculitis. The Committee concluded that there were no additional 


QALYs associated with rituximab that had not been incorporated 


into the economic model and the cost-effectiveness estimates. 
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4.19 The Committee considered whether NICE’s duties under the 


equality legislation required it to alter or to add to its preliminary 


recommendations. Consultees suggested that children should be 


included in the population, but the European marketing 


authorisation specifies ‘adults’ so this is not an equality issue that 


falls within the remit of a NICE technology appraisal. No other 


equality issues were raised during scoping, in any of the 


consultees’ submissions or during the Committee meeting, that fell 


within the remit of a NICE technology appraisal. The Committee 


concluded that its decision on the use of rituximab would not have 


a particular impact on any group with a protected characteristic and 


that there was no need to alter or add to its preliminary 


recommendations. 


Summary of Appraisal Committee’s key conclusions 


TAXXX Appraisal title: Rituximab in combination with 
glucocorticoids for treating anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic 
antibody-associated vasculitis 


Section 


Key conclusion 


The Committee is minded not to recommend rituximab in combination with 
glucocorticoids within its marketing authorisation, that is, for inducing 
remission in adults with anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibody [ANCA]-
associated vasculitis (severely active granulomatosis with polyangiitis 
[Wegener’s] and microscopic polyangiitis). The Committee agreed that it 
was unable to identify the most plausible ICER because it did not have the 
necessary information to inform a decision on the cost effectiveness of 
rituximab. The Committee recommends that NICE requests further 
clarification from the manufacturer, which should be made available for the 
second Appraisal Committee meeting. 


1.1, 
4.16, 
4.17 
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Current practice 


Clinical need of 
patients, including the 
availability of 
alternative treatments 


The Committee heard from the clinical specialists 
that induction treatment with cyclophosphamide is 
the standard of care for patients with severe 
ANCA-associated vasculitis, and that alternative 
treatments such as mycophenolate mofetil, 
methotrexate and deoxyspergualin) were 
associated with reduced remission rates and 
would not normally be used to treat severe 
disease (unless cyclophosphamide was highly 
unsuitable).The Committee recognised that the 
risk of long-term toxicity (for example, uro-
epithelial malignancies) increases with the 
cumulative dose of cyclophosphamide. The 
Committee concluded that alternative treatments 
for ANCA-associated vasculitis that avoided the 
use of cyclophosphamide would be welcomed by 
clinicians and patients. 


4.1–4.3 


The technology 


Proposed benefits of 
the technology 


How innovative is the 
technology in its 
potential to make a 
significant and 
substantial impact on 
health-related 
benefits? 


Rituximab (MabThera, Roche Products) is a 
genetically engineered chimeric (mouse/human) 
monoclonal antibody that depletes B cells by 
targeting cells bearing the CD20 surface marker. 


Although the manufacturer had noted that 
cyclophosphamide reduces fertility in men and 
women, and stated that the benefit of maintaining 
fertility while treating the disease effectively cannot 
be captured in the QALY, the Committee was not 
aware of any evidence showing rituximab has 
benefit in this regard. On the basis of currently 
available evidence, the Committee did not 
consider rituximab to be a step change in 
managing ANCA-associated vasculitis. The 
Committee concluded that there were no 
additional QALYs associated with rituximab that 
had not been incorporated into the economic 
model and the cost-effectiveness estimates. 


2.1, 
4.18 


What is the position of 
the treatment in the 
pathway of care for the 
condition? 


The Committee assessed the clinical effectiveness 
of rituximab compared with cyclophosphamide as 
induction therapy in patients with severe ANCA-
associated vasculitis. 


4.5 
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Adverse reactions The Committee noted that the frequency and 
severity of short-term adverse events were broadly 
comparable for rituximab and cyclophosphamide 
in RAVE and RITUXVAS. The Committee noted 
that there were long-term adverse events 
associated with cyclophosphamide (such as 
bladder cancer and loss of fertility), but that it was 
not possible to form any conclusions on the long-
term safety profile of rituximab because the data in 
the manufacturer’s submission only extended to a 
maximum of 18 months. 


4.8 


Evidence for clinical effectiveness 


Availability, nature and 
quality of evidence 


The Committee considered the evidence from 
RAVE and RITUXVAS presented by the 
manufacturer and noted that only RAVE used the 
regimen recommended in the European marketing 
authorisation. The Committee concluded that the 
studies provided adequate evidence for assessing 
rituximab for inducing remission of ANCA-
associated vasculitis and were generalisable to 
UK clinical practice. 


4.4 


Relevance to general 
clinical practice in the 
NHS 


The Committee discussed the need for 
maintenance treatment after rituximab induction 
therapy. It was aware that clinical advice received 
by the ERG stated that maintenance treatment (for 
example, with azathioprine) would normally be 
given after induction treatment, including 
rituximab, but heard from the clinical specialists at 
the meeting that they would not currently use 
maintenance treatment with drugs such as 
azathioprine after rituximab. The Committee 
concluded that maintenance treatments such as 
azathioprine would not be routinely given in UK 
clinical practice after induction of remission with 
rituximab, and also concluded that maintenance 
treatment with rituximab was outside the scope of 
the appraisal because it was not included in 
rituximab’s European marketing authorisation. 


4.6 


Uncertainties 
generated by the 
evidence 


The Committee accepted that the RAVE results 
showed rituximab was non-inferior to 
cyclophosphamide in inducing complete remission 
in the full study population at 6 months, but was 
uncertain if the treatment benefit persisted 
because of the short duration of RAVE. 


4.5 
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Are there any clinically 
relevant subgroups for 
which there is 
evidence of differential 
effectiveness? 


The Committee was aware that the complete 
remission rate in the subgroup with relapsed 
disease was statistically significantly higher in 
patients who had received rituximab compared 
with patients who received cyclophosphamide, but 
there was no difference between treatment groups 
in patients with newly diagnosed disease. The 
Committee concluded that basing patient 
subgroups on previous treatment was suitable for 
informing treatment decisions. The Committee 
heard from the clinical specialists that there may 
be a small subgroup of newly diagnosed patients 
for whom avoiding cyclophosphamide may be 
desirable, such as patients wishing to preserve 
their fertility, but noted that this subgroup had not 
been clearly defined in the manufacturer’s 
submission and no clinical evidence had been 
provided.  


4.7 


Estimate of the size of 
the clinical 
effectiveness including 
strength of supporting 
evidence 


The Committee accepted that the RAVE results 
showed rituximab was non-inferior to 
cyclophosphamide in inducing complete remission 
in the full study population at 6 months, but was 
uncertain if the treatment benefit persisted 
because of the short duration of RAVE. The 
Committee concluded that rituximab was not less 
effective at 6 months than cyclophosphamide as 
induction treatment for patients with severe ANCA-
associated vasculitis, and that further data were 
necessary to show benefit in the longer term. 


4.5 


Evidence for cost effectiveness 


Availability and nature 
of evidence 


The Committee observed that the manufacturer’s 
approach was generally in line with the NICE 
reference case, but that the manufacturer’s 
decision problem did not match the final NICE 
scope in all areas (notably the exclusion of all 
comparators except cyclophosphamide and of 
some outcomes). The Committee concluded that 
the outlined structure was acceptable for 
assessing the cost effectiveness of rituximab in 
treating ANCA-associated vasculitis. 


4.10 
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Uncertainties around 
and plausibility of 
assumptions and 
inputs in the economic 
model 


The Committee identified several reasons for 
uncertainty in the results using manufacturer’s 
economic model including: uncertainty in model 
parameters, unrealistic outpatient costs and utility 
values in the uncontrolled disease health state, 
uncertainty in estimating the probability of relapse 
and in how relapses are treated. The Committee 
concluded that although cyclophosphamide was 
the standard of care, the manufacturer’s model 
and analyses did not fully represent the 
management of severe ANCA-associated 
vasculitis in the UK because it had excluded other 
comparators that would be used when 
cyclophosphamide was not suitable. Additionally, it 
considered the treatment sequences in the 
manufacturer’s economic model to be incomplete 
and inappropriate, and did not accept the 
manufacturer’s assumption that patients who had 
not responded to a first course of rituximab would 
then receive a second course because this did not 
reflect UK clinical practice. The Committee also 
concluded that the relapse rates in the 
manufacturer’s model were not appropriate. 
Taking all these factors into account, the 
Committee concluded that none of the ICERs 
presented by the manufacturer and the ERG 
provided an accurate cost-effectiveness estimate 
for rituximab for treating ANCA-associated 
vasculitis, and that it needed additional analyses 
to inform a decision on the cost effectiveness of 
rituximab. 


4.11, 
4.12, 
4.15–
4.17 


Incorporation of 
health-related quality-
of-life benefits and 
utility values 


Have any potential 
significant and 
substantial health-
related benefits been 
identified that were not 
included in the 
economic model, and 
how have they been 
considered? 


The Committee concluded that the utility value had 
been underestimated for the uncontrolled disease 
health state in the manufacturer’s model, and that 
this health state should reflect a degree of disease 
control that would be expected with alternative 
treatments. It noted that disutilities for 
cyclophosphamide’s cumulative long-term toxicity 
had not been included, and that the costs for 
managing long-term toxicity could be substantial 
(for example, treating uro-epithelial cancer), which 
added some uncertainty to the cost-effectiveness 
estimates generated by the model. 


4.13, 
4.14 
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Are there specific 
groups of people for 
whom the technology 
is particularly cost 
effective? 


The Committee was aware that the complete 
remission rate in the subgroup with relapsed 
disease was statistically significantly higher in 
patients who had received rituximab compared 
with patients who received cyclophosphamide and 
concluded that basing patient subgroups on 
previous treatment was clinically plausible and 
suitable for informing treatment decisions. 
However, the Committee concluded that none of 
the ICERs presented by the manufacturer and the 
ERG provided an accurate cost-effectiveness 
estimate for rituximab for treating ANCA-
associated vasculitis, and that it needed additional 
analyses for all possible treatment sequences for 
the different subgroup populations to inform its 
decision-making. 


4.7, 
4.12, 
4.17 


What are the key 
drivers of cost 
effectiveness? 


The Committee was aware from the ERG’s 
exploratory analyses that the ICER substantially 
increased when the number of outpatient 
appointments in the uncontrolled disease state 
was reduced and concluded that the costs for the 
uncontrolled disease health state had been 
overestimated in the manufacturer’s model. The 
Committee also noted that the ICERs presented 
by the manufacturer and the ERG for the different 
populations were sensitive to changes in treatment 
sequence. The Committee concluded that the 
treatment sequences in the manufacturer’s 
economic model were incomplete and requested 
additional analyses for all possible treatment 
sequences for the different subgroup populations 
to inform its decision-making. 


4.12, 
4.13 


Most likely cost-
effectiveness estimate 
(given as an ICER) 


The Committee concluded that none of the ICERs 
presented by the manufacturer and the ERG 
provided an accurate cost-effectiveness estimate 
for rituximab for treating ANCA-associated 
vasculitis, and that it needed additional analyses 
to inform its decision-making. 


4.17 


Additional factors taken into account 


Patient access 
schemes (PPRS)  


Not applicable.  


End-of-life 
considerations 


Not applicable.  
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Equalities 
considerations and 
social value 
judgements 


No equality issues that fell within the remit of a 
NICE technology appraisal were raised. The 
Committee concluded that its decision on the use 
of rituximab would not have a particular impact on 
any group with a protected characteristic and that 
there was no need to alter or add to its preliminary 
recommendations. 


4.19 


 


5 Implementation 


[NICE to amend this section as needed after consultation] 


5.1 [Please delete this paragraph if the technology is not 


recommended] Section 7(6) of the National Institute for Health and 


Care Excellence (Constitution and Functions) and the Health and 


Social Care Information Centre (Functions) Regulations 2013 


requires clinical commissioning groups, NHS England and, with 


respect to their public health functions, local authorities to comply 


with the recommendations in this appraisal within 3 months of its 


date of publication.  


OR 


Section 7(6) of the National Institute for Health and Care 


Excellence (Constitution and Functions) and the Health and Social 


Care Information Centre (Functions) Regulations 2013 requires 


clinical commissioning groups, NHS England and, with respect to 


their public health functions, local authorities to comply with the 


recommendations in this appraisal within [insert number] months of 


its date of publication. The normal period of compliance, of 


3 months, has been extended for this technology because [insert 


reason]. This extension is made under Section 7(5) of the 


Regulations. 


5.2 [Please delete this paragraph if the technology is not 


recommended] When NICE recommends a treatment ‘as an 


option’, the NHS must make sure it is available within the period set 



http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/259/contents/made

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/259/contents/made

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/259/contents/made

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/259/contents/made

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/259/contents/made

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/259/contents/made
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out in the paragraph above. This means that, if a patient has 


[indication] and the doctor responsible for their care thinks that 


[technology name] is the right treatment, it should be available for 


use, in line with NICE’s recommendations. 


5.3 NICE has developed tools [link to 


www.nice.org.uk/guidance/TAXXX] to help organisations put this 


guidance into practice (listed below). [NICE to amend list as 


needed at time of publication]  


 Slides highlighting key messages for local discussion. 


 Costing template and report to estimate the national and local 


savings and costs associated with implementation. 


 Implementation advice on how to put the guidance into practice 


and national initiatives that support this locally. 


 A costing statement explaining the resource impact of this 


guidance. 


 Audit support for monitoring local practice. 


6 Related NICE guidance 


There is no related guidance for this technology at the time of consultation. 


7 Proposed date for review of guidance 


7.1 NICE proposes that the guidance on this technology is considered 


for review by the Guidance Executive in October 2016. NICE 


welcomes comment on this proposed date. The Guidance 


Executive will decide whether the technology should be reviewed 


based on information gathered by NICE, and in consultation with 


consultees and commentators.  


Gary McVeigh  


Chair, Appraisal Committee 


July 2013 



http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/TAXXX
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8 Appraisal Committee members, guideline 


representatives and NICE project team 


8.1 Appraisal Committee members 


The Appraisal Committees are standing advisory committees of NICE. 


Members are appointed for a 3-year term. A list of the Committee members 


who took part in the discussions for this appraisal appears below. There are 


4 Appraisal Committees, each with a chair and vice chair. Each Appraisal 


Committee meets once a month, except in December when there are no 


meetings. Each Committee considers its own list of technologies, and ongoing 


topics are not moved between Committees. 


Committee members are asked to declare any interests in the technology to 


be appraised. If it is considered there is a conflict of interest, the member is 


excluded from participating further in that appraisal.  


The minutes of each Appraisal Committee meeting, which include the names 


of the members who attended and their declarations of interests, are posted 


on the NICE website. 


Professor Gary McVeigh (Chair) 


Professor of Cardiovascular Medicine, Queens University Belfast and 


Consultant Physician, Belfast City Hospital 


Professor Jonathan Michaels (Vice Chair) 


Professor of Clinical Decision Science, University of Sheffield 


Dr Matthew Bradley 


Therapy Area Leader, Global Health Outcomes, GlaxoSmithKline  


Dr Ian Campbell 


Honorary Consultant Physician, Llandough Hospital, Cardiff 


Dr Ian Davidson 
Lecturer in Rehabilitation, University of Manchester 
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John Dervan 


Lay Member 


Professor Simon Dixon 


Professor of Health Economics, University of Sheffield 


Dr Alexander Dyker 


Consultant Physician, Wolfson Unit of Clinical Pharmacology, University of 


Newcastle 


Christopher Earl 


Surgical Care Practitioner, Wessex Neurological Centre at Southampton 


University Hospital 


Gillian Ells 


Prescribing Advisor – Commissioning, NHS Hastings and Rother and NHS 


East Sussex Downs and Weald 


Dr Susan Griffin 


Research Fellow, Centre for Health Economics, University of York 


Professor Carol Haigh 


Professor in Nursing, Manchester Metropolitan University 


Professor John Henderson 


Professor of Paediatric Respiratory Medicine, University of Bristol and Bristol 


Royal Hospital for Children 


Dr Paul Hepple 


General Practitioner, Muirhouse Medical Group 


Dr Tim Kinnaird 


Lead Interventional Cardiologist, University Hospital of Wales, Cardiff 


Terrance Lewis 


Lay Member 
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Warren Linley BSc 


Senior Research Fellow, Centre for Health Economics and Medicines 


Evaluation, Bangor University 


Professor Femi Oyebode 


Professor of Psychiatry and Consultant Psychiatrist, The National Centre for 


Mental Health 


Dr John Radford 


Director of Public Health, Rotherham Primary Care Trust and MBC 


Dr Brian Shine 


Consultant Chemical Pathologist, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford 


Paddy Storrie 


Lay Member 


Dr Alison Talbot-Smith 


Consultant in Public Health, Herefordshire Clinical Commissioning Group 


8.2 NICE project team 


Each technology appraisal is assigned to a team consisting of 1 or more 


health technology analysts (who act as technical leads for the appraisal), a 


technical adviser and a project manager. 


Linda Landells 


Technical Lead 


Sally Doss 


Technical Adviser 


Kate Moore 


Project Manager 
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9 Sources of evidence considered by the 


Committee 


A. The Evidence Review Group (ERG) report for this appraisal was 


prepared by the School of Health and Related Research (ScHARR), 


University of Sheffield: 


 Latimer N, et al. Rituximab in combination with corticosteroids 


for the treatment of anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibody-


associated vasculitis, May 2013 


 


B. The following organisations accepted the invitation to participate in 


this appraisal as consultees and commentators. They were invited to 


comment on the draft scope, the ERG report and the appraisal 


consultation document (ACD). Organisations listed in I were also invited 


to make written submissions. Organisations listed in II and III had the 


opportunity to give their expert views. Organisations listed in I, II and III 


also have the opportunity to appeal against the final appraisal 


determination. 


I. Manufacturer/sponsor: 


 Roche Products 


II. Professional/specialist and patient/carer groups: 


 Vasculitis UK 
 British Association of Dermatologists 
 British Association for Paediatric Nephrology 
 British Society for Rheumatology 
 British Society for Paediatric and Adolescent Rheumatology 
 British Thoracic Society 
 Primary Care Rheumatology Society 
 Renal Association 
 Royal College of Nursing 
 Royal College of Pathologists 
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 Royal College of Physicians 


III. Other consultees: 


 Department of Health 
 Bournemouth and Poole, and Dorset PCT Cluster 
 Welsh Government  


IV. Commentator organisations (did not provide written evidence 


and without the right of appeal): 


 Commissioning Support Appraisals Service 
 Department of Health, Social Services and Public Safety for 


Northern Ireland 
 Healthcare Improvement Scotland 
 Arthritis Research UK 
 Vasculitis Rare Disease Working Group of the UK and Ireland 
 School of Health and Related Research (ScHARR) 
 National Institute for Health Research Health Technology 


Assessment Programme 


C. The following individuals were selected from clinical specialist and 


patient expert nominations from the consultees and commentators. They 


gave their expert personal view on rituximab in combination with 


glucocorticoids by attending the initial Committee discussion and 


providing written evidence to the Committee. They are invited to 


comment on the ACD. 


 Professor Lorraine Harper, Professor of Nephrology, 
nominated by the Renal Association – clinical specialist 


 Dr Richard Watts, nominated by Vasculitis Rare Disease 
Working Group of UK and Ireland – clinical specialist 


 John Mills, nominated by Vasculitis UK – patient expert 
 Lisa Ranyell, nominated by vasculitis UK – patient expert 


D. Representatives from the following manufacturer/sponsor attended 


Committee meetings. They contributed only when asked by the 


Committee chair to clarify specific issues and comment on factual 


accuracy. 


 Roche Products 








 
Therapy and Guidelines sub-committee 


British Association of Dermatologists 


 


Comments on the appraisal consultation for: 


Single Technology Appraisal (STA) 


Rituximab in combination with glucocorticoids for treating anti-neutrophil 


cytoplasmic antibody-associated vasculitis [ID567] 


 


In response to the listed queries: 


 


 Has all of the relevant evidence been taken into account?  This is not an area of 


practice for most dermatologists, who manage these patients in combination 


with rheumatologists.  We are not aware of any missing evidence. 


 Are the summaries of clinical and cost effectiveness reasonable interpretations of the 


evidence?  The summaries appear to be a reasonable interpretation of the 


evidence given. 


 Are the provisional recommendations sound and a suitable basis for guidance to the 


NHS?  This is not an area of practice for most dermatologists, who manage 


these patients in combination with rheumatologists.  The guidelines appear to 


request further information reflecting incomplete information, rather than 


providing at present a basis for guidance. 


 


Please tell us whether the preliminary recommendations: 


 could have a different impact on people protected by the equality legislation than on 


the wider population, for example by making it more difficult in practice for a specific 


group to access the technology;  Not that we could determine. 


 could have any adverse impact on people with a particular disability or 


disabilities.  Not that we could determine. 


 


xxxxxx xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx 


 


xx xxxxxx xx xxxxx xxxxxxx 


xxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 
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RESPONSE TO CONSULTATION FROM THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR PAEDIATRIC NEPHROLOGY 
 
Dear Ms Moore 
 
The BAPN was very disappointed to see it is proposed children are excluded from this guidance.  
Children do get AAV and there is significant morbidity – in one recent publication 3 of 13 children 
developed end stage renal disease (Siomou et al, Pediatr Nephrol 2012; 27: 1911-20) and 7 were 
found to have CKD (eGFR <90) on long term follow up.  Furthermore,  11 of these children had extra-
renal disease.  This is consequently a disease that is vigorously treated with cyclophosphamide and 
intravenous steroids, and many paediatric units also use plasmapheresis to induce remission.   
 
The implications for the use of cytotoxic therapy in childhood are significant because children’s life 
span after treatment is greater than for adults, with consequently more time for effects on fertility 
and risk of malignancy to be manifest.  Therapy that avoids exposure to cytotoxic drugs are likely to 
be advantageous for children although we acknowledge there is no evidence to support this view. 
 
Plasmapheresis is commonly used as part of induction therapy for children with AAV – consideration 
should be given to including this therapy in any model of costs. 
 
Section 4.19 considers it is appropriate to exclude children for a purely technical reason – however 
rituximab is used in children and consequently they should be included in any future appraisal of this 
technology.  Children are disadvantaged by any technology appraisal process that places emphasis 
on clinical trial data because this is often lacking for valid reasons, including: many diseases are 
much less common in children making recruitment of an adequate number of participants logistically 
difficult; clinical trials of therapy for acute illness can be difficult to conduct in children for ethical 
reasons; pharmaceutical companies are less inclined to support trials in children because the market 
for products is small.  The BAPN would consequently wish a paediatric nephrologist with specialist 
knowledge of the treatment of AAV to be included in the Guideline Development Group to ensure 
adequate representation of this important population. 
 
The BAPN is aware that a consortium of professional organisations, including the Renal Association 
(of which the BAPN is a part) has formulated a response to this consultation.  The content of this 
response has been shared with the BAPN.  The BAPN is fully supportive of the submission. Although 
the data provided pertains to adult patients the use of this therapy in children is guided by 
experience of its use in adults. 
 
Yours Sincerely 
 
xxxxx xxxxxxx 
xxxxx  xxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
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Dear Kate 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on behalf of NHS Bournemouth and Poole PCT and NHS 
Dorset PCT (Cluster). The preceding organisations to NHS Dorset Clinical Commissioning Group. We 
note the comments in the ACD and have nothing further to add.  NHS England have a clinical 
commissioning policy NHSCB/A3C/1a on Rituximab for ANCA vasculitis at the moment I understand.  
 
Best wishes 
 
Xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx 
Xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
Xxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx 
xxxxxxxxx xxxxx 
xxxxxxxx xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx 
xxx xxx 
xxxxx xxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxx 
 
xxxxxxx xxxxx 
xxx xxx  xxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxxx 
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